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Science Eggs-periment

Murray board votes

3-2 on new resolution

JOHN WRIGHTledger & Times photo

Murray Elementary School students Andrew Switzer, left, and Johnny Cunningham
were rewarded for crossing their fingers while watching this science experiment
during Tuesday's Day of science activities at the campus. Here, they watch as heat
generated from a piece of aluminum foil at the bottom of the plastic bottle actually
pulls a boiled egg through the top of the object. The event was sponsored by
Murray State University, who supplied several of its science students to perform
the experiments.
—

PAAC revamped financial
plan taken to Frankfort
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
If a veteran marketing and
business
consultant
from
Chicago, Ill., has his way, the
Purchase Area Aquaculture
Cooperative will not make anymore ventures to Frankfort to
solicit funds from state government bodies, like it did last
Friday.
Not that Marvin Coklow,
who began advising PAAC management on its business dealings
around four months ago, has
anything against groups like the
Governor's
Office
of
Agriculture Policy or the

Agriculture
Development
Board. After all, it was those
groups from which the cooperative was hoping to obtain
$500,000 in grant funds to satisfy payment on a credit line with
a Hickman bank, along with a
payment for producers that were
supplying products for the cooperative's processing plant in Tri
City when it was closed late last
year. due to financial concerns.
Coklow, though, hopes that
the next time he or the PAAC
members meet with those people, it will be to discuss how the
cooperative has become a powerful player in the western

Kentucky industry picture.
" I thought the meeting we
had was civilized. To me,
though, it was uncomfortable to
be having to do that. In fact, at
the end of the meeting. I went up
and told (the board representatives),'I don't want to see you
guys again.' because I don' t
want us in this position anymore." Coklow said Tuesday
from Chicago. " All we were
asking here is for them to give
us. hopefully, the one last shot in
the arm we need to be able to get
going again, so we can move on

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray Board of Education's
latest proposal attempts to keep
state funding from sitting in
Frankfort while gradually
decreasing staff and students in
the city school district. Hoping
to prevent a drastic shift in its
911 non-resident students, the
Murray board voted 3-2 to
approve a resolution outlining a
four-year average daily attendance contract with Calloway'
County Schools.
The proposal was released
after a nearly four-hour executive session Tuesday night.
Murray's resolution outlines
Calloway Board of Education to
release ADA to Murray for the
911 non-residents students listed
in an amended 2004-05 contract.
The Murray board would also
agree to designate $200,000 to
the Murray-Calloway County
Area Technology Center, which
is housed at Murray High's campus.
In 2005-06, Calloway would
release ADA money for up to
672 of its students, according to
the resolution. That number
would decrease to 550 in 200607 and 400 in 2007-08. During
those years. Murray would
release
ADA
dollars to
Calloway for all of its students
attending Calloway, which currently has about 240 students
who reside in the city district.
Beginning with the 2008-09
year, each district would release
ADA funding to the other district on a one-to-one basis,
according to the proposal.
Murray would charge a yet-tobe-determined tuition to most all
non-resident students beginning
next year. Current Murray High
juniors could be exempt in order
to finish on their graduation
path, said Murray board chair
Dr. Richard Crouch.
"Our proposal attempts to

have the funds
come to our
community
and allows for
a decrease in
staff and students over a
period of time
instead of having a drastic
Crouch
reduction at
once," the board said in a statement. "We hope and trust that
Calloway will agree that this is
the most compassionate and
least disruptive method of
achieving the goal of bringing
balance to the non-resident
issue."
Crouch, vice chair Jerry
Duncan and member Donnie
Winchester voted for the proporal, while members Jean
Masthay and Stuart Alexander
opposed the resolution.
Masthay has expressed concerns about tuition because it
would be a
financial burden to some
non-resident
families with
students
already in the
city
school
district.
"I
respect
the
Masthay
decision of my
fellow board members," she said
after the meeting. "From the
onset, every one couldn't have
what they wanted. We can't
keep district lines open and have
all the money released. My
guiding principle has been to
take care of the 911 out-of-district students here and the 240
they have."
Calloway's board revealed in
December it noticed a significant discrepancy in Murray's
reported non-resident enrollment and the county residents
actually attending city schools.
An investigation by Murray
board attorney Chip Adams con-

g g My guiding
principle has
been to take care of
the 911 out-of-district
students here and the
240 they have. 17
— Jean Masthay
Murray Independent
School Board member
firmed Murray had misreported
its non-resident enrollment to
the Kentucky Department of
Education for at least six years.
School districts receive perpupil funding from the state
based on average daily attendance. The non-resident contract
allows this money to properly
transferred to other districts.
Schools receive about $3,500
for each student. The ADA
money incorporates the state's
Support Education Excellence
in Kentucky, a formula-driven
funding program that provides
state dollars to local school districts and includes funding for
transportation costs and special
needs students, among other
components, as reported by
local district officials. SEEK
aims to equalize state funding
coming to local districts.
In its statement, the board
explained its position on wanting Calloway to amend the
20214.45 emus% to include all
911 Calloway residents attending Murray schools. Only 433 of
those students were reported in
the contract the districts the two
districts signed in October.
"A failure by the Calloway
County Board of Education to
release this ADA will result in
up to $2.2 million being left in
Frankfort — funds which were
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Pleas entered in chase case
HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) —
Two people charged in a western
Kentucky police chase that led
to the fatal
shooting of a
Tennessee
man
have
pleaded
not
guilty
to
charges
in
Fulton County.
The Feb. 14
Jackson chase crossed
through four
Kentucky counties and into
Tennessee.
Philip Jackson, 32, of Paris,
Tenn., and Melissa Johnson, 32.
of Murray, pleaded not guilty
Tuesday to several charges for

attempting to

take
farm
equipment
from Maple
Crest
Farm
near Ky. 94.
Jackson
remains in the
ultoti County
Johnson
and
Johlison is free
on bond.
In Fulton County, Jackson is
charged with burglary, criminal
mischief, theft by unlawful taking worth more than $300, wanton endangerment, and fleeing
and evading police. He also
faces fleeing and evading
charges in Calloway County.

But Jackson's biggest legal
troubles are in Henry County,
Tenn., where he faces a murder
charge under the state's felony
murder law.
Police say Jackson was driving the tractor-trailer that eluded
police during the two-hour
chase. Levi Alexander, 26, of
Puryear, Tenn., died from a gunshot wound when police fired on
the vehicle. Alexander was rid-,
ing in the vehicle's sleep cabin.
Johnson is charged in Fulton
County with complicity to burglary, complicity to theft by
unlawful taking worth more
than 4300 and complicity
criminal misc

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo

Senior Lisa Thurman,seated, was named queen of Murray High School's basketball
Homecoming court during a brief ceremony before Tuesday's boys' game between
the Tigers and Fulton County. Members of Thurman's court include, from left.
Chelsea Riggins, Whitney Bogard, Cassie Scarborough, Breanna Volp, Katie
Garland and Felicia Noland.
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•PAAC
From Front
to the success we believe this is
going to be someday.
"This is a great story."
CokJow head)ined the cooperative's presentation that was
intended to show how it had
revamped its financial gameplan
since having to cease operations
at the Graves County facility —
the only one of its kind in a 400
mileradius — in late October.
That forced the layoffs of 37
employees.
Shortly after the shutdown,
the ADB told PAAC that it
intended to grant no more
money to the project..,, which
marked the low point
relations between the two sides that
grown increasingly colder the
past several months.
Yet on Friday, between three
and four months after being told
not to expect anymore help from
the state, the state opened its
doors for a lengthy meeting to
discuss that exact topic.
" I'm usually scared before
we go into one of these things.
We went up there and had a very
good positive meeting this time,
though. I was surprised," said
Dan Bonk, president of the
Kentucky
Aquaculture
Association and PAAC's marketing director, feeling that a
December meeting in late
December at Tri City between
several PAAC supporters and
Keith Rogers, executive director
of the GOAP, seemed to begin
the thawing process.
"With that, we were trying to

gi

... we were trying to mend
fences, more than
anything, along with
defend ourselves
against what some
people had been saying about us.

71

— Dan Bonk
Purchase Area
Aquaculture Cooperative
marketing director
mend fences, more than anything, along with defend ourselves against what some people
had been saying about us. Plus,
we also knew that if we didn't
start having some positive communication (with state agencies), we were going to be
defeated, so we wanted to break
down some walls, along with
show that we weren"t going to
let this die."
The visit with Rogers, lasting
around four hours at the vacant
plant. was mainly responsible
for not just arranging for the
meeting with the ADB group
originally scheduled to meet
with the cooperative, but a second ADB group as well. In all,
16 ADB representatives were
present to hear Coklow and
other supporters present PAAC's
plan. which emphasized something Rogers had strongly sug-

•Resolution

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
gested in December .— private Tri City. "We've got access to a • Jeff Gallimore, 37 of Puryear, Tenn., was traveling south on
funding.
product now (especially through U.S. 641 South about 7 a.m. Monday when he crossed into tie
" We can' t depend on the an independent alliance PAAC oncoming lane and struck another vehicle head on The other
government for support," said has formed with Illinois and vehicle was driven by Deanna Hoffman, 28, also of Puryear. Both
discovered Missouri, which will bring their drivers were restrained during the collision. Hoffman was
who
Coklow,
PAAC's plight while talking products to Tri City for process- removed from her vehicle by the Murray Fire Department's Jaws
of Life. Then EMS transported her and Gallimore to the Murraywith Bob Boyd, president of the ing).
Illinois Aquaculture Association
"We're also already working Calloway County Hospital. where they were treated and
shortly before he began consult- with a group in Arkansas (rated released.
ing PAAC. The main cause of as the second-largest fish farm- • Monica Foy, 18, of Mayfield, was traveling east on Ky. 94 West
his involvement in Illinois was ing state in the nation to industry about 8 a.m. Monday when she ran off the road. The vehicle
overturned and came to a rest upside down. She was restrained
the failure of another processing giant Mississippi) about bringat the time of the collision. MFD removed Foy from her vehicle
plant
in
the
town
of ing them into this and I know with its Jaws of Life and EMS transported her to the hospital,
Pinckneyville that, at its height, Tennessee (who has no aquacul- where she was treated and released.
had been producing $10 million ture organizations in that state • A caller from West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative reportin fish profits a year.
presently) has had two or three ed a stolen electric meter at 1:07 p.m. Monday on Ky. 94 East.
That plant was created by meetings about it. So. that's at
Murray Police Department
funding from then-Gov. George least one of the more serious • A burglary was reported at 1205 Poplar St. at 6:12 p.m.
Ryan, a Republican. However, problems (finding places willing Tuesday.
— Information is obtained from reports,
when Ryan was succeeded by to bring fish to Kentucky) that
logs and citations from various agencies.
Democrat Rod Blagojevich might be taken care of, right
three
years
ago,
the there."
Pinckneyville facility's funding
Coklow also thinks what
was slashed in the wake of PAAC is producing makes it
Blagojevich's across-the-board worth more attention from outFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Daviess Circuit Court on March
budget cuts he used in an side its general area.
Attorneys for a Scottsville man
attempt to rebuild Illinois' econ"They've managed to sell accused of killing a Western
Earlier this
omy.
their products in big places Kentucky University student month,
"That was just a state-of-the- (New York and Chicago). Not have filed new motions with the Castlen grantart facility. But it failed (after everybody can say they've done Kentucky Court of Appeals.
ed a defense
only two years), because (those that," he said. "1 think these
The attorneys are asking the motion
to
that ran it) allowed it to fail," guys have also been smart to court to prohibit Special Judge move the trial
Coklow said, adding that the have processed their fish with- Thomas Castlen from holding out of Bowling
Pinckneyville plant was disman- out chemicals. That's how a lot Lucas Goodrum's murder trial Green because
tled and its lot is now on the auc- of places gain their pounds, by in Owensboro. The attorneys of pretrial pubGoodrum
tion block.
injecting water and preserva- also asked the higher court to licity.
"And we can't help Kentucky tives into the fish, and with fish delay the start of the trial until
Castlen, serving as a special
farmers if we have to close being sold by the pound, that November. The court plans to judge in the case, moved the
down like that," said Calloway increases the price. PAAC take up the new motions on trial to his own courtroom.
County's John Murdock, who could've probably made 30 per- Friday.
Goodrum is accused of raphas been part of the PAAC quest cent more profit had it done that.
On Monday, Castlen denied a ing and setting fire to 18-yearsince its inception in 2000, not- but PAAC doesn't do that.
defense motion to move the trial old Katie Autry in her dorm
ing that, while it is negative for
"These guys have made to Jefferson County.
room in May 2003. She died of
Pinckneyville, that plant's clos- some tough choices and have
He told attorneys for both her injuries three days after the
ing does present opportunity for done it right."
sides the trial would. start in attack.

Court to consider Goodrum appeal

• ••

Board of Education does not treatment center and the
sign the amended 2004-05 ADA Murray-Calloway County Area
designated to education children contract, hundreds of children Technology Center.
in our community." the state- will be forced to transfer from
Of the 346 students enrolled
ment said. "If the money is left the school which they are now in the technology center, 295 of
in Frankfort, neither school sys- attending," the statement read. them attend Calloway County
tem can access those funds."
"In addition, up to 50 employees High School and 300 reside in
Murray Superintendent Dale of the Murray Independent the Calloway County school disReid said ADA money is appro- school district may see their trict. The $200,000 designation
priate based on the prior year's position eliminated or lose their was based on the state funding
enrollment. The state education job at the end of the current the district would receive for its
department has indicated, he school year."
68 Murray High seniors.
said, that amending the 2004-05
KDE has also indicated the
"The program on our campus
contract is up to Calloway's $2.2 million .at stake with the with the vast majority of
board. Not doing so will finan- inaccurate current contract can Calloway participants is the
cially force changes in school not be split between the districts, vocational school," Crouch said.
personnel as well as move stu- Crouch told the audience. So the "It's the only program we share
dents to different schools, the board looked at programs its dis- that we can transfer the money
board said.
trict shares with Calloway, to. It's a very deserving pro"If the Calloway County including bus maintenance, day gram. Why leave that money in

From Front

POTENT FORCE/School choice empowers parents
In a recent speech, former U.S. Education Secretary Rod Paige made some observations about
school choice that have particular relevance to the ongoing controversy in Calloway County.
Speaking to the Heritage Foundation, a conservative think tank, Paige said that choice is a powerful force for reform in education. "Once you empower people with choice, the system as a whole
improves," he said. "Not just the students who take advantage of choice are helped, but the students
who stay behind also are helped because the system responds by getting better. Choice in and of
itself is a valuable commodity."
Parents who live in the Calloway County school district but send their children to schools in
Murray would strongly endorse Paige's view of choice. In all likelihood, Murray parents who send
their children to Calloway County schools would have a similar response.
But the strong devotion these parents feel to the schools they've chosen for their children ultimately may not matter. The future of school choice in Calloway County now rests in the hands of an
official in Frankfort -- state Education Commissioner Gene Wilhoit.
Murray and Calloway County officials have been unable to resolve a dispute over the hundreds of
students who live inside the county's attendance lines but attend schools in Murray. The Murray
school board recently rejected three proposed "solutions" from Calloway officials to the so-called
enrollment problem. Now it appears that Wilhoit will end up deciding the matter.
It's unfortunate that the school districts can't agree on a way to retain a program that clearly has
spurred parental involvement in the schools.
School choice is growing in popularity across the country. Thirty years ago, school choice was little more than an idea favored by Nobel Prize-winning economist Milton Friedman and a handful of
other intellectual iconoclasts. Today choice exists in some form in virtually every state:
Forty states have charter schools, nine states have publicly funded voucher or tax credit programs,
six states give students virtually unlimited freedom to attend any public school in the state and nine
states require local school districts to offer intradistrict or interdistrict choice programs.
Kentucky is one of the most repressive states for parents and students. School choice is extremely
limited in most areas of the state.
Calloway County and the city of Murray are among the notable exceptions. More than two decades
ago. school officials in Murray and Calloway County decided to allow students to cross district
lines to attend the school of their choice.
The choice program seems to have been a major success. Parent satisfaction is high, and students
in both districts score well on state and national tests.
But Calloway County school officials started taking a closer look at the attendance numbers and
decided the district was losing too much state per-pupil funding. Superintendent Steve Hoskins said
the transfer students will cause the district to lose about $1 million in state funding this year.
The concept of "profit" and "loss" in public education is a bit slippery.
Calloway officials didn't have to spend the money to educate the transfer students. Perhaps confusion over the actual number of transfer students caused problems in budgeting, but the district isn't
losing money in the business sense. The popularity of the Murray schools is the problem Hoskins
and the Calloway County board are seeking to solve.
If the school choice program comes to an end, parents and students in the two school districts may
be the real losers.
Education officials often say that successful schools are marked by strong parental involvement.
The choice program in Murray and Calloway County has given many parents a sense of ownership
in the schools their
children attend. Forced compliance with attendance lines will deprive the schools of this key ingredient of success.
The commodity model of public education, which treats students as numbers on an enrollment
sheet, will never win the wholehearted support of parents and students.
This article is republished with permiasion from The Paducah Sun
Ad paid for by Citizens Advocating School Excellence

Frankfort?"
Reid said specific plans for
the technology center money
were not discussed Tuesday
night. He mentioned in an interview this morning programmatic needs as well as facility
upgrades for expanding programs, such as welding and
nursing.
"We
didn't
get
into
specifics," Reid said. "It would
be mutually discussed with
Calloway. I would go with the
strategic plan and instructional
plan."
Calloway
Superintendent
Steve Hoskins has received
Murray's. proposal and will discuss later today possible meeting times with the county school
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Town Crier
NOTICE
Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at city hall. The
agenda includes two appointments to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees and the second reading of the annexing and zoning
Ordinances for 16 acres of
property on Robertson Road
South. The public safety committee will meet at 5:30 p.m. to
discuss speed limits throughout the city. The public works
committee will meet at 6:20
p.m. about bids for the
Meadow Lane culvert project.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
•The

Tonight will
have rain, sleet
or snow.
A42 Thursday will
be mostly
W LOW: cloudy with
highs in the
lower 40s.
Thursday
night willbe
partly cloudy.

3 months
$23.00

board. The technology center
financial designation is the
newest element in the latest proposal.
"I'll have to think about
that," he said this morning. "If
they take that money and put it
into the building, then they've
got the money. If they put it into
instruction or something for the
students, then it might work."
The two local districts have
exchanged proposals since
October because Calloway
wants to the balance the number
of students going between the
districts. They have continued
negotiations — mainly in closed
sessions — despite Murray's.
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appeal to state Education
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit.
who is expected to make a decision at the beginning of March,
because of the lack of a 2005-06
non-resident contract.
On Friday, Calloway's board
tweaked a multi-year proposal it
received Thursday from the city
school
board.
Basically.
Calloway's proposal suggests
"pleasing fewer average daily
attendance dollars for its students enrolled in Murra
schools.
Calloway's most recently
proposed releasing ADA funds
for 672 students — that's the
433 included in the 2004-05
contract plus half of the additional 478. "For 2004-2005,
they want us to amend it in full.
We offered half (of the discrepancy)," Hoskins said. "I doubt
my board will go for the full
number."
'Several of the 25 parents at
the board meeting Tuesday night
expressed concerns about continuing to negotiate with
Calloway while waiting for
Wilhoit to rule. Either district
could appeal Wilhoit's decision
to the Kentucky Board of
Education.
"KDE and the commissioner's office have instructed us to
work with them," Masthay said
the board's negotiations with
Calloway, "so any attempt is an
attempt to work with them."
David Canning, a parent
whose three children enrolled as
non-resident students at Murray
schools, questioned the board's
approval of the non-resident
contract, citing a board policy he
read that requires the members
to approve the list of students.
Reid said the board had records
of such approval.
"How come these figures are
so out of whack if your board
approved my three children and
others coming to this district?"
Canning asked board members.
No hoard member commented, but Adams, the attorney,
answered.
-Mistakes were made. Errors
were made," he said. "Your kids
may not have been on (the list).
They may have. There are people in this room whose children
were on this list and there are
some people in this room whose
kids weren't. Dale Reid — the
superintendent — his kid wasn't
on the list."

Christ Family Worship Center
641 S Puryear. TN
-
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YOUTH EXPLOSION 2005
Feb. 26•6 p.m.-???
Featuring
A Special
Guest Speaker

Music by
Matthew Sullivan
& Tall Almighty
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Helping the Commonwealth's children
FRANKFORT - We AN now
more than half way through the
2005 session and have already
passed over 90 Senate bills. The
Senate continues to address important issues, including improving
education, health care, safety and
government efficiency, with the
majority of bills this week focusing on helping the children in our
Commonwealth.
The Senate passed Senate Bill
64, which creates the mathematics
diagnostic and intervention fund to
help elementary school students
who are having trouble with math.
This program, Similar to the Readto-Achieve Act of 2005, helps
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The tax plan that emerged from
the House — measured corporate cuts, smaller cigarette and
alcohol increases and more
relief for the lowest income individuals — may be adopted intact
by the Senate. a leading lawmaker said Tuesday.
The Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee on
Tuesday began its examination
of the tax and spending plans
passed by the House last week.
The House, with overwhelming bipartisan support, juggled
parts of Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
tax plan to accommodate several competing interests.
It reduced Fletcher's proposed cigarette tax increase
from 31 cents a pack to 26 cents.
It replaced a planned 6 percent
sales tax on retail package alcohol sales with an additional 2
percent wholesale tax. Instead of
an immediate cut in the corporate tax rate from 8.25 percent to
6 percent, the House would roll
back the tax in stages.
And though Fletcher initially
proposed rolling back the individual income tax from 6 percent to 5.45 percent. the House
would make only a single cut to
5.8 percent. But the House
raised the threshold at which
anyone has to file an income tax
return and kept the higher 6 percent rate for earnings above
$75,000.
"We did emphasize lower
income and middle income tax
relief," Rep. Harry Moberly, DRichmond, told the Senate committee.
-The bottom line is I think
the House has done some pretty
good things," said Senate budget committee Chairman Charlie
Borders, R-Grayson. "I'm very
hopeful tax modernization can
pretty much go through intact."
The House voted 96-4 to pass
the tax plan and 100-0 on the
accompanying budget plan.
Such broad political support is a
factor the Senate, where
Republicans hold the majority,
will have to consider.
"The fact is politics is compromise," Borders said.
Senate President David
Williams, though, said the
Senate is unlikely to accept the
entire House package without
change.
Fletcher acknowledged the
support, while still favoring his
own approach. "The House
made substantial changes to my
original proposal by incorporating their own ideas into the plan,
which is all part of compromise
within the legislative process,"
Fletcher said in a statement after
the House vote last week.
Some of the lobbying interests were even more subdued
about the House version.
Kentucky's corporate community has been uncomfortable
with the proposed installation of
a minimum tax for companies
that avoid ordinary income tax.
The House version offers
basically three alternatives for
companies that avoid ordinary
corporate income taxes. But
Moberly told his Senate colleagues there was little pride of
authorship on the minimum tax
plan.
"If you all can come up with
something better than that, we
are more than willing to take a
good, hard look at it." Moberly
told the committee.
A statement from the
of
Chamber
Kentucky
Commerce applauded a change
the House made in the minimum
tax calculation but hardly
embraced it.
"As the Senate considers the
legislation, we ask that it analyze the effects ... on specific
industries in order to ensure that
no sector of Kentucky's economy is disadvantaged by this critically important legislation," the
chamber said.
Senate leaders hope to wind
up their own work on tax and
spending bills late this week,
which would be unusually early.
and leave plenty of time for
negotiations between the Senate
and House to resolve any differences.

Report from
Frankfort
By Sen. Ken
Winters
R-Murray

struggling students obtain the necessary level of math skills by the
end of the third grade. We know
that by fixing these leiuming problems early, students will have a
much better chance for success
later in life.
Another education bill passed
this week to help children in
Kentucky is Senate Bill 134. This
bill reorganizes the Governor's
Scholars Program providing more
accountability to how the program's state funding is used by
requiring regular audits. It also
protects the program's funding by
ensuring that the money will not
lapse at the end of a fiscal year.

More than 13,000 of Kentucky's
students have benefited from the
program - investing in the next
generation of civic and economic
leaders.
Besides helping the children in
the Commonwealth, the Senate
took up a high-profile issue by
passing legislation to ensure that
public funds aren't spent on gubernatorial campaigns. SB 112 eliminates the campaign finance measure lawmakers approved in 1992
to let candidates for governor
receive public funds to cover some
of their campaign expenses. I am
proud that this bill passed. stopping welfare to politicians. The

public funds can now be spent on

inure important things, such as
Medicare or education, rather than
bumper stickers and yard signs.
With only 12 legislative days
remaining, we will be focused not
only the budget, but also on the
House's tax modernization plan.
I'm hopeful that we will pass a
budget that reflects our district's
values. If you have any questions
or concerns, please call me on the
toll-free message line at 1-800372-7181 or on the toll-free TTY
message line, 1-800-896-0305.

Passing the bud et bill
On Friday, February 18,1 joined colleagues in the Kentucky House of
Representatives as we voted to pass a
long-awaited state budget bill.
The budget bill, HB 267, passed on a
vote of 100-0. In
addition to providing funding for day
to day state services,
the budget includes
$4.2 million to provide much needed
emergency relief to
the Kentucky
Teachers Retirement
Fund's health insurance fund. $26.8
Legislative
million in bonds for
the Kentucky
Update
Emergency Warning By Rep. Melvin
System replacement
Henley
project and $15 milR-Murray
lion for a capital
renewal and maintenance bond pool for Postsecondary
Education.
We also took an unprecedented historic step towards modernizing our tax
code with the passage of a bipartisan tax
modernization package by a vote of 964. Leadership from both-parties worked
together to reach a compromise on the
tax modernization plan presented by
Governor Fletcher on the first night of
the regular session.
. Leadership worked to ensure that the
plan was a revenue-neutral tax modernization plan that will stimulate our economy and bring our tax code into the 21st
Century. The plan includes a postsecondary education tuition tax credit for
students that attend college in-state,
reductions in the individual income tax

rate for 75 percent of Kentuckians, a
sales tax holiday for the purchase of
school supplies and gradual reductions
in income taxes on Kentucky businesses.
The House plan also eliminates thousands of low-income Kentuckians who
live at the poverty level — $18,500 for a
family of four — from the income tax
In addition to the budget and tax
modernization, the House passed HB 88,
legislation that would allow local school
districts to conduct nationwide criminal
background checks on the classified personnel they hire. House Bill 88 would
apply to all janitor, bus driver and cafeteria worker applicants who have lived
in Kentucky less than a year. Applicants
would also be required to provide a picture identity and list all previous states
of residency. Currently, only teachers
and other certified staff are required to
undergo a nationwide background check.
The FBI requires a state law to allow
such checks before they will conduct
them.
The House also approved HB 278,
the Small Business Access Program, on
a vote of 97-0. HB 278 would relieve
the burden of small businesses health
care costs. With such a small pool, even
just one employee with a devastating or
lingering illness could potentially drive
up costs for the entire group. Businesses
with 2-10 enrolled employees would be
eligible for the program, which would
subsidize their premiums to keep them
low. The program would be funded in
part by a 0.5 percent surcharge on all
employers who pay health insurance
premiums on their employees. HE 278
would also allow businesses with less
than 50 enrolled employees to offer

CASTLEMAN TIRE
6 REPAIR, INC.

health plans without state-required benefits that have been added in recent years.
The plans would still be required to
cover diabetes and hospice care.
I also joined other House members
in passing HB 23, a bill that protects the
tuition waiver for foster.and adopted students who choose to serve our country
in the military. House Bill 23 would recognize the sacrifice of these individuals
by suspending a requirement that students enter school four years after high
school graduation. More than 1.100 foster and adopted children have attended "
public colleges and universities in
Kentucky under the waiver program
since it was created by the 2001 General
Assembly.
Another bill that passed the House
this week is HB 395, legislation that
honors the memories of fallen police and
firefighters. The bill allows siblings,
extended family and friends of fallen
police and firefighters to be beneficiaries
of the victim's state death benefit if the
police officer or firefighter has no
spouse, children or living parent. HB
395 would allow whomever is the designated beneficiary on the victim's life
insurance policy to receive the $75.000
state death benefit. Currently, state law
only allows the benefit to be paid to the
Spouse. children and parents of the
deceased.
I mentioned last week that I was
severely disappointed when several my
colleagues on the House Elections,
Constitutional Amendments and
Intergovernmental Affairs Committee
failed to see the importance of HB 2,
legislation that wotildliave required the
legislature to stay in seSSiOn until a
budget was passed, and suspended our
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legislative pay. I favored the bill,
although it would not have effected me
personally since I donate my legislative
salary to Murray State for scholarships.
However. I think this issue is very
important and at heart a question of
moral integrity since as a legislator our
number one obligation is to pass a budget. I am happy to tell you that the same
committee revisited the same piece of
legislation this week and it has passed. I
think this is nothing short of a victory.
Also this week I had the opportunity
to join over thirty young leaders from
the Murray/Calloway County Leadership
Tomorrow Program as they visited
Frankfort. The group spent two days at
the Capitol and enjoyed a dinner with
Governor Fletcher, Secretary of Finance
and Administration Robbie Rudolph.
Secretary of Education Virginia Fox.
Murray State University'President King
Alexander. State Representative Steven
Rudy State Senator Ken Winters and
myself. It was an honor to speak with
these young men and women and hear
how they envision our state's future. 1
have no doubts that our future is safe in
their hands.
Over the next few weeks I will continue to update you on our progress. In
the meantime, I can be reached here at
home anytime. or through the toll-free
message line in Frankfort at 1-800-3727181.
Those with hearing impairments may.
leave messages for me by calling the
TTY message Line at 1-800-896-0305.
If you have internet access you can email me at melvin.henley@Irc.ky.gos. or
keep track through the Kentucky
Legislature Home
Page:http://www.Irc.state.ky.us.

Large Selection
W. Mount
Of Used Tires
and Belong*
$15.00 & Up
Motorcycle**,

414 Main Street, Court Square • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3366 • (800) 444-1854
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'Transmission Flush
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U.S. GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

When You're Bad
We're Good.
To find out more about our auto insurance —
Call me.. Stop by...Log on — it's your choice!

THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 2005 AT 11:00 A.M.
AT 94 DEW LANE, ALMO, KY 42020
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
94 DEW LANE - ALMO, KY 42020

Dale Willis
201 N. Stil St, Murray
.(270) 753-8485
dvollisaivollis-insurance.com

Nationwide°
Insurance &
Financial Services

0011•11.• 0.1111111111111
011.01•11.••.,
••141.110.1

No' nonwale )s On Your SO?
Nationwwie Mutual Insurance Company and Affiliated Compames.
Home Office. Columbus,OH 43215-2220 ANSI6 I 1/00

This is a vinyl-sided house consisting of 1336 square feet reasonably close to schools. churches and shopping. It is comprised of a living room, kitchen and dining mom. three bedrooms. two baths, laundry area and a one and one half car
detached-garage. This would be an excellent buy fix an investor interested in rental property or for resale after repairs.
Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibility of the pun:haser.
Minimum acceptable bid for this property is S30.151.00.
An open house will be held on Thursday. March 24, 2005 from 10:30 to 11130 a.m.

LEGAL NOTICE

HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!

Great Daily Specials!
MONDAY.
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

.White Chili served w/ Mexican cornbread
Cajun rice & shrimp and tortilla soup
Peel & eat shrimp and homemade gumbo
Jambalaya & homemade Mexican veg soup w/ chicken
Crawfish etouffee & homemade beer cheese soup
.Shrimp creole & homemade beer cheese soup

CORNER OF 10171 & ARCADIA • 759-8866

%ice hereby giyen to on Thursday µarch 24 2005. at ti op a m at 44 Dew Lane. Alrno. KY 42020. in order to rase the surr of S75,825 63 prom*
twitter aith Sanest as* subsidy granted in the amount of S11.890 97 plus interest r the ansount pi $7696.80. as ot Octair 26. 2004 and Angst
thereafter al the principal at 115.0006 daily from October 26. 2004 until the date Di Judgement plus interest on the Judgement arrow,(Prinmel plus detest
to the dale of Judgment)at the rate of 2.62% computed dimly end compounded annually. mastoid Old and kr tie costs of Iris action. pursuant toJudgement
and Order of Sale, being Civil Action No. 5O4CV-t32RntPa Peducah Docket ol the United Sates INstict Cart tor the denim Deno!of Kentucky,eared
on December 6. 2004. in the case of United Slates of Arnema vs. Terry A Atinght. ET AL. the tolloyang doodad poperly be sold to the highest and test
bidder.
House and IP at 94 Dew Lam. Calloway Cady, Akio KY 42420.
Being the same poverty conveyed to Tem A. ALnght and aile. Karen J. Albngh1 by deed from Enk Emerson and wk. Lesley Emerson. dated January 29
1998. and recorded in Book 275 at Page 391 in Calloway County Court Clerk s Olice
TERMS Of SALE: Ten percent(10%1 or the bid prkze (in the lam of a Certified Check made payable to the U S Marshal)on the day of saie witri good and
sufkkem bond la the balance bearing nand at the rate 01 262% per amurn until pia due and mode in forty-frve (45)dins and sad bond having Pa.
collect of a Judgerrwit Upon a default by the Purchaser,the deposit shall be bridal arid Weaned by VAIN S Marshal as a pert cl the proceeds ot saie
and the property shat again be derail for sale staid to conkmation by the Court
This sale shd be in bar aid foreclosure ol al not Ni inbred estate dairt. demand or eOst 01 edempeon or the defendants and ot all persons ciainung
by, hoop, wider em ay**them. prowled the paddle prce is equal lo two-Pads ol the aporaised value if the purchase once * not equal to two-thirds of
deLs,PaOeed shalcold a isn inIMOIke Winder* robing the nght of the defendants to redeem during the peroi my/Kin:1EN taw
Pa
(KRS 426.530). Uixler lea the agemeidgeradebson dike d matters allechng the pooerly ol record in the kxal Canty Clerics Ofkce
ORME D.Pidrti. C,connunity Development Manager
Inquines should be *WSW
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• OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
The placement of road signs at the city limits calling attention
However,
to the heroism of Billy Lane Lauffer is commendable.
changed.
be
should
signs
the
on
the wording
No one "wins" the Congressional Medal of Honor as though it
herowere a prize awarded in some contest. No, it is awarded for
ism above and beyond the call of duty.
The story line under the photo of the sign erection had the propthe
er wording: recipient. Please, somebody, change "winner" on
recipient
Lauffer,
Lane
Billy
bless
God
signs to "recipient". And
of the Congressional Medal of Honor.
Don Edwards
Murray, Ky.

To the Editor,
Once again, Kentucky has claimed a No. 1 ranking.
Unfortunately, it's not on the basketball court.
It's with how many Kentuckians smoke — more than three in
10, according to the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta. And
believe it or not. Kentucky is the only state that has a smoking rate
of more than 30 percent.
,At the same time, we're ranked No. 50 - No. 51 if you count
Washington D.C. — in the cigarette tax rate with a per-pack tax of
only three cents. Among our neighboring states, Missouri is the
next lowest with a 17-cent per pack rate; Illinois is the highest with
98 cents per pack.
Fortunately, Governor Fletcher has courageously proposed
changing our status and increasing the tax rate on cigarettes and
other tobacco products to be more in line with our neighbors. We
applaud the governor for including this component in his tax modernization package although we wish he has increased the rate
even more so it would approach the average tax of the surrounding
states which is 46 cents per pack for cigarettes.
An abundance of evidence exists to support the tax increase most important of which is that a significant increase in the price
per pack of cigarettes greatly reduces smoking by children.
According to research from the Massachusetts Institute of
'Technology, a 10 percent increase in the price of cigarettes will
reduce teen smoking by 6 or 7 percent.(By the way, Kentucky also
is number 1 in teen smoking.)
More important than the fact that the tax is being raised is that
we all stand to benefit from long-term health benefits as a result —
especially if a significant part of the tax is earmarked to promote
the health of all Kentuckians. What would be a serious mistake is
to use the proceeds from the increase to offset reductions in other
taxes. Kentucky needs a healthier lifestyle and proceeds free)the
cigarette tax can and should dairya lot of weight in promoting that
lifestyle.
Dozens of organizations'— including the Kentucky Farm
Bureau — are lining up in support of a tax increase on cigarettes.
Of course, everyone is looking for a piece of the pie, but doesn't it
make sense that the largest slice goes to helping improve our
health? After all, Kentucky is not only distinguished by the
nation's highest smoking rate, we're also among the leaders in
some other less than desirable statistics including cancer rates, obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, high blood pressure and
infant mortality.(As one final aside. Kentucky has the second
highest rate of smoking by pregnant women, which contributes
directly to low birth weight babies, infant mortality and birth

Letters to the Editor Policy

V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071, faxed to
270-753-1927, or e.-mailed to editoremuffiryledger_corn.
V Letters malted or faxed must be signed and have address and phoebe
number. Einaikal letters most have address and phone numbor.
V Letters shonkl be kept between 300-400 words and must be typed.
HasedwrItte• letters will not be prilldted.
V Ike Murray Lodger & Thee* reserves the right te edit sr reject sin letspin.
ter. Editing or *scant cam be on We basis of Welk,
.grarwinny libel, good taste and frequent centrembre to lie Fermi page.
Letters of a "Sank you" nature that nob osimers te mine all net be
aceepbed.
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301 Cannon House Office Building
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Washington. D.C. 20510
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137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
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U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
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Washington. D.C. 20510
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We've Been Warned, Now What?

Prior to the 9/1 1 terror
attacks, few in government or
the media took seriously the
numerous warning signs. Now,
we are regularly warned of new
terror threats, and both government and the media are paying
attention. The question is
whether government is doing
enough - or can do enough - to
stop another attack.
The Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence got
an earful last week from top
officials commissioned to
watch external and internal
threats. CIA Director Porter
Goss said, "It may be only a
matter of time before al-Qaida
or another group attempts to
use chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear weapons.".
FBI Director Robert Mueller
III said he is "very concerned"
about the lack of intelligence
data on a network of al-Qaida
sleeper cells in the United
States. He said finding them is
a "top priority" but it remains
"one of the most difficult challenges."
There was other testimony
concerning al-Qaida's plans to
conduct an attack worse than
defects.)
9/11, possibly with weapons of
The Foundation for a Healthy Kentucky is charged with promass destruction. Coast Guard
moting access to health care for low-income and underserved
Adm. James Loy, who was actKentuckians. But the Foundation also is promoting health lifestyles ing Homeland Security
Secretary until Michael
for Kentucky's children and families and there is a direct link
Chertoff was sworn in last
between the health of Kentucky's work force and the state's ecoTuesday, testified that recent
nomic health. Increasing the cigarette tax and using some of the
proceeds to promote health and wellness makes sense for everyone.
We encourage the General Assembly to look seriously at the
Governor's budget proposals related to tobacco taxes and to the
make Kentucky children and families Number 1 in their decisions
processes.
The members and partners of The Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention(CCASAP)
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information
showed "alQaida has
considered
using the
Southwest
border to
infiltrate the
United
States."
It is good
Cal's
that the
Thoughts Bush
By Cal Thomas AdministraSyndicated
tion is
Columnist
deporting
illegal aliens
in record
numbers. It would be better if it
did More to prevent them from
coming here in the first place.
Sleeper cells have been
around a while. Among the first
professional revolutionariekto
organize conspiracies was the
socialist Louis Auguste
Bianqui, who lived in the
Napoleonic and postNapoleonic period. Anarchists and revolutionaries in such
diverse countries as Ireland,
Russia. Germany, France and
-Switzerland used cell organizations beginning in the late nineteenth century because they •
were difficult to penetrate.
Communist cells once had
the same objectives as today's
terror sleeper cells — the overthrow of the United States government — but their job was

more difficult because they did
not have the protection and
insulation enjoyed by modern
Islamic sleeper cells.
As we saw with the 9/11
hijackers, modern sleeper cells
are ad hoc entities with one cell
knowing little about other cells.
The cells become operative
when an "execution cell"
arrives to catty out the final
stages of a planned attack.
Sleeper cells try to appear
non-threatening and avoid
notice. They charge anyone
who is suspicious of their activities and intentions with discrimination, racism and the allpurpose "Islamophobia."
One of the best portrayals of
the way a sleeper cell operates
is in the hugely popular Fox TV
show "24" Monday nights. This
season, the show depicts a
Muslim family living quietly in
a middle-class neighborhood
until it is "activated" in a plot to
gain access to America's
nuclear power plants and stage
simultaneous meltdowns.
Apparently this fictional
series is too real for some. The
Council on American-Islamic
Relations lobbied Fox and the
result was a disclaimer two
weeks agn by actor Kiefer
Sutherland, who plays the lead
anti-terrorist agent on the show.
Sutherland said,"While terrorism is obviously one of the

most critical challenges facing
our nation and the world, it is
important to recognize that the
American Muslim community
stands firmly beside their fellow Americans in denouncing
and resisting all forms of terrorism."
How does Sutherland know
this? Where is the evidence that
peace-loving Muslims in
America are rooting out and
-exposing sleeper cells and turning them over to authorities? If
terrorists are slipping into the
country over the Mexican border, is the Bush Administration
doing enough to defend us and
defeatlbatn, or will it wait until
weapons of mass destruction
wipe out one million more of
•
us? Then what?
Government's primary
responsibility is to protect its
people. The question that
should be asked now, not after
another attack, is whether
enough is being done to find
the fanatics who mean us harm.
Shouldn't a first step be closing the mosques and radical
Islamic schools (which receive
"teaching" materials from the
Wahabi radicals in Saudi
Arabia) that foment terrorism?
How about answering these
questions and performing these
actions now before disaster
strikes again?

Eastern Europe's Orange Dawn
To paraphrase Marx and Engels, a
specter is haunting the tyrannical former
communist regimes of Eastern Europe —
the specter of the Orange Revolution.
Once safe ruling their
impoverished enclaves
of repression and corruptior, the ex-communists, who go by such
euphemisms as "moderate centrists," are now
facing massive popular
revolt and a spreading
demand for freedom and
real democracy.
Moms
Beginning in the forAdvisory mer Soviet Republic of
By Dick Morris Georgia, the orange tide
Syndicated
spread to Ukraine,
Columnist
where it engulfed the
former nomenklatura
and apparatchiks of the
Soviet era and forced them from power.
Now the revolution spreads, on its own as
they all do, to tiny, oppressed Moldova.
Born in infamy by a provision in the
Hitler-Stalin pact of 1939. Moldova was
split off from Romania and given to the
Soviet Union, where it languished as a
"people's republic" until 1991. But this battered and oppressed land of 4 million mistook the democratic promises of former
communists who turned out to be controlled by the Russian mafia. Their leader
became the richest person in the nation
through unfathomable corruption.
The stench became so pervasive that, in
2001. a desperate electorate turned the
mobsters out and put the unreconstructed
communists back in charge. The repression
that followed was predictable. Free media
was snuffed out, opposition politicians
were "investigated" and, in local elections.
opposition parties had no access to the
media and were denied permits for their

they have broken with Putin. but their
meetings and rallies.
Titoesque independent communism may be
has
Ukraine
in
freedom
of
birth
the
But
falling in the face of the Orange tide.
inspired the tiny Christian Democratic
Meanwhile, Putin backs the party contireless
and
ic
charismat
the
Party, under
trolled by the Russian mafia, which ruled
lurie Rosca, to aspire to create a genuinely
the country in the '90s. His troops occupy
free Moldova. Symbolically backed by the
Transniestria, the easternmost part of
Ukrainian democrat Viktor Yushchenko,
of
voice
Moldova, which they "encouraged" to
Rosca is baffling to make the
break away from Moldova, and have set up
democracy heard despite the state-cona mafia-dominated regime.
trolled media that won't cover his party
it.
defame
Moldova bleeds under its repression.
to
except
One-third of the population has left. Human
Unfortunately,he gets no support or
even sympathy from the diplomatic dunder- trafficking in body parts and in prostitutes
of both sexes is ubiquitous, and university
heads in our own State Department who
professors earn $30 per month.
profess, and unfortunately practice. a neutrality that removes the United States from
But this tiny nation has assumed a geothe side of those fighting for freedom. They strategic importance that only our State
pretend any election in which opposition
Department seems to ignore. If the Orange
parties are denied access to the media is
Revolution can capture a third former comsomehow fair and free.
munist state, the wave will be strengthened.
There seems to be a disjuncture between
perhaps enough to topple repressive
the Bush Freedom Doctrine and the poliregimes in Belarus and even to kindle the
cies and activities of his own State
fires of freedom in Russia.
Department. There, officials seem not to
The regime will undoubtedly try to steal
have read the second Buil' inaugural
the election, but Western exit polls — more
address or internalized its commitment to
accurate there than here — may make their
freedom.
chicanery obvious. In the meantime. Rosca
In Moldova, the communists, for once
will flood the streets with thousands of
refreshingly candid, still go by the name of
young people waving orange banners
"communist." But they find themselves
imported from Ukraine and demanding
locked in a close three-way battle against
freedom. Then it will be up to the United
the Russian mafia party — the so-called
States and Europe to help the people
Moldova Democratic Alliance — and
achieve the democracy they covet.
Rosca's Christian Democrats (with the
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
small but growing Social Democratic Party. faces her first test. Will she go with the
a pro-democracy leftist party, as a potential
cautious, Moscow sympathizers of her
surprise). With the election scheduled for
bureaucracy or with the forces of freedom
March 6. the possibility that the orange
so eloquently by her president? The
fanned
momentum will sweep all before it has the
waits.
world
power structure terrified. Only our own
State Department seems to be, at best,
Dick Morris was an adviser to Bill
ignoring the developments and, at worst,
for 20 years.
Clinton
rooting for the wrong side.
t 2005 Dick Morris, All Rights
Copyrigh
cut
off
now
ts,
The Moldovan communis
Reserved.
from Russia by a democratic Ukraine. say
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Obituaries

Friends search for answers

Mrs. Ruby Smith Owen

FORT WORTH. Texas (AP)
- Lisa Underwood was devoted to her 7-year-old son and
excited about soon having a
baby girl. Friends said she was
planning to raise her daughter
without help from the baby's
father.
That's
why
many of
are
Underwood's
friends
stunned that the father of her
unborn child has been charged
with suffocating.her and her son.
Jayden, apparently after an argument over his refusal to leave his
wife.
She was warm and loving.
but she was also very independent," said Leah Huff, a friend
and longtime customer at
Boopa's Bagel Deli, the bagel
shop Underwood co-owned.
-She raised Jayden by herself.
and Jayden was awesome. Being
a single mother was no big deal
to her."
Hours after the arrest of 37year-old Stephen Dale Barbee.
authorities found two bodies
matching the description of
Underwood, 34, who was seven
months pregnant, and her son.
Court records show Barbee
admitted
arguing
with
Underwood over leaving his
wife. Barbee allegedly said he

in the Attica Annex there until her death. She was a 1922 graduate
Mrs. Ruby Smith Owen, 95, Paris, Tenn., formerly of Puryear, of Tilghman High School.
On Dec. 25, 1929, she married Rupert F. Parks who died in 1982.
Tenn., died Tuesday, Feb. 22, 2005, at Henry County Medical
Center, Paris. She had been a resident of Paris Manor Nursing The couple moved to Murray at that time. Also preceding her in
death were one son, Rupert Parks Jr., one sister, Mildred Hays, and
Center for 20 years.
She had formerly worked at Puryear School Cafeteria and a long- four brothers, Raymond, Jesse, Charlie and Cave Flowers. Born
time employee of Tom's Grill & Service Station, Puryear. She was a Sept. 11, 1904, in Paducah, Ky., she was the daughter of the late
Caskey Flowers and William Alexander Flowers.
member of Puryear United Methodist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Annette Betts and husband,
On April 21, 1934, she was married to Taylor 1. Owen who died
April 29, 1979. Also preceding her in death were one sister, Velma Harry, Attica, Kan.; four grandchildren, Dale Parks, Lynita Zito,
Motion, and two brothers, Milton (Bill) Smith and James Franklin Jerald Betts and Heather Williams; seven great-grandchildren, Kyle
Smith. Bern July 24, 1909, at Puryear, she was the daughter of the Young, Meghan Young, Mikaela Zito, Spencer Betts, Conner Betts,
Haylee Williams and Elexis Williams; several nieces, nephews and
late Jasper Smith and Larnora Irene Willeford Smith.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Brenda Sue Dale and hus- cousins.
band. Dale, Puryear, and Mrs. Anna Lou Hopkins and husband,
Jesse, Paris; one son, Rex Owen and special friend, Juanita Watkins, Mrs. Gracie Sins Jones
The funeral for Mrs. Gracie Sirls Jones was today (Wednesday)
Paris; three grandchildren, Mike Hopkins, Elk Grove Village, 111.,
Anissa Underwood and husband. David, Jackson, Tenn., and Lori at II a.m. in the chapel Of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Lemonds and husband, Kevin, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; five great- Tim Cole and the Rev. George Culp Jr. officiated. Burial was in the
grandchildren, Devin Parker, Alexis Underwood, Lara Underwood, Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora.
Mrs. Jones, 89, Sink Road, Benton, died Sunday, Feb. 20, 2005,
Will Lemonds and Wesley Lemonds.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of at 10:15 p.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of Union Ridge United
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. The Rev. Paul Veazey and the Rev.
Methodist Church.
Ed Montgomery will officiate.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Carl Elmer Sirls,
Active pallbearers will be David Underwood, Devin Parker,
Mike Hopkins, Kevin Lemonds,Garry Smith, Jason Browning, Will her second husband, the Rev. Claude Otis Jones, two sisters and
Lemonds and Wesley Lemonds. Honorary pallbearers will be the three brothers. She was the daughter of the late Lee Lovett and Ella
Paris Manor Nursing Center staff. Burial will follow in the Puryear Lamb Lovett.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Patsy Turner, Mrs.
City Cemetery, Puryear.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today Carlena M.Thompson and Mrs. Marsha Penney, all of Benton; four
sons, C.E. Sirls and Kenneth Dale Sirls, both of Benton, Clarence
(Wednesday) and after 10 a.m. Thursday.
Edward Sirls, Trenton, Tenn., and Danny Ray Sirls, Hardin; 13
grandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren; six great-great-grandchilMrs. Lirnie Opal Hopkins‘
The funeral for Mrs. Linnie Opal Hopkins will be Thursday at 11 dren.
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Randy
Lowe and the Rev. Grover Lovett will officiate. Music will be by the Thomas Melvin Thompson
The funeral for Thomas Melvin Thompson was today
choir of Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
(Wednesday)
at 10 a.m. at St. Martin Catholic Church, Owensboro.
Church with Gary Vacca as pianist.
Active pallbearers will be grandsons and Burial was in the Mater Dolorosa Cemetery with military honors
grandsons-in-law. An honorary group will be conducted by Post 696 of Veterans of Foreign Wars. Glenn Funeral
members of the Adult Sunday School Class of Home of Owensboro was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Liberty church. Burial will follow in the
Disciples Response Fund, 600 Locust St.,
Palestine Cemetery.
Owensboro, KY 42301. Online condolences
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5
made
may
be
at
to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday).
http://www.glennfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Mr. Thompson, 80, Locust Court,
Hopkins
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church
Owensboro, died Sunday, Feb. 20, 2005, at
Building Fund, do Don Wells, 510 Richardson
Leisure Years Nursing Home, Owensboro.
St., Murray, KY 42071.
He was a member of Blessed Mother Catholic Church, a Navy
Mrs. Hopkins, 97, Liberty Road, Murray, died Monday, Feb. 21,
veteran of World War 11 and a retired farmer.
2005. at 10:25 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Born Feb. 4, 1925, he was the son of the late Hayden C. and
A homemaker, she was a member of Liberty Cumberland
Kathleen
Head Thompson of Daviess County. Also preceding him in
Presbyterian Church.
Her husband, Henry Hopkins, three sisters, Inez Holland, Ola death were two brothers, Joseph H. Thompson and Richard V.
Williams and Eva Wells. and two brothers, George Barnett and Thompson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Louise Reisz Thompson, to
Jessie Barnett, all preceded her in death. Born June 13, 1907, in
whom
he had been married for 57 years; one daughter, Mrs. Cynthia
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late W.R. Barnett and
Louise McLaughlin and husband, Patrick, Boca Raton, Fla.; four
Ella Lee Barnen.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jane McDaniel and hus- sons, Dr. Gary Melvin Thompson and wife, Candy, Stanton, and
band, Charles, and one son, Ben Hopkins and husband, Alice, all of Stephen Joseph Thompson and wife, Debbie, Paul Albert Thompson
Murray; six grandchildren, Warren Hopkins, Lisa Yates and Cindy and wife, Gail, and Dr. David Charles Thompson and wife, Dr. Vicki
Reichmuth, all of Murray, Kevin Lee Hopkins, Lexington, _farina Frey Thompson, all of Owensboro; 12 grandchildren, Dr. Adam
Mullins, Mayfield, and Michael McDaniel, Atlanta, Ga.; 10 great- Thompson and wife, Amy. Dr. Valerie Warren and husband, Chris,
and Justin, Seth, Christina, Katie, Tristan. Taryn, Ryan and Alli
grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
Thompson, and Andrew and Katherine McLaughlin; two greatgrandchildren, Stephen and Hayden Warren.
Mrs. Mary F. Parks
Also surviving are seven sisters, Mrs. Florence Lovejoy, Mrs.
The funeral for Mrs. Mary F. Parks will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at
First Christian Church, Murray. Dr. Charles Rolen will officiate. Geraldine Payne and husband, Bill, Mrs. Marilyn Osborne and husband, Wally, and Mrs. Beulah Herrell and husband, Charles, all of
Music will be by Margaret Boone, vocalist, and Judy Hill, pianist.
Active pallbearers will be Jim Boone, Terry Hart, Don McCord, Owensboro, Mrs. Pattie Kurz and husband, Paul, Murray, Mrs. Clara
Beale Canon, Dan McKeel and Tony Boone. Honorary groups will Sue Downs, Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Peggy Steinsberger, Speedway,
be members of Christian Women's Fellowship and Wear Helm Ind.; four brothers, Albert M.(Mike)Thompson and wife, Cloa, and
Sunday School Class of the church, along with Stan Johnson. Burial Charles D. Wan )Thompson and wife,'Martha, all of Owensboro.
John A.(Jack)Thompson and wife, Kay. Chattanooga. Tenn.. and S.
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral, Murray. from 10 a.m. Ray Norris and wife, Bea, Chicago, Ill.
to noon Thursday.
A "Celebration of Life" service was held Monday at Attica Long
Term Care, Attica, Kan.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church,
Murray, or with the JAM/VBS of Attica United Methodist Church,
Attica, Kan.
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Mrs. Parks, 100, Attica, Kan., formerly of Murray, died Friday.
9•111•9•1T-11/•--119•44•9•Mr
Feb. 18, 2005, at Harper Hospital, Harper, Kan.
•••••
•
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She was a member of First Christian Church, Murray, where she
was also a member of Christian Women's Fellowship and taught
children's Sunday school class. Also while in Murray she was a den
mother for the Cub Scouts and leader for the Girl Scouts.
In 1985, she moved to Presbyterian Manor, Wichita, Kan., where
she started writing poems. She was chosen as one of the finalists in
the Art of the Ages: Celebrating the Creativity of Senior Kansasans
View Our
sponsored by the Kansas Association of Homes for the aging in
Entire
Inventory at
1994 and 1995. She has also been a winner and been published in
"The Best of Presbyterian Manors" for several years.
www.
In August of 2000 she moved to Attica, Kan.. and was a resident
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Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church
Del-Air Shopping Center
Murray

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is

STOCK MARKET REPORT
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invites you to a
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Fort Worth Star- TeIegrarrrAP Photo
Raquel Tapia comforts family friend Nicholas Lindley.
7. at a candlelight vigil at
Boopa's Bagel Deli in Fort
Worth, Texas. on Tuesday
night. The bodies of shop
owner Lisa Underwood. 34.
and her son Jayden, 7.
were discovered earlier
Tuesday.
suffocated Underwood. then
suffocated the boy after he interrupted the attack.
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NOW BORROWING
MONEY IS AS EASY
AS ASKING YOUR
I

NEIGHBOR.

I

V
JUST LIKE BORROWING A NEIGHBOR'S

tractor for some help around the farm,
Heritage Bank is there for you when you have a
financial need. For more than 125 years we've
been working with individuals,farmers.
business owners, young families-all our many
and valued customers in the neighborhoods
we serve. • When you need a loan, call on
the folks who know you like a friend, who
can serve you with a century of experience
and who can make the decision on the spot!
Talk to your neighbors at Heritage Bank.

SUNDAY,FEB. 27 • 3 P.M.)

Featuring:
Kay Bates,
Mezzo-Soprano
& Gary Vacca,
Pianist

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
WWW.IIANKWITHHERITAGIE.0014
210 NOPYI4 12TH ST. • MURRAY, KY 42071 • 270-753-7921

All proceeds go to: Don Faulkner, pastor
(undergoing treatment for cancer)
If unable to attend, you may send love
offerings to: Don Wells, Treasurer,
510 Richardson, Murray, KY 42071.
'Make checks payable to LCP Church'

Directions: 10 miles 44 East, right 1346, right on Liberty Rd.
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Murray Woman's Club helps Playhouse in the Park
by Bob Lochte,
board member at
Playhouse in the Park
If you or your children
enjoyed A Christmas Carol at
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
this past December, you can
thank the Murray Woman's
Club. The Sigma Department
raised money to help the Play:
house and underwrote and sponsored the production.
It was a really good show,
one that you expect to see during the Christmas season, and
we couldn't have produced it
without help from the Sigmas."
said Playhouse Executive Director Ross Bolen. It was a wonderful gift. not only for the
Playhouse but for many families in the community."
"Holly Bloodworth made a
presentation about the Playhouse to the Woman's Club in
late 2003." said Tory Daughrity. the current Woman's Club
Chair. "The Sigma Department
decided to take up the cause
and donate proceeds from the
Casino Night and silent auction to the Playhouse." The
event at Murray Country Club
last March raised $3000.
"The Sigmas' generosity
could not have come at a better time," said Jim Booth. president of the Playhouse Board
of Directors. "2004 was a difficult year for us. We were
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Tribute to be paid to 'Doc' Farrell during festival
A special tribute will be
paid to the late Richard W.
"Doc" Farrell on Friday. dur-

FUN & FASHION

United Way kicking off
annual chair auction

ing the Quad State Senior Band
Festival in Lovett Auditorium
at 7 p.m. The Murray State
University Symphonic Wind
Ensemble and Jazz Ensemble
I will perforni during the festival.
After a successful fund-raising effort. members of the First
District Kentucky Music Educators Association (FDKMEA)
will .unveil a commemorative
plaque in recognition of Farrell's contributions and musical legacy to MSt'. Admission
is free to this event and every.
one is invited to attend.
Members of the FDKMEA
were able to purchase this
plaque through contributions
and donations made in Farrell's memory by former students. music teachers, family
and friends.
In commemoration of Farrell's contributions to music education at MSU (1945-77), the
plaque will serve to acquaint
present and future generations
with his achievements.
Roger Reichmuth, a former
student and former colleague
of Farrell, said Farrell's tenure
bOre witness to the greatest
period of growth of the music
department and the continued
development of its outstanding
reputation. "He had an exceptional ability to impart a feeling of underlying faith in the
potential and ultimate success
of each person with whom he
was involved," he said.
Farrell, who passed away in
1995, was the former head of
tine arts and, subsequently,chair

Do you love to look for treasures and
find wonderful surprises Then DK
Kelley is the store for you. We have so
mans fantastic items in unique jewelry. fabulous new sandals, belts.
scarves. and of course. always the
most wonderful fashions. You can
spend hours and never see it all. The
possibilities to mix and match are just
endless.
All of our merchandise is pLrchased
with you in mind to make shopping a
pleasurable experience.
The fashions this season vary • from
Bohemian, romantic, to dramatic. The
updated classics are here this season
to mix with all of the other looks to
make your wardrobe truly yours.
Springtime is the season to do something unexpected . a strand of pearls
with jeans or a fabulous scarf and
brooch on the waist of the jeans.
Chiffon flowing tops with capri's or
Jeans or a smart fitted blazer are all
top styles for spring.
Think big buckles. layers of chains
and bracelets, lots of hardware on
handbags. and the big cocktail rings put it all together. (Remember the
70's & SO'si'' Then you'll. have the
look.
What's old is new again - baby doll
tops, rhinestone and crystal embroidered tops and skirts are some of the
season's finest offerings.
White suits (Saturday Night Fever
John Travoltal are being seen esery where.
Drew Barrymore has a great philosophy about fashion. "You have to
walk into a room and believe in yourself." Her attitude about fashion is.
I'll do it my way. and that should
reflect the way each of us should feel.
We don't have to all be sheep and follow — be your own fashion maverick.
This spring is the season to definitely do it your way.
Come in soon - Easter is early this
year and we have just received some
beautiful dresses and suits and lovely
hats.
Be sure to try our Lip Balm - it
plumps your lips and fills in the lines.
It keeps your lips soft and smooth as
well.
Congratulations to Allison Beck who
won the ornamental box last Friday.
Quote of the Week:"When one door
of happiness closes, another opens.
but often we look so long at the closed
door that we do not set the one which
has been opened for us.- Helen Keller
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report...
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"Crazy for You," new Gershwin
ed at Playhouse in the Park on Thursday at 7 p.m., Friday
s
and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday matinee
.
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1-800-6
or
9
759-219
call
at 2 p.m. To reserve tickets

•
Compassionate Friends will ymeet
at 7:30 p.m. in

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursda
the private dining room #1 at the Murray-Calloway County.
Hospital. This is for any parent who has lost a child or young
adult through death. For information call Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 4914324.

SS representative here Thursdayration

will
A representative of the Social Security Administ
be at the Calloway Public Library on Thursday from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Veterans group meet Thursday will

meet at
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans
6:30 p.m. and American Legion at 7 p.m. on Thursday at
American Legion Hall.

the Park
Auditions at Playhouse in
additions for the 1992

Pla.s house in the Park will have
Pulitzer prize winning drama, "The Kentucky Cycle Part l"
by Robert' Schenkkan on Monday and Tuesday from 6 to 9
p.m. This will be for ensemblejoles for 14 men and 6 women
from early teens to adults. Fi3r information call 759-1752 or
e-mail playhouse@murray-ky.net.

Magazine Club will meet

Richard W. 'Doc' Farrell
of MSU's music department. He came to MSU in 1945 as
bind director and trumpet
teacher. The 1975 MSU Distinguished Professor, he was
awarded an honorary doctorate in humanities degree in
1978. Farrell served as the
chair of MSU's music department from 1957-77.
Affectionately known as
"Doc," to his colleagues and students. Farrell directed the bands
and orchestra, and taught all
brass and percussion instrument at MSU. He also served
as faculty adviser to "Campus
Lights" and the Gamma Delta
chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia during most of his tenure.
As the former president of

Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday at noon for
lunch in the Commonwealth room of Murray State University Curris Center.

the KMEA, the Murray Rotary
Club and the Murray Civic
Music Association, Farrell was
Red Cross Blood Drive will be today from 2 to 8 p.m. at
appointed by former Gov. Ned
Weaks Community Center. All blood types are needed espeBreathitt to a four-year term
Com0 negative.
Arts
y
cially
on the Kentuck
mission and represented the
university at the National Association of Schools of Music.
Western Kentucky .NET User Group (WKDNUG), an open
Contributions are still being
membership of local software developers interested in Microsoft's
accepted for the Richard W. .NET development tools, will host Microsoft Developer ComFarrell Commemorative Plaque
munity Champion Ron Cundiff as guest presenter on March
Project, with any proceeds
I at 6:30 p.m. in room 152 of business building south at
beyond the cost (with the Murray State University, Cundiff is `the Developer Communidonor's permission)to be placed ty Champion supporting the MidAmerica district for Microsoft.
in the Richard W. Farrell
Endowed Music Scholarship
Fund at MSU.
4
Calloway County High School Project Graduation will have'
For more information, con- a rebate night at Backyard Burgers from 4 p.m. to closing!
tact Jennie Rottinghaus, MSU today. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there
development officer, at (270) for Project Graduation so proper credit will be given to them,
762-3406 or at jennie.rotting- according to Kelly Lyles and Ann Proctor, sponsors.
haus@murraystate.edu.
Rottinghaus fticl donors to
this project would be recognized
Relay for Life team, "Money Talks,- will have rebate day 1
on a wall plaque to be installed
from II a.m. to closing at Sirloin Stockade. Customers
today
in the office of the MSU music
are asked to give your receipt for the meal to the cashier so
department.
the team will get credit.

Blood drive today at Weaks Center

Microsoft event will be March 1

CCHS Project Graduation plans promotion

Relay for Life team plans promotion

MHS Prom meeting today

At Curves we offer 30minute fitness,
commonsense weight loss
and the support you need
to take control of your life.

The power rii
amaze yourself'
Oarr 8.000 locators, worldwide.

759-3400
16015 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

252-3399
1769 Mayfield Hwy. #5
Benton. KY
575-3800
3420 Park Avenue
Paducah
tywnv t unvunrcrnatinnal torn

•k. /*tr. r ha.ed s Or•4

d prngram ',o v.igi path any other offer
erIn4Irnent. rnmanum 12
Vahd only at parntipoting locahorr.

A Murray High School Prom meeting for all interested junior students, parents and sponsors will be today at 5:30 p.m.
at the new Crass Furniture Warehouse.

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
•
1-800-472-8852

DON'T MISS IT1

•
The 18th Weeruns
Children's Consignment Sale 11

Great
Selection of
Memorial
Gifts Er Plants
for Funerals

Wednesday, February 23rd (10arn-7prn)
Thursday, February 24th (10am-7pm)
Friday, February 25th (11am-4pm)
Saturday, February 26th (10am-3pm)

k

Thousands of items including clothing, baby equipment and
furniture, maternity clothing, toys, and basically everything
for children( Ladies Clothing Alsol
Come see why over 1500 families have consigned with Weerunsl
Call toll free 1-877-753-5551
Or visit the website at. tniadwaerunisam

•
•

41
•

Located on Hwy. 641 across from Dwain Taykar Chevrolet.
•
Look for the red and white striped building.
•
Wee Runs is held only in Murray, KY1
t
4 Thank you for your loyal patronage over the past 9 years!
!
I look forward to many more years together(
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First semester honor roll is released by CCHS

Photo provided
The International Association of Administrative
Professionals (IAAP) of the year committee members,
Annie Nance, left, and Brenda Kimbro, right, surprised
Laura Dziekonski, center, recently with a rose on her
selection as a finalist for the annual award.

Dziekonski nominated as
finalist for IAAP award
The Murray Chapter of the
International Association of
Administrative Professionals
(IAAP) has selected Laura L.
Dziekonski as a finalist for the
2005 "Administrative Professional of the Year Award."
Dziekonski is employed at
Vanderbilt Chemical and Minerals Corporation as the shipping administrative assistant.
She became a member of
the Murray Chapter in 1990,
and has served as president,
president-elect, treasurer, secretary and co-chair of the Kentucky Division annual meeting
and as a chairman and a member of numerous committees.
She currently serves the Kentucky Division as secretary.
A graduate of Connetquot
High -School in Long Island,
N.Y., Dziekonski attended Murray State University. Her work
experience includes: acting
director of the Land Between
the Lakes Association; administrative assistant. LBLA; receptionist and secretary, Kenlake
Foods; receptionist and accounts
payable clerk and clerk-typist,
Fisher-Price Toys/Mattel, Mur-

ray; and shipping department
dispatcher, Fisher-Price Toys,
New York.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Al Eastwood, Fort Pierce,
Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lohr, Franklinville, N.Y., she
is married to retired U.S. Marine
Capt. Dan Dziekonski.
Selection of the Murray
Chapter "Administrative Professional of the Year" for 2005
will be announced at the chapter's Executive Night Banquet,
scheduled for April 25 at 6:30
p.m..-at Murray State University's Curris Center ballroom.
This year's theme, "The Power
of Pride, Professionalism, Personal and Patriotic," will bring
many honored guests from
around the area and across the
state.
All office professionals are
invited and encouraged to join
members in celebrating Administrative Professionals Week by
attending the banquet. Reservations are required and may
be made by calling Sarah
Alexander, chapter treasurer, at
759-4446.

Calloway
County
High
School has released the honor
roll for the first semester of
school as follows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Rachel Erin Adams, Bnttany
Taylor Bailey, Cynthia Elizabeth
Barnett, Samantha A. Butts,
Valerie Tai Crowder, Tatum Elizabeth Dale, Sara M. Dean,
Courtney Renee Elder, Ryan
Anthony Ferguson, Ellie Shea
Fisher, Audrey Lealah Harvey,
Janene Whitley Johnston,
Nicholas Joseph Leslie, Laramie
Blake Locke, Kaitlyn Margaret
McCort, Allyson Jean Miller, Alicia JoAnn Naulty, Teala D.
Penick, Danielle Nicole Pntchett, Klent Reese Starks,
Steven R. Stewart, Rachel
K. Talent, Monica Kay Thurmond, Jessica Nicole Torsak,
Johnathan Neel Torsak, Brittany Michelle Trites, Jennifer
N. Vincent, Jacoh K. Wade,
Kelsey Nichole Watson, and
Patricia S. White.
All As and Bs
Jonathan
Wiley
Bishop,
LaShae Brown, Jacob Michael
Burks, Landon Christopher Cain,
Katie Arlene Clark. Christopher
Lynn Conner, Chelsea Ann
Crass, Samantha Renee Crutcher, Austin Curtis Dodd, Heather
Leigh-Ann Dowdy,
Teresa Dawn Duncan, Holly
Elise Emery, Courtney Brooke
Futrell, Mary Marie Goode,
Robert James Guthrie, Justin
Dean Higgins, Shawn Russell
Jenkins, Megan De-Mae Jones,
Whitney Nicole Jones. MacKensie Raeann Karraker, Heather
Michelle Lowe,
Haley L. Miller, Bianca Chanfling Mora, Jesse Michael Morris, Mitch Morton, Sarah Brooke
Orsborn, LeAnna K. Paschall,
Keaton Ford Pierce, Joshua G.
Reynolds, April Nicole Riley,
Charles
Edwin
Rogers.
Stephanie Michelle Simpson,
Jessica M. Smith, Candace
L. Stewart, Joshua Don Stewart, Aaron Tacker, Savannah
Rochelle Todd, Kristin Nicole
Vaughan, Sarah Nicole Venve.
Nathan E. West, Marisa Ann
Whittenberg and Adrian Shayne
Wilcox.
10TH GRADE
All As
David L. Adams, Whitney L.
Burkeen, Lyndsey N. Cleaver,
Jennifer A. Cole, Heather H.
Collins, Brandon C. Conner,

Kelsey L. Dublin, Crystal L.
Eldndge, Keela N. Evans, Julie
K. Gingles, Stephen L. Hill,
Nicole Hudson,
Darren C. Jackson, Abby
Kelly, Leanna S. Linn, Kyle G.
McAllister, Amber M. McCallum, Christina M. Millizer, Jaimie
M. Murdock, Connor E. Olsen,
Brennan L. Parker, Brandon R.
Phillips, Evan C. Pierce,
Genevieve A. Postlethwait,
Kathryn
Frances
Rogers,
Zachary E. Rudolph, Madison
D. Selstad, Travis B. Taylor, Jake
Tindell, Haley R. White and
Ashley M. Winkler.
All As and Bs
Wesley T. Adams, Bryce J.
Babb, Joshua Scott Bivins,
Jacob Bryan, Wesley A. Burris, Mitchell Q. Butler, Chase
T. Chadwick, Dernck R. Christopher, Cory S. Clendenen, Mary
E. Coleman, April D. Cooper,
Adam C Crawford, Lindsay N.
Dean,
Aaron Dossey, Nicole L.
Edwards, Mallorie K. Esterloin,
Ginny Furches, Megan A.
Futrell, Megan E. Futrell, Amanda J. Govern, Aimee D. Graves,
Jerrod A. Henson, Cody C.
Johnson, Landon C. Lockhart.
Zachary C. Martin, Dara N.
Mason,
Alyssa J. McGinnis, Josh
Miller, Zachary R. Miller, Christopher F. Mora, Victoria Janee
Moscoe, Trent S. Murdock,
Megan D. Newberry, Jordan R.
Patterson, Amber L. Powers,
Jonathan S. Ramirez-Higgins,
Beth A. Ross,
Rachel N. Rushing, Michelle
L. Schroader, Kayla B. Simmons, Ashley R. Simpson, Colby
W. Starks, Wesley J. Steele,
Chris S. Taylor, Jacqueline L.
Thomas, Cassidy Underwood,
Whitney N. Wicker and Jordan
B. Williams.
11TH GRADE
All As
Jonathan K. Black, Marcy L.
Boggess, Tyler A. Brockman,
Joshua M. Byrne, Trent J.
Cossey, Marci E. Crittendon,
Andrea R. Crouch, Kyle Damron, Chelsea Nicole Darnell,
Jessica B. Dial, Catherine J.
Frederick, Chase T. Futrell,
Tiffany Marie Gatewood,
Trey Jackson Hargrove,
Steven G. Hart, Joshua A.,
Hodges, Laura M. Jacobs, Jessica G. Johnson, Joshua L.
Johnson, Katlyn N. Jump, Ashley N. Kirks, Jonathan M. Lewis,
Jennifer M. Lofland, Austin M.

McCuiston, Evan P McDaniel,
Jessica A. Miller, Bryan T Murdock, Courtney M. Parker,
Amanda L. Paschall, David
B. Robertson, Char E Robinson, Will T. Sampson, Sarah
J. Schumaker, Jennifer K. Scott,
Jamie B. Smith, Joseph W.
Sutter, Peter A. Thackston, Taylor A. Thieke, Whitney P.
Watkins, Brett Welter, Dustin
A. Wilson, Mindy D. Wnght and
Jacob A Young..
All As and Ba
Kayla R. Ra77811, Christine
R. Bidwell, Jeremi Bumpus,
Nicole A. Buss, Emily N. Carraway, Matthew Todd Chadwick, Heather R. Collins, Sean
T. Conner, Jeremy P. Dillon,
Casey Dougherty, Kelsey N.
Duncan, Jamie L. Eldridge,
Steven R. Elkins, Tara A.
Etheridge, Hugh W. Falwell,
Joshua L. Fielders, Chris R.
Fike, Allen M. Flood, Heather
D. Gee, Joshua Michael Harris, Benjamin J. Hart, Ashley
N. Henson, Kayla D. Hicks,
Samantha M. Hill, Heather L.
Howard, Erin A. Jakaub,
Talon L. Kirtley, Sherry S.
Lane. Brittany L. Lemons, Chase
Malone, Clint M. Mayer, Corey
Michael McClain, Katherine A.
Mercado, Chelsea L. Morris,
Audrey B. Oakley, Chase A.
Ottway, Michael P. Outland.
Kyle Overbey, Kristen L. Parks,
Justin L. Parrish, Shanna B.
Parrish, Benjamin M. Ray, Ian
Rebuck, Whitney K. Redden,
Alex E. Salazar, Amanda R.
Schroader, Lindsey S. Smith,
Ania Maria Spyra, Lucas W.
Stone. Adam C. Thompson,
Bonnie S. Thom, Heath R.
Towery, Wesley D. Tucker,
Heather N. Turley, Brittany D.
Walker, Christy L. Westphal,
Ashley L. Williams, Sheltie J.
Wilson, Devon C. Winchester,
Jacob L. Wyatt and Stephanie
M. Wycoff.
12TH GRADE
All As
Amber L. Anderson, Nikki
Lei Ann Atkinson, Rachel D.
Bailey, Jamey L. Beane, Ashley A. Bogard, Elise N. Brittam, Rakeshia L. Burks, Andrew
E. Clark, Chelsea E. Cleaver,
Maegan R. Coles, Kayla R.
Cooper, Leanne N. Craig, David
M. Crouch,
Casey Darnell. Danielle E.
Elkins, Cassandra M. Fischer,
Denise L. Ford, Katyn A. Fox,
Gloria A. Fritz, Sarah E. Futrell,
Jessica A. Gamer, Niki Hale,

Investment class scheduled at MSU
Financial Consultant Bob
Jackson will teach a class called
"Retirement
Planning
and
Investing" for Murray State
University's Center for Continuing Education. The two
night, non-credit class will be
held Tuesdays from 6 to 8
p.m. on 'March 8 and 15 in
the Mississippi room of MSU's
Curris Center.
The educational Class will
discuss a myriad of retirement
planning topics including: How
to roll over a 401(K) without

triggering taxes and penalties;
how to minimize taxes on
investments; how long-term
care insurance help can protect estates; and the status of
Social Security benefits.
The goal of the class is to
help participants in retirement
or for those that are preparing
for retirement. The class fee
is $25.
The class is open to everyone; however pre-registration
is required.
For more information or to

Whitney D Hendon, Elizabeth
J. Hillard, Robert K. Irwin, Lacey
B. Lamb, Hillary R. Lowe. Kara
M. McColl,
Danny R. McCuiston, Justine Faith Mengel. ha L. Milgate, David C. Mornson, Calla
G. Murdock, Kimberley B Myatt,
Tia P. Myers, Caroline R. Radke,
Nancy E. Robertson, Samuel
R Rogers, Robyn N. Ryan,
Joe R. Saddons, Kye S.
Sells, Kristin R. Smith, Ryan
S. Stanger, Kelly E. Taylor,
Robert M. Tindell Ill, Kyle Wade,
Nosha D Whitley, Carl C.
Williams,
Heather
Nicole
Williams, Curtis A. Wolfe and
Halee T. Wyat
All As and Bs
Jessie A. Adams, Amber K.
Anderson, Mark Anderson,
Rachel N. Barber, Ryan M.
Berbench. Alex E. Berry, Michael
D. Bishop, Denisha R. Bridges,
Dean J. Brown, Crystal A. Brumley, Michael D. Bumpus, Justin
B. Burkeen, Matthew R. Butterworth,
Jeremy F. Byerly, Nathan C.
Byerly, Amber M. Cannon, Scott
Coleman, Bryan R. Coles, Emily
D. Angelo, Kelsey R. Dial, Kristin
P. Downs, Joey Duncan. Misty
F. Duncan, Andrew A. Eckert,
Ashley B. Edwards, Tiffany B.
Flonno, Diana C. Fontano,
Jonathan D. Frederick. Leandra J. Hale, Tara J. Hale, Jeremy R. Haley, Jessi K. Hargrove, Joe B. Hendrick. Amanda J. Hester, Christopher G.
Hill, Brandi M. Jacobs, Ashley
M. Johnson. Samuel L. Johnston, Jessica D. Kelly. Jessica
D. Lassiter,
Justin M. Lewis, Jantzen D.
Litchfield, Natalie J. Lyons,
Corey L. McBee, Lucas J.
McCallon, Kassia J. McKendree,
Elizabeth M. Medina, Brandon
M. Montgomery, Brittany L.
Moore, Janssen B. Morton, Holly
R. Mowery,
Amber Elizabeth Patterson,
Jessica R. Phillips, Daralyn R.
Ramsey, Austin G. Raspberry.
Jacob W. Roach. Stacey J.
Rotterman, Lincoln V. Roe,
Justin R. Satterwhite, Logan T.
Schwettman, Cory D. Siress,
Cory T. Smith, David Szemeredy. Andrew S. Taylor, Duel
C. Taylor, Amanda J. Trites,
Kuala N. Villeneuve. Deeraya
L. Waldrup, Ryan C. Walls. Cody
L. White, Sierra
Nikkole
Williams, Nahyun Yoo and
Jonathan M. Young.

ref,rn`

register. contact the Center for
Continuing Education at 7623659 or 1-800-669-7653. ext.
3659.

One of the
advantages
bowling has over
golf is that you
seldom lose a
ball.
-Don Carter

WAKE UP!
All Bedroom Collections are

20-30% OFF

There's a better way to get
money from your home:

Now Tim February 28

Plus...All Dining Room Furniture
Is Now On Sale Thru March 20th!
* NEW SPRING ITEMS ARRIVING DAILY *
University Plaza • Chestnut St.• Murray • 753-1851

Pleti imports

a Home Equity Loan from U.S.Bank
It's time to make a change.
A Home Equity Loan from U.S. Bank is the easiest way to start any project.
You can get loans up to 125% of your home's value.
With competitive rates, you'll enjoy an easy way to manage debt, build an addition, or
even start a new business. Plus, the interest on the loan may be tax-deductible.
And it's all backed by our Five Star Service Guarantee.
Take advantage of this offer without the worry
of closing costs, points, or fees.
No coin counting necessary.

lea/tons

Go Online at usbank.com, visit a local branch,
or call 1.888-444•BANK (2265)ext.4100
for any other questions.

Salon

Colors

Children's Cuts

Men's Clipper Cuts

•

Highlights

Five Star Service Guaranteed (1r,_

and up

and up
•5.79% fined APR avail** for terms up to 20 years on home equity ioans with a U.S. Bank clwcknq aCCOunt *1th Ac H and
loan-to-value (LTV)of 80% or less. Higher rates apply for higher LTV',. Minimum loan amount or increase of $10,000 required.
Consult your tax advisor regarding deductibility of interest On a $10,000, 20-year loan at 5.79% APR, monthly payments %would
be $70.44. Rates subjeCt to change. Offer is subject to flOrMal credit qualifications. Some additional restrictions may Moly gg
Not available with other discounts_ Home equity loan are offered through U.S Bank National Association NO. Member FDIC.

Shampoo, Cut SE Style

OLYMPIC PLAZA(NEXT TO AUGUST MOON)
r

759-1112

arbank.

•
•
•
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Sunlight,
Rain Clouds,
Shadows &
Puddles
The Advocate-Messenger AP Photo
James Robinson, a freshman
from Danville High School,
enjoys time at the skate park at
Millennium Park in Danville, Ky.
The rain puddles and cold weather didn't stop skateboarders
doing what they do best.

More rain forecast
for S. California
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Homes slipped down saturated
hillsides and a surging river tore
through an airport runway as the
latest in a series of treacherous
Southern
soaked
storms
California.
Yet more rain was expected
Wednesday as the state strugeled to recover from six days of
stormy weather that has left nine
people dead: including a man
who was killed when a eucalyptus tree fell on his pickup truck
Monday in San Diego County.
In Ventura .County, officials
:losed the small Santa Paula airport Tuesday after more than
155 feet of runway collapsed
into the rushing Santa Clara
River. Chunks of concrete crumbled into the water throughout
the day.
"We've lost nearly the entire
west third of the airport," said
Rowena Mason, president of the
Santa teals'Airport Association.
-This is Millions and millions of
Jollars worth of damage."
Authorities said dozens of
homes were evacuated or redtagged — marked as uninhabitable — because they threatened
to collapse from sliding hillsides.
Forecasters said another
strong system expected early
Wednesday. could bring severe
winds and drop an additional
inch or more of rain on Southern
California.

The wild weather resulted
from a series of storms that
began battering the state
Thursday, dumping 8.15 inches
of rain on downtown Los
Angeles.
A total of 33.37 inches has
fallen in the city since July 1,
when California begins its yearly rainfall measurements. The
record. 38.18 inches, was set in
1883-1884.
Storms have caused $52.5
million in damage to Los
Angeles County roads and facilities since the beginning of the
year. The county has spent $9
million on repairs, including
$500,000 since the weekend,
officials said.
There were rescues across the
state, including a woman who
was pulled Tuesday from rushing, waist-high waters of the Rio
Hondo River in Montebello.
Muds1idesfrced Amtrak offitrain service
cials
north of Lip,Angeles to Santa
Barbara at least through
Thursday.
Earlier in the week, mud and
boulders crashed into an apartment bedroom, crushing a 16year-old girl as she did her
homework. A 61-year-old man
was killed in a separate landslide.
On Sunday, a Nevada woman
died after getting caught in an
avalanche while cross-country
skiing near Lake Tahoe.

More bars in more places.
Bluegrass Country,for example.

TA

'

1B oomin'Buttercups

LISTEN UP, MURRAY!
• Citigular pi ovides the. largest coverage area
in Kentucky.
to That's because Cingular is the new leader in
wireless, bringing you thelargest digital voice
and data network in America. Its called the
ALLOVER'network. The ALLOVER' network
Covers over 270 million people and is growing
• Cingular will continue to bk.sild this network,
giving Murray more people. to t.ik to.

CALL 1-866-CINGULAR / CLICK WWW.CINGULAR.COM / C'MON IN TO A STORE

INK A.

>t()Ris

Eastland Mall
Madisonville. Paricway Plaza mall. 1756 E
Center Sit
Murray, 808 N 12th 9.3
Paducah. Paducah Mall, 5131 Knkleville Rd

JOHN WRIGHT/Ladper & Times photo
Supposedly, jonquils,also known as buttercups, are
to begin blooming in the month of March, hence the
name "March Flowers." That, though, Is not the case
this year as this patch of full-bloom plants, one of
many making their presence felt throughout
Calloway County these days, show along 16th Street
Tuesday afternoon.

Wal-Mart Lot ations
(lawn, 162 Kimbro St.

Mayfield, 1225 Paris Reit
827 Pans Rd.
morganfield
Pnnceson, 500 H.62Et

kr°131

kfurrav, 808 N

12th SU

Bad= 112 US Hwy.68 It
Corporate Sales 270 444 0602
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Exercise can be a
challenge for diabetics
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - Clarke are among a long list of ing, confusion and nervousness.
Untreated, a person can lose
During a game in her junior accomplished diabetic athletes.
Around 800,000 people have consciousness, become comayear. Ithaca College field hockey player Sarah Gibble knew type 1, or juvenile, diabetes in tose or even,die.
Taking too little insulin can
which the pancreas produces
something wasn't right.
"I started to feel very out of none of the blood-sugar regulat- cause problems for an athlete
sorts, almost to the point of get- ing insulin. Type I diabetics too, said Dr. James Desemone.
ting confused," she said. need to take daily injections or director of the Goodman
Diabetes Service at Albany
"Nothing was really working for use an insulin pump.
Most of the nation's 18 mil- Medical Center. During physical
me. I kept fumbling with the
lion diabetics have type 2, or activity, the body releases horball."
Gibble, who has type I dia- adult-onset diabetes in which mones like adrenaline that counbetes, left the game and tested insulin is still present. but isn't teract insulin. That increases
her blood sugar level — well used properly by the body. bloodstream levels of glucose
below normal. Some juice and a Obesity, high cholesterol, high and ketones. byproducts formed
granola bar got her back on the blood pressure, physical inactiv- when fat is burned for energy.
ity and family history are all risk which can be dangerous.
field.
Diagnosed with type I diaShe continued to play factors for type 2. Treatments
through her senior year, dealing include diet, oral medication and betes 30 years ago. Desemone
works with many athletes with
AP Photo with the challenges faced by insulin shots.
The most common problem diabetes, from hockey players to
School nurse Kathy Steffey stands in the hall at Lakeview High School as students thousands of athletes with diadiabetics is hypo- cyclists.
depart in Cortland, Ohio. Long associated with treating playground scrapes and tummy betes. While exercise is benefi- for type I
The key, he says, is setting up
low blood sugar.
or
,glycemia,
to
helping
diabetics,
for
cial
emergencies
for
prepared
aches, school nurses nationwide say they need to be more
using insulin injecregimen
a
body
the
exercise,
During
conand
stave off complications
such as terrorist attacks.
trol blood sugar. it takes plan- depletes its stores of sugar, then tions or a pump to mimic the
ning and care to participate safe- cuts insulin production to com- functioning of a normal panpensate for the lower sugar lev- creas during exercise, adjusting
ly.
But in people taking insulin how much insulin is given toThe
els.
Former NBA center Chris
Dudley, golfers Scott Verplank shots or using a pump.that does- body and when. Drinking
and Kelli Kuehne, Olympic n't happen. Instead, hypo- enough liquids is also important
swimmer Gary Hall Jr. and glycemia sets in, causing symp- to maintain correct blood sugar
Hockey Hall of Famer Bobby toms including dizziness, sweat- levels, he said.
"There's a great unmet need vary state by state," he said.
YOUNGSTOWN,Ohio(AP)
Bill Modzeleski. associate
— Long associated with treating for training and additional secudeputy undersecretary for the
playground scrapes and tummy rity," she said.
the flu virus, she said.
By PAUL RECER
Columbus Public Schools is Education Department's office AP Science Writer
aches. school nurses nationwide
In Asia. there have already been a number of
say they need to be more pre- an exception. The district is of Safe and Drug-Free Schools,
among people who caught the flu from
deaths
may
virus
flu
bird
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
pared for emergencies such as using a $454,000 grant from the said there's still--more work to mutate to a human form that becomes as deadly as chickens or ducks. The mortality rate is very high
Homeland Security Department do.
terrorist attacks.
the ones that killed millions during three influenza — about 72 percent of identified patients. said
"We've really encouraged
Many are trying to work to train a team of school personGerberding. There also have been documented
pandemics of the 20th century.
around tight school budgets and nel in each of its 140 schools to schools to look at crisis planning
head of the Centers for cases of this strain of flu being transferred from
Gerberding,
L.
Julie
Dr.
a lack of respect as front-line respond in an. emergency, from A to Z. We have to plan for Disease Control and Prevention, said Monday that person-to-person. but the outbreak was not susresponders to get the training spokesman Greg Viebranz said. everything," Modzeleski said. "I scientists believe it is highly likely that the virus tained, she said.
"We'd like to be considered a don't think we should ever be that has swept through bird populations in Asia
needed to prepare for the worst.
The avian flu now spreading in Asia is part of
"Because of 9/1 1. so many model for our efforts," Viebranz satisfied."
what is called the HI family of flu viruses. It is a
deadly for humans.
pathogen
a
into
evolve
will
The National Association of
things have changed," said said.
"We are expecting more human cases over the pathogen that is notorious in human history.
Other states are trying to School Nurses, which has about next few weeks because this is high season for
Kathy Steffey, a nurse at
"Each time we see a new HI antigen emerge.
Lakeview High School in catch up. Acting New Jersey 12,500 members, has developed avian influenza in that part of the world." we experience a pandemic of influenza." said
Cortland. "We have to be pre- Gov. Richard Codey, in his State a disaster preparedness program Gerberding said in remarks at the national meeting Gerberding. In 1918, 1-11 appeared and millions
of the State address last month, to meet the demand for training of the American Association for the Advancement died worldwide. In 1957. the Asian flu was an H2.
pared for almost anything."
who
made protecting schools from — more than 2,000 school nurs- of Science.
nurses
and the Hong Kong Du in 1968 was a In.
the
half
Nearly
There had been small appearances of the HIresponded to a Nall-mai terrorists a top priority. He said es have participated.
transmishuman-to-human
of
cases
Although
In Ohio. at a session this
H5 now
Association of School Nurses security experts would tour
sion have been rare,"our assessment is that this is type in other years, but nothing like the
survey listed emergency pre- every school before next fall and month in suburban Youngstown, a very high threat" based on the known history of rampaging through the birds of Asia.
paredness as their highest prior- that security courses would be many of the nurses in attendance
ity. But, disaster preparedness taught to educators, bus drivers responded with a collective sigh
AMM,
as Strouse displayed photos of a
trainer Deborah Strouse noted and nurses.
"Educators aren't terrorism baby covered with smallpox.
that many schools don't even
Strouse told the nurses they
Codey said. "They
experts,"
health
or
nurse
have a full-time
know about the SAT not the don't need to know how to treat
services.
Ohio is one of several states CIA, but they want to protect victims of biological weapons
that does not require a nurse in our schools and we must help such as smallpox and anthrax,
just how to identify early sympthem."
every school.
Federal officials acknowl- toms.
"They're really on the front
She warned that if there is a
line before even the EMT person edge that it is difficult to give a
assessment of bioterrorist attack, school nurses
gets there," said Wanda Miller, nationwide
would likely see a pattern of
executive director of the school schools' disaster preparedness.
fever and rashes before stuhigh
funnels
Security
Homeland
are
"They
association.
nurses
the person that has to react, has grants through state govern- dents or teachers are sick
to be prepared and must have ments, but it does not have an enough to go to the doctor.
When you beat the disease of obesity, you're likely to reduce
"The school nurse is in a
some kind of plan in place to estimate of how much has
or eliminate other health problems as well. That's one of the
manage the situations that reached schools. spokesman unique position to pick up on
trends almost before anyone else
Marc Short said.
occur."
advantages of surgical intervention for weight loss.
"The answer to that would does," Strouse said,.
Schools were recognized as
potential terrorist targets long
NOW YOU CAN
before the seizure of a Russian
school in September in whic.h
••••
OVERCOME OBESITY
330 hostages were killed.
4
• N.,
(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)
disaster
Many developed
FOR LIFE!
plans following the Columbine
school shootings in 1999 or the
Sept. 11, 2001, terror attac,ks.
•Coniprettensive Esam for Glosses & Contact Lenses
If you, or someone you know is more than
Yet, they do not have the fund*Inseam of Eye Infections
100 pounds overweight, you'll want to
ing to train administrators and
*large Sekction of Desinaer Frame. and Sonztassts
teachers on how to carry out the
learn about today's surgical solution to
Nan kiurance Accepted
plans, said Julie Underwood,
obesity that is endorsed by all leading
general counsel for the National
"Quality Eyeearefor the Entire Family"
pap,
W.
-irboughts
Association.
Boards
medical authorities. Directed by an
School

School nurses say they're
unprepared for terror attacks

Mutated bird flu could cause worldwide pandemic

OBESITY CAN CAUSE
diabetes, heart disease,
high blood pressure,
sleep disorders, and other
life-threatening conditions.

A
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753-5507

TYRONE L. DANIELS, MD. FACC
JACKSON PURCHASE CARDIOLOGY
Mayfield's hometown heart care expert is
accepting new patients in all aspects of cardiology: heart failure, hypertension, preventive, and
coronary artery disease.

SERVICES PROVIDED INCLUDE: consultative
and inpatient, all forms of stress testing including
echo and nuclear, echocardiography, cardiac
catheterization.

experienced Board-certified surgeon, our
comprehensive bariatric surgery program may be
your solution for significant and lasting weight loss.

Don't let obesity rob
you of your health.
"Metamorphosis" Support Group
meets the first Tuesday of every
month at 7 PM in the Borders
Community Center at Lourdes.
Open to all surgical weight loss
patients, their families, and persons
interested in surgical weight loss.

Donna lost 150 pounds in 12 months
and has kept it off for 3 years. She says
she is now "living her dream."

FREE BARIATRIC SEMINAR at Lourdes
Thursday. February 24 — 7 PM
Location: Borders Community Center
Lourdes Marshall Nemer Pavilion

Let a trained, experienced cardiologist perform
and interpret your needed testing. You don't
have to leave town to get quality care.

pass surgical proccilut es.
%rgottc tt ill discuss ..aslcir
irtlitaircent.iits and %s ill :nisi% i.r 5111551 ions
risks. benefits, lifestv
on the I 'turtles Kari:Uric Program.

ih.

Jackson Purchase Medical Offices
Mon.- Thurs., 1 - 4 p.m. • Fri., 12:30 - 2:30 p.m.
(270) 2514545 by appointment

1

Further information on the program
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ofro-ces

of the
Indianapolis. Ind.; Dr. Gary campus. A special portion
dedication
the
be
will
program
Schallert. Director of Bands at
in of the Richard "Doc" Farrell
University
Belmont
commemorative plaque. The
Mr.
and
Tenn.,
Nashville.
Graduate plaque acknowledges Doc
Specht,
Jeffrey
contributions
Assistant in Bands at Murray Farrell's enormous
of
department
music
the
to
State University.
tenure
his
during
State
Special Guest Artist for 2005 Murray
Director of Ensembles and
is International Clarinet virtu- as
then Chairman.
oso, Dr. Frank Kowalsky,
"The plaque will be permaClarinet
presently professor of
mounted outside the
at Florida State University in nently
which bears Doe's
hall
recital
Tallahassee, Fla. Dr. Kowalsky
the ceremony",
following
name
has been on the faculty of the
Johnson. "The unveiling
stated
Arts
Interlochen
famed
ceremony will be handled by
Academy and has performed
David and Macie Tucker. who
with orchestras and bands
will be representing the music
throughout the world.
teachers of this district and all
"We are looking forward to
who contributed to this great
having Frank perform with the
memorial."
wind ense,mble and present clinThe symphonic wind ensemics and master-classes. He is a
ble, a premier performing
great artist," noted Johnson.
ensemble of the department of
The 2005 Quad-State Soloist
music has appeared at state and
Year is trumpeter Norman
the
of
national conferences and in
Blakely, a senior at Lone Oak
1990 accepted a special invitaHigh School in Paducah. "The tion to perform in Carnegie Hall.
judging was extremely tough They have also appeared at the
this year since there were so College
Director's
Band
many fine applicants who sub- National
Association
mitted tapes, however the wind Conference and in 2000
and percussion faculty felt that appeared at the International
tape was very Wind Band Conference in
Norman's
impressive," noted Johnson.
Manchester, England.
Blakely will perform the 1st
Acclaimed by many artist's as
movement of the Arutunian, one of the finest ensembles in
"Concerto for Trumpet" with the the nation, the wind ensemble
Quad-State Symphonic Band on has gained an enviable reputaSaturday afternoon at 1:30 p.m. tion for performing American
Students arrive on Thursday and World Premieres and the
afternoon and audition for finest in original wind hand litplacement in one of four bands. erature. On March 29 of this
Murray State's Symphonic year, they will again appear in
Band,conducted by John Fannin Carnegie Hall performing three
will entertain the students while world premieres. Under the
the audition results are being leadership of Eric Swisher, the
tabulated. Master Classes by the Jazz Ensemble I has gained the
MSU Instrumental Faculty fol- reputation of being one of the
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION low the auditions and rehearsals finest jazz groups in the country.
begin at 8:30 p.m.
The Jazz Ensemble has toured
•Free In-Home Estimates
Friday is a full day which extensively in the area while
*Financing Available
*Window Blinds
includes rehearsals, scholarship performing the finest in standard..
_ •
*Professional Installation
auditions, exhibits by Shattinger and current jazz literature.
•100% Satisiacbon Guarantee
Saturday's schedule includes Music of St. Louis, Music
*All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Central of Hopkinsville and rehearsals in the morning with
Carpet. Vinyl, Hardwood,
Music Zone of Paducah. The the culminating concert, featurLaminate and Commercial
day concludes with a special ing all four of the Quad-State
Floonng
concert by the Murray State Bands and Quad-State soloist of
University Wind Ensemble and the year, scheduled for. 1:30 p.m.
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
Jazz Ensemble I featuring Frank in Lovett Auditorium.
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
The Quad-State concert is
Kowalsky.
Office:(866) 936-6600
Cell: (270) 29343086
The concert begins at 7 p.m. free and the public is urged to
www shopathomecarpets.com
in the Lovett Auditorium on attend.

Murray State tiniN ersity
plays host to the 58th annual
Quad-State Senior High Band
Festival Thursday through
Saturday. "Over 60 schools representing four states will be on
our campus for one of the oldest
continuous running festivals in
the South," noted Director of
Bands and Orchestra at MSU
and co-coordinator of the festival Dennis L. Johnson.
The three day event encompasses rehearsals, concerts, master-classes, industry exhibits and
clinics.
The Quad-State Senior High
Festival brings together almost
400 high school musicians to
rehearse and study with prominent guest conductors, guest
soloists and university faculty.
Students are recommended by
their high school directors.
Final selection is made by the
wind and percussion faculty at
Murray State.
"Students then audition upon
arrival on campus for placement
in one of four quad-state bands,"
Johnson stated.
Guest conductors for this
year's bands include. Dr. Ken
VanWinkle, Director of Bands at
New Mexico State University in
Las Cruces, N.M.: Mr. Michael
Pote, Assistant Director of
Bands at Cannel High School in
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Sailor's girlfriend struggles
to set course for the future

Contagious viral
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DEAR ABBY: I'm so conDEAR DR., GOTT: When sinus infection may be closefused. I was seeing this guy,
is a child or an adult conta- ly related to your allergies to
"Stan," for almost three years.
gious with a sore throat, cold mold, dust and pollen. Such
Then he joined the Navy.
or the flu? What is a good allergies are often associated
Before he left, he told me not
rule
of with congestion that prevents
to wait for
thumb
to the sinuses from draining prophim, so we
follow for a erly. Infection can follow,
broke up.
child return- requiring antibiotics.
Several
ing
to
Therefore, to address the
months
school, or problem of your chronic sinusilater,
I
an adult to tis, you should seek an allerbegan dating
work, after gist. After appropriate blood
"011ie."
such an ill- and/or skin testing, the speThings were
ness?
cialist will suggest therapy —
getting seriDEAR usually a program of environDr. Gott
Dear Abby ous, and I
READER: mental controls in conjunction
discovered I
A
person with prescription nose sprays
By
was pregBy Abigail
Dr. Peter Gott with
an and antihistamines and, pernant. When I
Van Buren
upper-respi
haps, desensitization injections.
told
011ie
ratory virus or influenza is
I do not understand the relaabout the baby, he dumped
ordinarily contagious during tion between your symptoms
me.
the acute phase of the ailment: and your menstrual cycles.
Meanwhile, Stan came home
from about two days before Maybe the allergist can shed
on leave. He told me he loved
the illness begins until the some light on this as well.
me, and asked me to wait for
fever drops and the patient
him to finish his training, and
DEAR DR GOTT: Our dear
begins to feel better, usually friends, in their early 70s, take
then we would be together
in three to five days.
several vitamins at each meal. again. About a month later I
I ordinarily allow children I don't know the amount, nor
suffered a miscarriage.
and adutts to return to normal do I know what they are. My
Not long after that, 011ie
lives of school and work once problem is that they have a
came to see me and I told
him I had lost the baby. He
they feel well enough to carry distinctive odor about them
told me he knew he had been
on. Predictably, this varies a despite the fact that they bathe
wrong to leave me when he
good deal. Some patients need every day and are otherwise
found out I was pregnant, and
(and expect) a week off from clean. Could the excess vitasaid he wanted us to get back
work, while others are raring mins contribute to the odor
together.
to go in one or two days.
they both have?
I am deeply in love with
As a rule of thumb, once
DEAR READER: Many
Stan, however, he's not here
the patient's fever has disap- metabolic reactions can alter
and 011ie is ii- and frankly, I
peared and symptoms are on body odor, the most common
care for him, too. -- NEEDS
the wane, he or she is prob- being kidney failure that
AN ANSWER IN VIRGINIA
ably not contagious.
imparts a distinctive aroma to
DEAR NEEDS: 011ie has
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a the breath and sweat. Many
demonstrated that when the
38-year-old woman in excel- vitamins, especially in large
chips are down and you needlent health, with the exception doses, can do this, too.
ed him, he wasn't man enough
of sinusitis. I've tried elimiThis doesn't necessarily indito accept responsibility and supnating various foods from my cate a problem, but it probaport you. That is an example
diet, with no obvious results. bly reflects the fact that peoof
his character. Do you want
I'm sensitive to mold, dust pie are overdosing on vitato face life's problems alone.
and pollen. I've also noticed mins.
or have a partner who will be
a consistent pattern coinciding
To give you related inforthere for you'? Answer that
with my menstrual cycle. Dur- mation, I am sending you a
ing the week of my -period----copy of my Health Report "Vit- _ question and you'll know which
and the week following, my' amins and Minerals:" Other man to choose.
We*
sinusitis is severe. This is fol- readers who would like a copy
DEAR ABBY: My in-laws
lowed by two weeks of free- should send a long, selfare giving me a hard time,
dom from pain and pressure, addressed, stamped envelope
and I need a second opinion.
What's
Box
only to repeat again.
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
For the past four years, I have
going on?
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
lived
with a bad gall bladder.
DEAR READER: Your sure to mention the title.
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DEGAUSS YOU HAVE SUCH A
eraurvuL REAM

I CAN'T BELIEVE I WHY PO YOU
YOu'RE A CATERER
SAY THAT7
.i
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LOOK, SHE DEDUCTED
10% FROM OUR BILL!

WHATEVER
IT TAKES/

is
i
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to

I finally had it

removed last

January.

I am now on a fairly strict
of "do's and don'ts."
Although we have explained
this to my in-laws many times,
they don't seem to get the
message that I cannot eat "normal" food.
Would it be rude for me
to bring my own food to family dinners, or should I just
grin and bear it and sit there
and not eat on these occasions? -- WANTS TO BE
PROPER IN MISSISSIPPI
DEAR WANTS TO BE
PROPER: Your health must
come first. Since you are on
a restricted diet, and your inlaws seem unwilling or unable
to accommodate you, by all
means bring your own food.
diet

DEAR ABBY: Does anyone know, or even care, how
it feels to be a widow? With
the exception of her children
or other widows, I doubt it
matters to very many others.
I have tried to be outgoing. staying attractive and
accepting invitations. I really
looked forward to the recent
wedding of one of my relatives, However, at the reception it did not take long for
the loneliness to set in as I
watched the couples dance with
each other and with guests at
other tables. Throughout the
entire evening, I hoped someone would ask me to dance.
It never happened.
Please dance with widowed
relatives and friends. It will
save them trips to the ladies
room to cry. -- HAPPY FACE
IN S. DAKOTA
DEAR HAPPY FACE: My
heart ached a little when I
read your poignant letter. Thank
you for reminding people to pay
attention to the wallflowers.

r

A CIANSPIONSHiP GOLF COURSE, WINDING- AROUND SFECTACULAR
CUFFS MAD WATERFALLS.. SET /*ANSI A BACKDROP OF BREATli! IRKS& TROPICAL MOUNTAINS AND PANORArAtC OCEAN VIEWS!

riT5 BEAUTIFUL

IRVING,
BUT ONLY ONE TliING
REALLY MATTERS....

I SEE
A LITTLE
GIFT style'
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path, but with a 20th century
10 years ago
Melody Parker. senior at Cal- update. He made the 160-mile
loway County High School and stretch from Tupelo to Jackdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam son, Miss. He was accompaParker, has been selected as nied by his wife, Lois, in a
"Miss Spring of 1995" to be car checking out motels and eatfeatured in the special edition ing places.
of "Miss Spring 1995" by the
Births reported include a
Murray Ledger & Tunes.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
New officers of Murray/Ken- Lichtenegger, Feb. 16.
tucky Lake Chapter of AARP
40 years ago
are Robert Hendon, Dr. Ruth
Published is a picture of
Cole and John Brinn.
Keith E. Hill of Murray being
Births reported include a sworn in by Gov. Edward T.
girl to Rebecca and Steven Breathitt as a member of the
Morefield, a girl to Kimberly Kentucky Commission on
and Trevor Collins, a girl to Aging.
Kara and Jeffrey Futrell and
Spring enrollment at Mura boy to Stacey and Morris ray State College for the spring
Lynn, Feb. 16.
quarter is 4,649, according to
20 years ago
Wilson Gantt, dean of admisPublished is a picture of sions.
Michael Jones of Ridgely,
Recent births reported at
Tenn., handing his job appli- Murray Hospital include a girl
cation to Sue Cash of the to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lee
Department of Employment Henson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Services. A total of 2,325 appli- G.R. Morris and a girl to Mr.
cants came to Roy Stewart and Mrs. Glavious Rogers.
Stadium on Feb. 20 to fill out
Murray State College Thoremployment applications for oughbreds won 83-73 over Loy20 jobs as production opera- ola University of New Orleans
tors at Briggs & Stratton plant. in a basketball game at MurBirths reported include a ray. McPherson was high scorgirl to Trudy and Brian Ellen- er for Murray.
berger, Feb. 16; a boy to Belin50 years ago
da and David Teague, Feb. 17.
Pvt. Bob Moore, son of Mr.
Ricky Lowe, supervisor of and Mrs. Clem Moore of MurWildlife Management Section ray, is now serving in Gerof Land Between the Lakes, many. He took his basic trainspoke about "Bald Eagle ing for the U.S. Army at Fort
Restoration Program at LBL" Knox.
at a meeting of the Garden
In high school basketball
Department
of
Murray games, Almo Warriors won 66Woman's Club.
48 over Murray Training Colts
30 years ago
and New Concord Redbirds
Calloway County Clerk Mar- won 87-82 over Kirksey Eagles.
vin Harris urges motorists to High team scorers were Gene
buy 1975 automobile license Herndon for Warriors, Gibbs for
plates as soon as possible. The Colts, Gene Mathis for Reddeadline for purchase is March birds and Teddy Beane for Kirksey.
June Keller, guest writer,
F.G. Mego. soloist, and
writes about Don Keller of Mur- Frances Johnson, accompanist.
ray and his bicycle men's tour presented a program at a meeton Natchez Trace. He followed ing of the Music Department
the "Kaintuck Boatmen" of the of the Murray Woman's Club.
late 18th century on a historic
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ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A Q1086
V98
•Q18
*Q42
WEST
EAST
473
•K .15
VQ4
V A16532
•K 4 2
•6 3
*19865
*1073
SOUTH
*942
V K107
•A 10975
*A K
The bidding:
West
North
East
South
Pass
Pass
1+
1*
Pass
I NT
Pass
2 NT
3 NT
Opening lead
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LooklogBack

Five of hearts.
Deception is an important tool in
every player's bag of tricks, whether
he is cast in the role of declarer or
defender. The general purpose of
deception is to convince an opponent
that a condition exists that actually
does not, or a condition does not
exist that actually does.
One of the classic cases of this
type appears in a book called "Right
Through the Pack." by Robert Darvas and Norman de V. Hart.
West leads a heart, and South

takes East's queen with the king.
Declarer is then faced with a critical
decision. To make the contract, he
must bring home either the spades or
the diamonds without losing the lead.
To bring in the spade suit without
loss. South must rely essentially on a
double finesse, hoping to find West
with the
while to run the diamonds merely requires East to have
the king.
Declarer therefore' opts for the
percentage play of leading a low
spade to the ace, planning to try. the
diamond finesse next. But East, who
sees that his king of diamonds is on
the verge of extinction, cleverly
drops the king of spades on the ace!
This gives South new food for
thought. Since East appears to have
started with the singleton king of
spades, a diamond finesse now looks
foolish.
Assuming that East's spade play
is on the level. South's correct play is
automatic. He cashes the A-K of
clubs, leads the nine of spades and
finesses, expecting to score five
spade tricks, a heart, a diamond and
three clubs.
However, East wins the spade with
the jack and returns a heart. and
South goes down two on a hand
where he would surely have made
his contract had East not "risen" to
the occasion at trick two.

Tomorrow: Orderly procedure
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb.
23. the 54th day of 2005.
There are 311 days left in the
year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on
Feb. 23, 1905. the first Rotary
Club service organization was
founded in Chicago by Paul
Harris.
On this date:
In 1822. Boston was granted a charter to incorporate as
a city.
In 1847, U.S. troops under
Gen. Zachary Taylor defeated
Mexican General Santa Anna
at the Battle of Buena Vista
in Mexico.
In 1848, the sixth president
of the United States, John Quincy Adams, died of a stroke at
age 80.
In 1861, President-elect Lincoln arrived secretly in Washington to take office, an assassination plot having been foiled
in Baltimore.
In 1870, Mississippi was
readmitted to the Union.

Crosswords
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ACROSS

IT WAS AN AccoEt,
ri lie.
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poT FELL.OVER you 001
v.46-r!--NAT'S ALL!

1 Pack down
5 Swiss artist
9 Cal Tech rival
12 Essay byline
13 Feels crummy
14 Chicken — —
king
15 Imitates
16 Ran amok
18 Sci-fi alien
20 Hwy
21 Smoke-detector
output

PLEASE ESe &MT LET'S NOT
WAKE e.Aey mom
NEEDS
IIME ro MAKEER l
LET may sceePi

0611-1-"

22 Clapboards
26 Drudge
29 First-aid box
30 Sign
before Virgo
31 Bowling alley
part
32 Boathouse rtern
33 Pelt
34 Approx number
35 Windy City.
breezily
36 Usher's beat
37 Potters needs
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RAINWATER FALLS FROM
T14E SKY AND BECOMES
5IJJIMMIN6 POOL WATER AND
WATER...

CAR wASNIN6

WITHOUT RAINWATER YOUR
SWIMMING POOL WOULD
BE EMPTY AND YOUR
CAR WOULD BE DIRTY

HAVIN6 SAID ALL
THAT HERE I5 A
QUESTION FOR
YOU..

POW DID MY FOOT
GET CAU61.IT IN
TWIS STUPID PAIL ?!

39 Loud thud
40 N C. neighbor
41 Put back
on the payroll

45 Rents/ stables
49 Zhivago's
beloved
50 Before (pre()
51 Shorten
an article
52 Indigo plant
53 Droop
54 Catches some

rays
55 Sushi ingredient
DOWN

I Coach's
responsibility
Mighty Dog rival
Bearing
Taitng no action
Isak's reel name
Fibber, plus
7 Stately tree
8 — de corps
9 Kiosk buy.
slangily
2
3
4
5
6
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Money Order
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Holy Cow! Er ... Camel!

Parental attitudes toward
drugs increasingly mellow

Photo provided
le during
obstac
an
h
throug
Girls run PVC piping
Girls in
Day.
ering
Engine
in
Girls
last year's
part
Engineering Day is scheduled for Thursday. As
State's
Murray
of National Engineering Week,
physics and engineering department will host an
"Engineering Survivor" activity for 180 sixth-grade
girls at Murray and Calloway County middle
schools. The girls are asked to solve a potentially
realistic engineering problem. In "Engineering
Survivor," they must construct a PVC pipeline from
be
an "oasis" to their "camp" so that water can
girls
for
is
event
The
l.
surviva
transported for their
only, mentored by female faculty and engineering
students, and is funded by a generous donation
from the Tennessee Valley Authority. The event will
be conducted at Murray Middle School from 8:30 to
9:30 a.m., then at Calloway Middle School from
12:45 to 2:45 p.m.

American
Red Cross of
Murray Calloway County, and Judy
Lyle. coordinator for the Great
for
American Smoke-Out

Webb

1905

19117

Student
Health
Services at
MSU, split
the Mentor
of the Year
for
award
2004.
Webb has
worked with
Lyle
eight different student
teams for projects benefiting
grade and middle schoolers
locally. Lyle has worked for 12
years on educating individuals
regarding the hazards of smoking.
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1908

Murray State University will
annual
fifth
its
host
Honors
Commonwealth
Academy (CHA) for outstanding high school seniors in
Kentucky. Tennessee, Illinois
and Missouri this summer from
June 11 through July 2. The
academy is a residential experience open to students who will
be seniors this upcoming fall
and who meet stringent academic requirements. There is no cost
to the students to attend other
than that of transportation to and
from the campus and spending
money. The deadline for application is March I. Applications
and information can be found
at
online

Murray State University.
www.murraystate.edukha.
The Commonwealth Honors
To be eligible, students must
have at least a 3.5 grade point Academy is a living-learning
a
average and an ACT score of 25 community. offering students
or higher (or the equivalent chance to meet other enthusiastic, energetic, intellectual stuPLAN/PSAT/SAT score).
in a unique environment.
dents
Students who are selected for
y participants attend
Academ
y
and
admission to the academ
recreational
attend the three-week summer college classes and
tive and
informa
are
that
events
program will receive six hours
ants
particip
CHA
le.
enjoyab
the
plus
of university credit,
the
in
one
courses
two
optrortunity of taking an addi- will take
and
area
arts
fine
and
ies
humanit
tional six bows of tuition-free
of their
university courses during their the second as an elective
s,
speaker
onal
Excepti
g.
senior year. Students may take choosin
trips,
field
ing
s,
interest
panelist
main
those courses on Murray's
campus or through one of the classic and foreign films, service
university's distance learning projects, special events and
programs. Participants will also recreational experiences round
receive a scholarship to attend out the co-curricular and

more information.

Since the inception of the American
n of the American Cancer
Young cancer survivors preparing for Mid-South Divisio
Society college scholarship program
Cancer
our
is
hips
ing these scholars
higher education may be eligible for schol- Society. "Award
hundreds of cancer survivors have
in
2000,
winning
on
lations
congratu
saying
of
arships from the Mid-South Division of the way
a scholarship. Last year 178
awarded
been
your fight and keep up the good work."
American Cancer Society.
awarded the scholarship.
rs
were
survivo
under
be
must
ts
,
applican
eligible
To be
For the fourth consecutive year, the Midare due by February 28.
tions
Applica
cancer diagnosis before age
South Division will award $1,000 scholar- 25, have had a
will be awarded based
ships
Scholar
2005.
s,
Arkansa
a,
Alabam
of
ships to eligible individuals who have 21 and be a resident
leadership, academic
need,
l
financia
on
Mississippi,
Kentucky,
fought cancer and are attending an accredit- Louisiana.
ity service.
commun
and
ment
achieve
in
s
countie
Clark
or
ed university, college or vocational/techni- Tennessee, or Floyd
For more information on the scholarship
States citizen.
United
a
and
Indiana
cal school.
have a GPA of at least program or to obtain an application, call 1"Fighting cancer can take a significant Candidates must also
d to an accredited 800-ACS-2345 or visit www.cancerorg.
accepte
been
and
toll, both emotionally and financially," said 2.5
Carlette Hines, survivorship director for the school.
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extracurricular activities.
The academy seeks to reward
excellence and broaden the horizons of its participants. Its academic program stresses the
development of each student's
critical thinking abilities, adaptability, creativity and self-confidence. Students learn about
themselves and about others,
forming meaningful friendships
with their peers.
In addition to visiting the
CHA website, students may also
call the MSU Honors Program
office at (270) 762-3166 for

Scholarship opportunities for young cancer survivors
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•Just 21 percent of parents
Steve Pasierb, president and
friends of their teen are
believe
CEO of the Partnership. "If old
marijuana, but 62 perg
smokin
s
suggest
data
habits die hard, the
report friends who
teens
of
lax attitudes about drugs die cent
drug.
the
use
even harder."
The study was conducted
Among other findings in the
1,205 parents nationamong
survey:
a margin of error of
with
wide;
it's
believe
parents
While
II
2.8 percentage
minus
or
plus
important to discuss drugs with
was conductsurvey
The
points.
three
about
only
,
their children
with
children
lds
househo
in
ed
in 10 children say they've
18.
of
age
the
under
at
risks
drug
about
learned a lot
The Partnership for a Drughome.
America, launched in 1987,
Free
parents
of
II Only 18 percent
n of communications
coalitio
believe their children have is a
aimed at reducing
onals
professi
numthe
smoked marijuana, but
illegal drugs.
for
demand
ber of teens experimenting with the
it is 39 percent.

MSU hosting Commonweakh Honors Academy

Webb, Lyle share honor
American
1-he
Nomadic.,Youth & Nonprofit
Leadership
Program at
MurrayState
Univer&ity
announced
Holly Webb,
executive
director of

have never spoken with their
children about drugs was 12 percent, double what it was just six
years ago, the survey found.
While most parents no longer
use drugs — 11 percent reported
marijuana use in the last year —
they still carry attitudes fostered
years,
during their teen
researchers found. This is particularly true about parents who
were teenagers in the late '70s
and early '80s, when teen drug
use was at a high point.
"While the vast majority of
parents have left old habits
behind, they're carrying old attitudes and beliefs forward," said

BY LARRY MCSHANE
Associated Press Wnter
NEW YORK (AP) — While
today's parents were more likely
to have used drugs than in previous generations, they see less
risk in drug experimentation and
are less likely to speak with their
children about it, according to a
survey released Tuesday.
The study of parental attitudes toward teen drug use, conducted by The Partnership for a
Drug-Free America, found that
barely half of the parents would
be upset if their children experimented with marijuana.
The number of parents who
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Students contribute to
community through class

Photo provided

Alan Ride (gas), David Myers (sanitation, central garage and transfer station), Larry
Stubblefield (Murray Municipal Utilities), Stephen Parrish (sanitation, central
garage and transfer station), Doug Lambert(gas), Tommy Atkins(water and sewer),
Jason Chadwick (street department), Mac Bucy (gas), Terry Lasater (administration), Andy Cooper (Murray Police Department), Michael Cooper (Murray Municipal
Utilities), Jay Herndon (MPD), Matt Mattingly (planning and engineering) were recognized for less than a year of service during the city employee banquet. Other new
employees are not pictured: Chesley Thomas, Patrick Morris and Tim Fortner of
MPD and Greg Fuqua, Jack Hanes, Mitchell Downey, Grant Hudson, Steven T. Lax,
Mark Lovell, Chad Moultrie and Gerald Claywell of the Murray Fire Department.

Photo provided

Hollis Clark, Bernice Crawford, Sarah Duncan, Dorothy Garland, Anna Garland,
Emily Kennedy, Janice McCiard, John Nolin, Sam Outland and Phillip Virts were recognized during the banquet as part-time employees. Mike Stockwell is not pictured.

Workshop offered for teaching economics
All elementary teachers are invited to attend a
free workshop in Paducah that will help them meet
state mandated requirements for teaching economics. "Teaching Economics Using Children's
Literature" will be held March 17, 4-7 p.m., at the
Kentucky Oaks Mall Coriummiv Room. The
workshop is sponsored by the Murray State
University Center for Economic Education.
Barry Brown, director of the Center, says this
three-hour workshop is a clever way of teaching
literature with an economics twist. "Children love
to hear stories," Brown said. "This curriculum
provides them with an understanding of economics while hearing about their favorite storybook
characters. In the end, they learn that economics is
part of the world around us and something that we
use everyday."

*yid Plat
woo_

Teaching strategies for the classroom, along
with hands-on training using the curriculum will
be provided during the workshop. Each participant
will also receive a copy of the Teaching
Economics Using Children's Literature curriculum. A light sopper will aiso-be included.
The Kentucky Department of Education has
approved this workshop for three hours of professional development credit.
Space is very limited for this workshop. Even
though there is no charge to attend, pre-registration is mandatory.
To register, send name, school, grade taught
and subject areas to: econed@murraystate.edu, or
(fax) 270-762-5478. For more information call
Brown at(270)762-4277.
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Seventeen seventh graders
are proud of the contribution
they're making to the community by just going to class and
doing what they re supposed to
be doing. But it's not an ordinary
class.
"This class is all about community service, about helping
others," explained 12-year-old
Jordan Benton. "It's a good thing
for the ones we help, and it feels
good to lend a hand."
Educators call it "service
learning." The concept recognizes that kids can be competent, capable producers. It
blends service and academic
learning goals in such a way that
both occur and are enriched by
each other.
Last year's group started the
school supply store, built the
outdoor classroom on the
school's front lawn, and
rehearsed a dance program to
entertain seniors at West View
Nursing Home.
This year the students struggled with choosing a project.
They knew they wanted to continue running the school store,
even expanding to a second
location in the Austin Building.
Teachers Ann Greenfield and
Laura Miller took the kids to the
Weaks Center where they
learned about dozens of conununity agencies. And they talked to
people like school counselor
Leisa Faughn, 4-H leader Ginny
Harper and school nurse Pam
Oakley.
Faughn suggested that kids
contribute to the school environment in some way, so they held
a fundraiser to buy banners proclaiming positive behaviors,
what the school "Traits of A
Tiger." The class that raised
the most money got to play the
teachers in a volleyball game..
Oakley thought they might be
able to help students be be more
aware of good nutrition and
more inclined to make healthy
food choices, so they started a
"Got mar campaign in the
school, covering the walls with
clever advertisements and even
hawking the beverage door-todoor down the halls.
"There were lots of good
ideas," reported Taylor Butler,
"but we finally narrowed it
down to the Humane Society. I
think most of the kids wanted to

I— Webs
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denewly, wed
the Saar.

Photo provided

Murray Middle School seventh grader Kendra King
assembles dog houses in her service learning class with
teachers Ann Greenfield and Laura Miller. The students
plan to present 16 of the doghouses to the Humane
Society.
help the animal shelter because about it.
"There's a lot to know about
they thought we would be h
playing with the puppies and raising pets," added classmate
kittens, but we only got to see Andrew Zimmerman. "Like, if
your cat hisses or does somethe animals once."
Instead they spent their time thing wrong, simply just make a
kennel loud noise, to let your cat know
researching
good
designs, putting their math les- that he did something wrong.
sons into action to draw up That's pretty basic, but impordetailed plans, and assembling tant to know."
Several parents have donated
16 new doghouses. They intend
to put care packages of food and time and supplies, and MMS
pet toys in each doghouse before Assistant Principal Richard
giving it to the Humane Society. Dowdy offered to cut the lumThey've been considering the ber. And they're very proud that
needs of the adoptive owners, as they've gotten a grant from the
of
Kentucky • Department
well.
"We're working on making Education to ,pay a lot of their
brochures to give to the elemen- costs.
"These projects are increditary school kids to help them
understand how to care for and bly important to us," said Shayla
train their new cat or dog," said Gude. "We're glad we're helping
Butler. "But we're not just giv- the community. We've learned to
ing the kids the brochure--we're cooperate, we've worked hard ...
going to go to the school and but it's been a lot of fun too."
read it to them and talk to them

First atomic subma fill! launched,
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JOHN DAVID PARISH,
ELIZABETH PARISH, DEFENDANTS.

MARY HATHAWAY,STANLEY D. LEE,
LIE'LANI M. LEE,AND KENTUCKY
FINANCE COMPANY, DEFENDANTS.
Sale entered
By virtue of a Summary Judgment and Order of
in the
by the Calloway Circuit Court on January 11, 2005,
ouse
Courth
the
at
sale
for
offer
to
above cause, I shall proceed
ky, to the
Kentuc
,
County
ay
Callow
,
Murray
of
City
the
in
door
14, 2005, at
highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, March
ng
followi
the
bout,
therea
or
c.s.t.,
a.m.,
the hour of 10:00
ky, with
described property located in Calloway County, Kentuc
and
its address being 265 efiayburn Road, Murray, KY 42071,
wit:
to
follows
as
ed
describ
larly
particu
more
ip 1,
A part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 4, Townsh
Petty Lane
Range 3 East, beginning at a stake in the center of
with
Road, the northeast corner to Curtis Neal; thence west
North
said Neal's line 260 feet to a stake corner to Neal; thence
with
East
thence
rd;
Crawfo
Joel
100 feet to a stake corner to
Road;
his line 260 feet to a stake in the center of Petty Lane
ing,
beginn
of
point
the
to
feet
thence South with said road 100
No.
y
Highwa
State
for
side
east
the
of
off
portion
EXCEPT the
893 right-of-way.

by
Lot No. 57 in the Conrad Heights Subdivision as shown
Clerk
Plat of record in Plat Book 2, Page 94, in the office of the
Court.
of the Calloway County
tions,
The above-described property is sold subject to the restric
the
with
g
runnin
nts
covena
other
and
nts
reservations, easeme
of Conrad
title to said real estate as stated in or on the plat
94, and
Heights Subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 2, Page
140, page 6
as amended by restrictions recorded in Deed Book
a part
in the office of the Clerk aforesaid, all of which is made
full.
in
herein
written
if
as
deed
this
of
, and
Being the same property conveyed to John David Parish
deed
by
Inc.,
PMAC,
rs
wife, Elizabeth Parish, by Union Plante
the
in
Page
,
Book
in
record
of
2001,
dated May
Calloway County Clerk's Office.
which
And also the following described manufactured home
ed
has been/will be permanently affixed to the above-describ
ered
consid
be
is/will
and
ted
connec
s
real property with utilitie
to be part of the real property along with all other onsite
be no longer considered personal
improvements and
property:
ER
1984 FLEETWOOD FESTIVAL 14 X 52, SERIAL NUMB
TNFL1AD552607715
or credit
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash
the
days,
30
of
credit
a
on
sold
if
but
days,
(3W
thirty
of
basis
sioner
commis
the
with
deposit
purchaser shall be required to
e to be
ten percent(10%) of the purchase price, with the balanc
bond,
surety
ent
suffici
with
paid in full within thirty (30) days,
until
sale
of
date
the
from
annum
120
per
at
t
bearing interes
lien shall
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A
delinAll
y.
securit
nal
additio
as
y
propert
be retained on the
sold
quent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be
taxes.
m
valore
subject to the 2005 ad
This 16th day of February, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

by deed
Being the same property conveyed to Mary Hathaway
dated
n,
Colema
Marie
from Clifton Coleman, and wife,
in the
November 28, 1997, and of record in Book 272, Page 633,
Office.
Calloway County Court Clerk's
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
the
basis of thirty (30) day* but if sold on a credit of 30 days,
sioner
commis
the
with
deposit
to
d
purchaser shall be require
to be
ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
bond.
surety
nt
sufficie
with
paid in full within thirty (30) days,
paid, and
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
on thc
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained
ned
a.scertai
be
shall
taxes
nt
delinque
All
.
property as additional security
taxes.
valorem
ad
2005
the
to
subject
sold
be
shall
but
paid,
and

An Ordinance amending Chapter 92,
Section 92.06 and 92.99 of the City of
Murray Code of Ordinances.

An Ordinance artiending Chapter 150 of
the City of Murray Code of Ordinances.
Ws H. Thomas Rushing.
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor

a/8 H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk

Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Attest:
s it Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

TRACT I
Lots 294, 295, 296, and 297, Unit No. IV of Smithwood
pment
Development Corporation and Kentucky Lake Develo
is
which
same
of
plat
by
Corporation Subdivision as shown
of
Clerk
the
of
office
the
in
51,
Page
3,
Book
recorded in Plat
the Calloway County Court.
conThe above-described property is hereby transferred and
said
on
to
d
referre
nts
covena
ive
veyed subject to the protect
plat as if same were written herein in full.
and
Being the same lands conveyed to Kenneth M. Thompson,
and
wife, Angela D. Thompson, by deed from Donald Lee Penix
the
in
169,
Page
267,
Book
in
d
recorde
as
wife, Ann Fenix,
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
TRACT II
Lots 299 and 300, Unit No. IV of Smithwood Development
Corporation and Kentucky Lake Development Corporation
in Plat
Subdivision as shown by plat of same which is recorded
ay
Callow
the
of
Clerk
the
of
office
the
in
51,
Book 3, Page
County Court.
Being the same lands conveyed to Kenneth M. Thompson and
er
wife, Angela D. Thompson, by deed from Michael S. Whitak
Page
264,
Book
in
d
and wife, E. Marlene Whitaker, as recorde
199, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.

hi Brian Leinci Fo\ and
Nlelissa Katherine Davi, Matthew,
IIl.
Please contill'1 \i111.1111
regarding a legal matter. 27(i 75:1-129.'

291 Main Street. I'll l'o ,\ I 119
NItirra.‘. KY 121)71

Ordinance 2005-1370

s/s H. Thomas Rushing'
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor

.
KENNETH M. THOMPSON,et al., DEFENDANTS
Sale entered by
By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of
in the above
the Calloway Circuit Court on January 11, 2005,
ouse door in
Courth
the
at
sale
cause, I shall proceed to offer for
highest
the
to
ky,
Kentuc
,
County
ay
Callow
,
Murray
the City of
the
at
2005,
14,
March
,
bidder, at public auction on Monday
ed
describ
ng
followi
the
bout,
therea
or
c.s.t.,
hour of 10:00 a.m.,
parmore
and
ky,
property located in Calloway County, Kentuc
ticularly described as follows'to wit:

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Check out the
ciassMeds at

Murray State has declared 32 electrical
transformers surplus to its needs and
they will be sold as a single lot. They are
all in good working order but are no
longer needed due to recent campus wide
electrical upgrades. The transformers
have all been tested for polychlorinated
biphenyl's and are all under 50 parts per
million. Items may be seen by appointment only at the General Services
Building on Chestnut St. Bid forms will
be available at the site. For additional
information, please call Leigh Menchinger
at 270-762-4435.
Bid opening is 2:00pm Feb 28, 2005
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Notice
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STEVE VIDNIER
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CUSTOM WEAVE
ON SALE
'74115'6e54'7Ac/Rend, e

s:7e6er

An Ordinance amending Ordinance
Number 2004-1361, which established a
City of Murray Code Enforcement Board.
sis H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary Prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

TRACT HI
Loth 301 and 302, Unit No. IV of Smithwood Development
Corporation and Kentucky Lake Development Corporation
in
Subdivisions as shown by plat of same which is recorded
ay
Callow
the
of
Clerk
the
of
Plat Book 3, Page 51, in the office
County Court.
conThe above-described property is hereby transferred and
said
veyed subject to the protective covenants referred to on
plat as :same were written herein in full.
and
Being the same lands conveyed to Kenneth M. Thompson
n,
Dickso
M.
la
Marcel
from
deed
by
on,
Thomps
wife, Angela D.
a single person, as recorded in Book 283, Page 43, in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's office.
TRACT IV
Lots 303 and 304, Unit No. IV of Smithwood Development
Corpqration and Kentucky Lake Development Corporation
in
Subdivisions as shown by plat of same which is recorded
ay
Callow
the
of
Clerk
the
of
office
the
in
51,
Page
3,
Book
Plat
County Court.
Subject to easements, covenants and restrictions of record.
Being the same property conveyed by deed dated September
25, 2001, from Angela Dawn Thompson, a single person,
recorded in Book 402, Page 517, in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office.
THE PROPERTY SHALL BE SOLD IN ONE SALE AT ONE
PRICE.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of thirty (30) days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the
purchaser shall be required to deposit with the commissioner
ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall
be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the current ad valorem taxes.
This 16th day of February, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

•
112t

P•oto

Ploeco

Hours 111-F 9-5 p.m_ 9-1i Sat. Ely Appt Altar Hours
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 'Whim S. of Murray to
Taylor Tn. Right 1500 yds.• 753-7728

Tom
Ordinance 2005-1369

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.

This 16th day of February, 2005.

Ordinance 2005-1387

An Ordinance amending Ordinance
Number 2004-1362, which established
the minimum regulations governing the
conditions and maintenance of all property, buildings, and structures.

UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A. PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.

d by
By virtue of an In Rem Judgment and Sale Decree entere
above
the
in
2005,
13,
y
Januar
on
Court
Circuit
ay
the Callow
door
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse
highthe
to
ky,
Kentuc
.
County
ay
Callow
,
Murray
of
in the City
at the
est bidder, at public auction on Monday, March 14, 2005,
described
hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
and more
address being 451 Rieman Drive, Murray, KY 42071,
particularly described as follows to wit:

Ordinance 2005-1368

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.04-CI-00335

U.S. BANK, NA(SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO
FIRSTAR BANK, NA,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO
MERCANTILE BANK,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO
UNITED COMMONWEALTH BANK),
PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

WIN

Notkii

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00339

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00336
UNION PLANTERS BANK, NA.,PLAINTIFF,
VS.

Le*

Loon
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"Your Creations"
ceramics
pottery
Open Tues., Wed. & Thurs • 10-5
CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS
Tuesday & Thursday • 6-10
Saturday • 10-12

Phone: 759-1873
We are at 5 Points - 807 Coldwater Rd.

THE Shed Into: 437Just
Fri:
4283.
Breaking Even Band,
Sat: Stanley Walker
Band Special Guest
4:
March
Friday
Sidewinder Band.
Special:
TANNING
Free haircut w/ purchase Of 400 Minute
CARRY outs'? You betf
pkg. Family Affair Hair
Sandra D's Diner 94
Salon. Lynn Grove
East 293-3816
•
435-4030

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

050

Lost and Found
JUST give us
a call,
we'll be glad to
help, Your loved
one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all
have Furry or
Feathered
Friends, Here at
the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

LOST:

Lost Pet! Last seen on Bunn Cm. Rd,
Very friendly, family desperate to find pet.
Pirese cell Chris Harper (270)2934957

cussinizas

Murray Ledger & Times

Income - Receipts
Expenses -

$1,291,503.89
$1,220,303.08

Net Income- (Before Allowing
For Sheriff's Compensation)

$71,200.81

Sheriff's Compensation

i2.1.11311.22

Net Income in Excess of Limitations
(Payable to Calloway County Treasurer)

$61.89

STATEMENT OF INCOME
Commissions and Fees On Tax Collections
Fee Claims
Advancements(State)
Advancement(County)

$413,474.60

$103,787.02
$213,000.00
$80.000.00
$396,787.02

Other Receipts:
Auto Inspections
Delinquent Taxes
Interest
Civil Process
S.S. Matching
Circuit Clerk's Fees
(Fines and Fees)
(Sheriff's Security)
Misc.
CCDW School Security
Transporting Dispatch Reimbursement
KLEFPF Reimbursement
Federal Grants -

$21,200.00
$3,178.83
$2,460.92
$30,895.00
$60,454.24

Mt.

Eitouod

Lang
Ikea
STATEMENT OF INCOME IN EXCESS OF LIMITATIONS
LARRY ROBERTS,SHERIFF.
CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY
FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2004

Wednesday, February 2.3. 2005 • 7C

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation is seeking
qualified applicants for the position of Journeyman Lineman.

roYOTOM/

West Kentucky RECC, which is headquartered in Mayfield,
Kentucky, is a distribution cooperative serving 37,000 meters in six
western Kentucky counties, and has a total utility plant in excess of
$100M.

SAFETY/ERIVIROSIMEIVIAL
SPECIALIST
Towitamt Americo C
pion! under construction n
expenenced Solery/brerennierecd Specoi,st Tn.s salaried
poslion
coordlnaleci*airy and eneronmental &forts
develop whey program and warn% monitor safety ond
environmental regeloeons and proncie support e) plant
and management personnel to ensure cornpkance with
Federal and Stole lows
The person selected for *us posmon
hove a minimum
of three (3) yeori experience n a Safety/Environmental
held with copasure to First Responder and/or EMT sawing
The successful candidate should be technically proficient
vv.* OSHA ond EPA standards and regulations Must
have knowledge of prinaples and practices of act-up:nand
safety and health programs Shouid hove knowledge ol
various software packages including Microsoft Ofhce
and have communrcation slolls to interface weft al levels
of personnel A Bachelor's degree in Occupctonal Safety
and Health Engineering or related fields requtred
We offer a competitive spoy scale along with afli benefits
package including medical and dental coverage. lite
nisurance and 401(kl program
you are interested n helping io establish a new compor,,
with a brigh future, please send you,,esume with solar;
hisiory to
Toyolomr Amenco CopoKr•oh
Solely/Enveonmentot Specolis.
PO Box 206
Sprogneld, KY 400069
Emak Dionne_Kely0toyc,..
Fax 859-336-/ 33e

Candidates must have a high school diploma or equivalent, must
have a minimum of 5 years of experience in electrical line work,
must possess good communication skills, and must have the ability to work effectively with all employees. Candidates must also
demonstrate their ability to climb poles proficiently and perform
work off hooks in addition to performing aerial lift work. This
position entails performing stand by or call-in duty after regular
working hours.
The successful candidate will be required to reside within 25 minutes of the West Kentucky RECC headquarters and will be required
to join 1BEW Local 816 after a 180 working day probationary period.

--Timmy Greer
Construction & Maintenance Supervisor
West Kentucky RECC
P.O. Box 589
Mayfield, KY 42066

MURRAY FACTORY CONNECTION
a retail clothing store currently
operating over 166 stores in 10
states throughout the south has the
following position available:

$481.242.27
Gross Receipts -

$1,291,503.89

West Kentucky RECC is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:

• Part Time Relief Manager

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

Staking Engineer
Salaries:
Deputy's Dispatchers

$671,269.50
$104.406.63
$775,676.13

Other Expenses:
Equipment Expense
Postage
Vehicle Expenses
CCDW
Travel Expense
Co.Ordinance #000815B
Misc.
Employee's Social Security
Civil Process
Dispatch Expenses
Repayment of Adv.(County)
Repayment of Adv.(State)

$44,238.35
$3,042.28
$65,370.68
$5,110.00
$12,179.02
$7,960.00
$16,191.63
$60,455.24
$1,404.00
$675.75
$15,000.00
$213.000.00

I

Hip Wood

In Loving Memory of
Charles K. Perkins
Jan. 29, 1923. Feb. 23, 1994
We think of him as living in the hearts of
those he touched,for nothing loved is
ever lost and he was loved so much.
IE

firrnnrman,

,41ways in our thoughts: Forever in our hearts —
Yiiur loving wife, Pat and sun. Michael and family
and daughter Miranda and family
as•
NIS

050
Lost and Found

LOST?
Reward

060
He Wanted
LEGAL secretary posi
tion. Dictation and
computer
skills
required. Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with experience ''nd abilities.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071

Name is Zach.
Family Pet
Lost on Osborne
Road -New
Providence- New
Concord area.
Please Call
436-2108
LOST: Black lab Mix. 6
years old with blue colarea.
lar
Dexter
Reward. 227-2440

CILWNW
ACCOUNTS receiv
able clerk/receptionist
$7.50 p/hr plus benefits, P.O. Box 328,
Murray, KY 42071
BOOKKEEPER/DECORATING Experience
helpful Retail sales.
Full time position.
Please contact at 7594979.
EXPERIENCED
designer for local
florist. Fresh and silk
experience required.
25-30 hours per week.
Competitive pay, driver's license required.
Send resume or letter
of interest to: P.O. Box
1373, Murray, KY
42071

Now accepting
applications for a toti
time or part time manager and cooks
Apply in person
at Nick's
616 N. 12th
Murray
MECHANIC needed.
Must have brake &
chassis experience.
Alignment knowledge
helpful. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-H,
Murray, KY 42071
NEED an expenenced
office worker
Position available
receptionist/assistant
loan processor.
Resumes may be
dropped off or mailed
to 111 N. 12th St..
Suite B, Murray.
Absolutely no phone
calls.

NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.

Church
'NEEDED,
Organist or Pianist to
play one service on
Sundays, holidays and
on
Wednesday
Evenings during the
seasons of Advent and
Lent. Call 270-7536712 Monday through
Thursday
7,30am1230pm
NOW accepting applications for ready mix
operator. Will train for
CDL. Benefits include
401k, profit sharing,
Health & Dental insurance, vacation & holiday pay. Apply in perFederal
at
son
Materials Murray plant.
107 CC Lowry. No
phone calls please.
NOW hiring for manpositions
agement
Apply
at
Huddle
House, 1514 State
Route 121N. Murray.
OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
Customer
seeking
Technical Support rep
WI great phone & computer skills. Health ins.,
18 paid days off/ yr,
retirement plan. Send
resume to gale@
or
powerclaim.com
Research,
Hawkins
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071
OTF1 drivers wanted
Local company, late
equipment
model
Home most weekends
Call 753-3404
OWN a computer? Put
it to world Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording.
FREE BOOKLET.
wvew.vrtworldwide.com
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger
Times
270-753-1916

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation is seeking
qualified applicants for the position of Apprentice Lineman.
Preferred applicants should have at least a two-year degree from an
accredited college or technical school in an electrical related field.
Please include the position for which you are applying, in your
cover letter. Questions should be directed to David E. Smart
President & CEO of West Kentucky RECC, at 270-247-1321.
Please send resume and a minimum of three professional or personal references by March 1 I , 2005 to David E. Smart, PE; President
& CEO; West Kentucky RECC; P.O. Box 589; Mayfield. KY
42066. West Kentucky RECC is an equal employment opportunity corporation.

MRI TECHNOLOGIST
Henry County Medical Center is
seeking a MRI Technologist. The
ARRT
must
be
candidate
Registered. Prefer candidate with
MRI registry. Must have MRI experience.
We offer excellent benefits including health, dental, vision, life, STD
& LTD insurance, retirement, and
also a competitive salary package.
Interested candidates should send
resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

&KZ
Coca-Cola Enterprises, the world's
largest marketer, producer, and distributor of products of The Coca-Cola
Company has an immediate opening for
a Sales Trainee in the Hopkinsville. KY
area.
To view our job opportunities and apply
for employment on-line, please visit

www.cokecce.comicareen
Coca-Cola Enterprises offers competitive compensation along with an exceptional benefits package.
Coca-Cola Enterprises is an Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F/DfV,
Strongly Committed to a Diverse
Workforce.

• 401(k)
• Clothing Allowance

** Please note resumes received without
the proper help number indicated will not
be considered. **

Apprentice Lineman

060

Candidates that possess an upbeat
outgoing personality, sales experience and ability to work a flexible
schedule will qualify for:

Please forward your resume to:
HELP #200
701 RAILROAD AVE.
ALBERTVILLE,AL 35951
Email:
Joanna @factory-connection.com

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation is seeking
qualified applicants for the position of Substation & Metering
Technician. Applicants should have at least a two-year degree from
an accredited college or technical school in an electrical related
field.

$1,220,303.08

ibtal Disbursements -

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation is seeking
qualified applicants for the position of Staking Engineer.
Applicants should have at least a two-year degree from an accredited college or technical school in Construction Technology,
Mathematics, Physics or a related field.

Substation & Metering Technician

$444.626.95

AN individual wants
homes or office cleaning lobs in Murray or
Hazel
area
References available
Call
731-247-3342
Leave message it no
answer

Journeyman Lineman
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Mayfield, Kentucky

The cooperative offers an excellent benefit package, including a
competitive wage commensurate with experience and qualifications. West Kentucky RECC is an equal employment opportunity
corporation. Please send resume and a minimum of three professional or personal references by March 11, 2005 to:

$7,091.49
$22,426.88
$56,495.30
$11,311.00
$49,118.63
$2,576.76
$116,000.00
$51,521.49
$46.511.73

illesslk &Chadors

WANTED:
R.N. needed for D.O.N. at small nursing home in Puryear, TN. Mini comps.,
home like, great staff, good food. Call
Anita at 731-247-3205. Et*
CMA/CNA full time 2 p.m.-10 p.m. Prefer exp.
but will train, need individual who enjoys working with the elderly, pleasant atmosphere. good
working conditions. Apply in person only.

firiirerrace—
I
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TECHNICAL
WrIteriGraphic Artist.
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards, a
Murray, KY manufacturer of electronic
scoreboards and message centers, has an
immediate opening for
a Technical
Writer/Graphic Artist.
Candidate must be
experienced in writing
illustrated technical
documents, to include
installation, operation
and support manuals,
product specifications
and architectural specifications. Proficiency
Word, Corel, AutoCad,
FlexiSign, and document control procedures required. Indepth knowledge of
silk screen process
and a high degree of
computer technical literacy also required.
The successful candidate will work with the
Engineering Dept to
produce product technical documentation.
Candidate will produce
color illustrations to
enhance manuals and
setup and maintain
company silk screen
process. Degree preferred, 3 years minimum experience
required.
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
competitive benefits
and wages commensurate with experience
Email resume, cover
letter, and references
to
)obsOscoretxierdl oom
'stew onuersylediper.c
'in www.mar,
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AG/TOBACCO WORKERS NEEDED
4/01/05 - 12/13/05
6/29/05 - 12/13/05
Wage. min. of $7.63 and/or $8.00 per hour
depending on job performed. 75% of hours listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will
be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
area.
beyond
local
recruiting
those
Transportation and subsistence paid when 50%
of contract is met. Contact local State

Employment Service Office.

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician:
On site service
759.3558
•

ANTIQUES/OLD Stuff"
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
PRE 1946 postcards.
photos, coins. Jewelry
753-6793
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
WANTED nding mowers that need work
436-2867
Ankles
For Sale
CLOSE out Wallpape
and wallpaper sup
plies Double roll $5
boarders $3 Terry's
Decorating, 753-3321.
1306 G S 12th St
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system. Get
the newest technology
with
HD & DVR
receivers. Americas
Top 60 w/ local networks only 531.99 per
month. Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
INTERNET
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
Internet
service
through satellite tor
only $29 99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
SHAW laminate, 15
year warranty. Textured
- 2 colors with 3 in 1
quality pad. $1.99 sq.
ft. Terry's Decorating,
1306 G S. 12th St. 7533321
buildings.
STEEL
garages. storage. leanto's. - carports.. K&R
Mower Service. 7599831
TV'S
20-65".. HD televisionsJVC. RCA, Sony &
Toshiba- plasma, LCD.
DLP, & D-ILA. Also TV
stands, entertainment
centers.
surround
sound. & more. Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 500 N. 4th St.
Murray. KY and check
out all our selection.
WANTED Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition 131g
Screen TV 1-800-3983970

1121

App4iances

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-17is

EXTENDICARE
is now oft/mg tuition debt relief.
rent reimbursement. childcare reimbursement, and sign-on bonuses for up to $5.000'
We are currently seeking.
Occupational Therapist/Occupational
Therapy Assistant in Paducah, Ky

FRUIT bowl tile-top
table. 4 chairs, matching hutch & island'
$600 080 627-4581

For additional information. eontao Jennifer V.curler
800.395..500t). ext. 11254•fax la Wet 8n2h
liseinierkcExtendicare CO411
How muck is goer college tuition bill!
WE LOVE POSMVE
ATTITUDES(
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with superior pee
ple skills As a Sales
Associate you will be
working with new and
existing customers primanly by telephone
and Internet from our
Murray office
Combine your upbeat
attitude, exceptional
phone and people skills
with our selling tools for
a rewarding career in
sales Phone sales
experience a plus
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
plan and a competitive
benefit package.
resume
Send
to:
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN
BOARDS,
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray. KY 42071

160
Horns Furnishings

LANE sofa. loveseat
and recliner. Like new,
Call 759-5406
QUEEN Anne cherry
dining room table with
6 chairs 753-1772

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30am .51:m
Mon - Fri

Limie Gorden
WOODS lawn mower
Hydraulic steer. 46 in ,
cut. $900 Bring you
trailer.
759-3599.
(days) 762-3429. Stacy

to place sour
ad call

'

2 bed. 2 full bath lac
and 436-5277 night,
436-5051 day

753-1916

3 BED, 2 BATH DOU-

Housecleaning
D'S
753-3802

BLEWIDE with fireplace. computer center
thermal windows &
much more call nowit
731-504-9429

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
vve, +-•

641N .2 miles on right
1,-,1 sell good used furniture

753-8501

Opening Soon! Newly Constructed!

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS

temesiel pop.tor rest

1750 Lower. Drive Murray, KY 42071
1,2, & 3 bedrooms awdable
• Free Cable (Discounted interne & phone rates *ith E-Tei,
• Washer/Dryer Provided • Large spacious units
• Fully equipped electric kitchen includes Range
Refrigerator Dishwasher/Disposal
• Carpet/Ceranuc The throughout
• Central Heal/Au • Outside storage • Enagy Efficient

1,500 sq ft shop o
warehouse space plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see
M-F 7 30AM - 5 OOPM

Affordable rents - Some restrictions apply
Call Joy for details... 270.762.1044
mew
TTY# 800-648-6056

CI

119

Horeas For Sala

97 American 14x60.
C/HiA, sharp Will pay
sales tax & put it in
your name for $8,695
4374465

rijil

BLOOD River on KY
Lake. near Crappie
Hollow 3 bedroom, 2
full bath. TLR 1989, like
new Completely furnished with appliances,
carport, storage building on 2 full lots, 5/8
acre Circle dnve just
blocks from boat ramp
in Panorama Shores
near Murray. KY. Best
fishing you can find!
$39,500 or OBO_ 1270-436-2388
CLOSEOUT PRICES
REMAINING
ON
2004'Sl: Don't miss
these great deals!
Clayton
to
Come
Homes in Camden
today, 731-584-9429
LAND/HOME PACKAGES AVAILABLE:
financing
Awesome
option! Cat about
yours today, 731-5849429

aanneres For Rent

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
&
Mon
492-8721
Thurs
10-12am TDD No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity
LARGE 28R, 1-1/2
bath duplex. washer
and dryer, enclosed
patio $500 per month
436-5685 no pets
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 3BR. 2BA duplex.
$700 per month Call
293-5423

3 bed 2 bath trailer
436-5277 night. 4365051 day

LOTS for rent
9866

753

Apertmsnts For Rent
1 bedroom apts $2505350 per month 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included. $410
per month. 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
lbr apartment. furnished and all utilities
Downtown, no
paid
pets. $265/Mo. Call
767-9562
IBR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR, 1 bath W&D,
refrigerator, stove &
1
dishwasher $325
month free 759-8780
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 extremely nice 2BR,
2BA Large living room,
nice dining area, nice
kitchen with double
door refngerator with
ice maker and water
Smooth top range. carport, and extra storage
room $550 and $650
759-3772
28R, $375/mo. Across
Murray
from
Center
Elementary
753-8096
3BR apts available for
immediate occupancy
Please call 753-8221.
4 bedroom house 1,2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliances including washer/dryer, deck with outside storage. Excellent
Location!(270)7595885 or (270)293-7085
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St.. now accepting
applications for tbr
starting at $330/month.
2br townhouses, basic
rent 5360/ month Call
Leave
753-1970
Message

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Home,
'Brick "All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parting Lots &

JHHM is looking for janitorial
or home cleaning jobs. We do
any yard work or
odd jobs. Please
call us for lowest
bid - all work
supervised.

VINYL SIDING 8,
CUSTOM REMODELING
For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m.
Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.

CALL

NEED ROCK?

Order your D.G.A. (driveway rock) today
and save. Rip rap and all other limestone
products also available. Can spread with
tractor for an additional charge.

SHERMAN TRUCKING

Ille

ass For Sale

vertical
with
2BR
duplex behind Grea
investment $65,000
270-753-4109, 270
227-1545
3 Bedroom, 3 Bath,
Ceilings,
Cathedral
two-sided ventless gas
fireplace, built in '96,
Southwest area. 7599541.

Benton. KY
Call Andy Sherman

* Cell: 270-210-0665
Home: 270-527-5982

PROFESSIONAL! I VDSCAPING

WADE FARMS
Landscape Oesigns, lestallation and Maintenance
Cheaper than the nursery, with nursery quality!

3BR, 2.5BA. vaulted
ceiling, great room,
privacy
fireplace,
fence, patio, deck,
interior.
immaculate
5120,000. 404 Camelot
Dr. 436-2994

Jamie Wade

(270)436-6255
„•:•4 t.Isturray,, KY

liaises For Rat
3BR, IBA. 306S 15th,
no pets, $475/mo. 7594826 leave message.
4 year old brick house
on Kentucky Lake with
boat slip. 3BR, 2.5BA,
wd hookup, $875 a
month. 270-436-5321
or 314-503-6011
house,
farm
48R
Kirksey area, C/H/A,
wd, shelter & land for
horses. 1 year lease
deposit required, no
pets. 489-2534 before
9PM

808 Olive St. Charming
3BR, 2BA, 10 ft ceilings, hardwood floors.
2 fireplaces. In-ground
pool. cabana. 2 car
garage. Move in condition. $134.000 7536248
VERY nice 3BR, 2BA
remodeled
brick,
throughout. Hardwood
and tile floors. Beautiful
new kitchen. Has extra
lot. $89,500. Call 7594265

comuseleal prop. for rent
804 Coldwater Rd at 5
Points. 1,200 sq ft.,
parking.
bathroom.
753-4153, 293-6253

•

Wit

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m.
pick up next day.
5.000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
i 1-800-909-9064• 270-247-8844
LL

2004 Honda Shadow
aero, less than 2,000
miles, factory pipes.
Call-759-3418
Need to sell your
Truck or Car?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

r
A&F Warehousing '
Mercury
1997
Near MSU $20-93
Mountaineer, V8, AWD,
753-7668
moonroof,
leather,
G &C
loaded. $4,000. OBO.
STORAGE and
270-556-7690
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Used Cm
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
SAVE $50.000 Luxury.
safe, speed, style
MURRAY Store and
BMW 7401 for only
Lock presently has
$5,950. '93 model in
units available. 753good condition. 7672905 or 753-7536.
0062
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Env Estimates
References Available
10 'team Experience

-

3BR, 2BA House, $750
will
owner
down,
finance, located on
Row,
Govenors
Shores
Panorama
area. Call Dennis @ 1800-825-6070

VERY NICE 2 bedroom
2 bath duple) .4/ car1402 Crystal
port
Brook Ln 759-5477

753-3853

RYAN FLOTA

McGrews

TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer.
270-7535125,000
4109. 270-227-1545

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

•All Size Units Available
*Now Have Climate Control

To place a classified ad-

270-753-2442

Real ENO

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

NEo
!NI-STORAGE

270-703-2942

KENTUCKY LAKE
MOVING CO.

SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

'02 Nissan Mime 3.5
$E, V6, roof, spoiler.
Beautiful
CD.
Seascape color, super
nice 72K, $13,500
Odyssey
2000
Millennium Pontoon w/
901-4P Johnson Model
2509 F (designed for
fishing). Excellent con$11,500
dition.
(270)436-2136
2001 Dodge Stratus
ES, silver, 54,xxx
miles, excellent condi
bon, $7,500 Call 4354221 or 293-2248
2000 Ford Taurus
Wagon, 80,000 miles,
66,000 060. 270-2102050
LS.
Camry
1998
50,000+ miles. 65,500.
753-0980
1998 Chevy Malibu SE
87,xxx, Power: windows, locks, seats.
sunroof Leather interior, keyless entry, CD
759$5,000 0130
0554

Used Cars
SE,
92 Bonneville
very good local car.
works,
everything
118,xxx miles. S1.950.
HWY 94E at the 20
mile marker. 753-2079.
Thunderbird.
1986
$300 753-7542
1997 Nissan Sentra for
sale. $3,750. good condition, 82,000 miles.
Please call 270-2932462 for more information.
'95 Chrysler LeBaron
convertible, black, tan
roof, 2D, 120,xxx. $500
OBO. 761-2657 Ryan
1995 Dodge Intrepid
Runs & drives excel$1,200 0130
lent
(270)748-5382
'93 Escort Wagon,
$1.400. 293-3757
ii

Used Trude
2001 Silvered° LS,
5.3L V8, reg cab, SWB,
51,000 mi, like new
condition, ext. warranty, $13,800. Call 4896102 after 4PM
2000 Silverado, reg
cab, V8, auto. $7.203
492-6222
1998 F-150. V8. low
mileage. one owner,
clean. fiberglass, bedcover 731-642-1816
'98 Toyota Tacoma
pickup, perfect condition, $5,500 080. 4362388
1990 Chevrolet 1/2 ton
4x4. 350 V-8, 5-spd.,
runs perfect. $3,000
OBO 270-556-7690

igic'sww'd

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair Toile-up
specials. Work guaranteed, free
pd-u/ery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms. roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair. sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BUILDING or remodeling? Go to
www CAMBR1AUSA co

753-1129
293-4030
226-9004
762-0600
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No lob too small
'Free estimates
753-8858
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal,Spring cleaning, clean out attics.
garages, yard waste,
etc (270)489-2583

call 753-1916
by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscopes
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Thursday, Feb. 24, 2005:
Others often react to you, though
you might not intentionally trigger them. You are rapidly changing and might not be aware of
the impact of the new you. Try to
tune in to others more often and
not be totally self-involved.
Much of the uproar that surrounds you this year reflects a
greater need to be sensitive to
others. Charge your life with
greater sensitivity and caring. If
you are single, a ticker tape of
suitors will cross your path.
Remember, you only need one
person to fall in love with. Be
discriminating. If you are
attached, share more of yourself.
At the same time, remember to
allow your sweetie to have
greater say in matters that
impact your life. VIRGO has
similar issues to yours.

L&J Property Services
mainte-Household
nance
-Yard cleanups & tree
removal
-Painting/Staining
-Etc
Please call
Landon (270)978-1194,
Jeremy (270)832-1446
Hudson.
LAYTON
hauling & backhoe.
753-4545. 492-6265
Interior
PAINTING:
color changes and
repaints No job too
small Free estimates.
767-9037
RESICOM
Contractors, LLC.
Residential &
Commercial repairs.
remodels, additions
Replacement windows,
vinyl siding, decks
Insurance claims welcome 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor JoisIs
Remodeling & Plumbing
David Gallimore, Owner

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Concentrate bn a project, but don't be surprised if by
midday everyone seeks you out
for help. Be flattered rather than
aggravated. Responsibility drops
in your lap. You have the energy
and knowledge to lead. Tonight:
Count on being up late.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might be re-evaluating a key bond, fnendship or
relationship. Try not to react but
rather to give a response when
you have to, from a centered
place. Stop blaming others.
Tonight: Confirm plans, as there
could be a lot of confusion.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Hang close to home or try
to stay out of others' way. Listen
to a partner's suggestion, as you
could benefit financially. You end
the day out of sorts and upset.
You simply need to relax more
and not take situations so seriously. Tonight: Veg at home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Chat as long and as
much as you want. Everyone has
an Opinion and wants to expound
On it. You :annot stop the chatter
coming toward you. Join in. Don't
take a comment personally. It
isn't meant to hurt you. Tonight:
Visit with fnends. Plans change
at the last minute.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You could easily make a
mistake with money. You could
mess up your checkbook or anyone's funds you are handling.
For now, put your energy in other
areas of your life. You can get a
lion's share of work done.
Tonight: You might go overboard.

YVill Do Insurance Work
Vlsa & MasterCard Acoved

,

In fact, you probably will.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are all smiles, even
if confusion marks your day. Be
sure to communicate and not
take anything for granted. You
might prevent a snafu by taking
these extra steps. Your strength
and personality come through no
matter what happens. Tonight:
Make nice.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Take your time and doublecheck anything you do. Confirm
a meeting. Don't take any mix-up
personally. It is simply the natural
flow of the day. Still, you might be
happier playing it low-key. Better
yet, you might want to vanish.
Tonight: Play the recluse.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You have the energy to
zoom in and grab what you want.
Don't stand on ceremony. Touch
base with that person you might
be avoiding or having a squabble
with. You create exactly what you
want. Friends and meetings play
big roles in your plans. Tonight:
In the weekend mode already?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You might feel pushed in
certain areas of your life.
new
establishing
Consider
boundaries so you can feel more
comfortable. Remember, you are
part of the problem as well.
Confirm plans today. Tonight: Be
ready to go 100 percent when
dealing with an authority figure.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your energy could bowl
others over. You are focused and
know where you are heading.
Still, you could be misled by a
change in plans or a confusing
message. Don't let this situation
get to you. Tonight: Flex.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Working with individuals
helps projects, relationships and
interactions flow. You might want
to revise your plans to accommodate growing pressure on the
money front. You will find ways to
bypass this issue. Tonight: Flow
with the unexpected.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** What you say might not
be received the way you meant
it. Others simply might be
responding to your tone or
expression. In many ways, you
have shaken the status quo
more than you realize. Let others
follow their own drummer.
Tonight: Talk weekend plans.
BORN TODAY
Actor Billy Zane (1966), Apple
computer co-founder Steve Jobs
George
musician
(1955).
Harrison (1943)
***
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Patients
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731-247-5422
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FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

t

at

•

Phillip Klepper, M.D.
- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required -

Call for Appointment(270) 759-4811
• ,,,Suite 30417. - Murray. KY 42071

T&K Electric
Licensed contractors:
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates. (270)7051075. (270)705-0317

CARPORTS Starting
at $675 installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
Lawn
CLARK'S
Service. Need your
WALTERS
grass cut of flower bed
CONTRACTING
mulched or any odd DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
jobs done? Call Clark's Siding, Addition, and
753-0843 (home), 978- Remodeling
Quality
1851 (cell). Ronnie Work Over 30 Years
Clark, owner.
Gerald
Experience_
D.G. Landscaping & Walters. 753-2592
Nursery. 7884 94W
*Mulching
*Fertilization
*Trimming
*Parking lot sweeping
FREE Puppies 1/2
*Bedding & vegetable Blue Heeler, 1/2 Border
plants.
Collie (270)489-2341
435-4431
DNJ HANDYMAN
FREE
We do all the odd jobs
PALLETS
you don't have time
for
Loading Dock of
293-5438
Murray Ledger
DOZER WORK
& Times
INSTALL & REPAIR
First Come
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
• First Serve
GRAVEL HAULING
Public or Contract
Please No
Contact at 270-753Phone Calls
9503

••••

Painting roofing, carpentry. All types
of home rennxicling. Also tree service
call Ray. or joryc
& stump rrni.
Home:(731)642-0646
Cell:(931)445-7371
Cell:(731) 336-9744

• EXPERIENCED
• REFERRALS
• FREE ESTIMATES

1)ab id Borders

upanaa 11111111111

I'M TIRED OF BEING RETIRED...

NEED HELP
MOWING?

(270) 767-0313 or 12701 527-7176

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath, applifurnished,
ances
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
mo. deposrt, no pets_
753-2905

'92 2BR 14x60 & '96
2BR 14x56. C/H/A.
With approved credit.
Call 437-4465

WINTER SERVICE
DIRECTORY

David's Cleaning
Services

2 extremely nice office
or retail spaces for rent
15x50 good parking
area $425 and $475
759-3772
7,100 square feet on
approximately 3 acres
Office space, 2 bathrooms, equipped with
gas heat, air hookup,
steel hoist beam, great
lighting, excellent location The building is
divided and can be
leased by section Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

NEW apt, 1 BR $150
deposit (334)419-6066
(205)361-4763

2BR $275 753-6012

Murray Ledger & Times
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GE ProfileTM
30" Range
"Mom Will Love You For It!"

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service AM Brands'
212 East Main St. • 753-1586
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If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people It's their way of
saying. "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since /946 Over 50 years!
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KENTUCKY vs. AUBURN

Kentucky doesn't expect cat fight against Tigers
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— On paper, it's
easy to understand how fifth-ranked
Kentucky might be tempted to overlook its
game Wednesday against Auburn.
,
Kentucky (20-3, 11- 1 Southeastern
Conference) has a showdown at No. 16
Alabama on Saturday; with the overall
league title likely at stake, and is coming off
its highest-scoring game of the season, a 9478 romp over Mississippi State.
Auburn (12-13, 3-9)lacks an inside presence, has little depth and is coming off a loss
to Georgia, considered by most to be the
SEC's worst team.
But Kentucky basketball coach Tubby
Smith played up the Tigers' few strengths
Tuesday and said his team won't be caught
looking ahead,
"We're not playing against a bunch of
chopped-liver teams," Smith said. 'This is

the SEC. It's not a matter of us not being starter is 6-foot-6 forward Quinnel Brown.
focused."
Only one other starter is taller than 6-3.
The Wildcats have proven they can play
By comparison, Kentucky's starting linedown to the level of competition in recent up includes 6-10 Randolph Morris, the 6-6
games, having struggled to beat Georgia at Hayes and 6-5 swingman Kelenna
home, then losing at South Carolina — a Azubuike.
place where, incidentally. Auburn won three
But what the Tigers lack in depth and
days before Kentucky lost,
height, they try to make up for in 3-point
"Auburn could come in here and get a shooting. They've attempted 597 3-pointers
win," senior forward Chuck Hayes said, this season, second-most in the SEC, and
straight-faced. "They can penetrate and make an average of 8.2 per game. Freshman
knock down the 3-point shot. Right now this Toney Douglas is fifth in scoring in the SEC
is a bad time to lose a game. We know what at 16.9 points per game.
we have to do. Hopefully we've learned
But when the shots don't fall, the results
from how we played against Georgia and can be ugly. In their last two games, the
South Carolina."
Tigers have scored a combined 88 points in
Auburn doesn't have much depth, and losses to Vanderbilt and Georgia.
indeed, first-year coach Jeff Lebo jokes
"It's no secret that if we don't shoot the
about playing "5 1/2 guys." The Tigers also
aren't blessed with he ght, as their tallest •See KENTUCKY Page 38

MI HAEL DANN/Ledger & Times phok

Patrick Sparks(right) and Chuck Hayes are two Kentucky
players that believe the Wildcats will not look past
Auburn at Rupp Arena tonight.

FULTON COUNTY 62 - MURRA6

Auto Pilots
McClain scores eight of team-high 21
points in fourth as Pilots cruise to win
AP Photo

San Francisco Giants slugger Barry Bonds gestures
while answering questions at a news conference at
Scottsdale Stadium in Scottsdale, Ariz. Tuesday.

Bonds Plays
blame game

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Rebounding was the key to
Tuesday's prep boys' basketball matchup between Murray
High and visiting Fulton
County.
The Pilots did their job on
the boards; the Tigers didn't.
Fulton County held a 41-29
advantage on the boards —
including 23 on the offensive
end — to. spoil Murray's
Homecoming festivities in a
62-53 decision at Tiger
Gymnasium.
"Rebounding pretty much
told the story," said MHS head
coach Dan Hudson, who
watched helplessly as his team
gave up eight offensive boards
in the first 16 minutes and 15
more in the second half. Those
rebounds created 15 'secondchance points for the Pilots.
"There were a couple of times
where we did have position,
but they were able to set in
there and get the ball anyway."
The biggest culprit was
sophomore forward Jeffrey
McClain, who torched MHS
for 21 points — several of
which came on putbacks off the
offensive glass.
McClain scored eight of
those points in a clutch effort
during the fourth quarter, when
Fulton County battled its way
back from as much as a sixpoint (49-43) deficit.
"Not too many people (stop
McClain)," Hudson noted.
"He's got to be the best sophomore in terms of big men in
this region, in my opinion."
The Tigers (9-16) found
themselves behind 17-15 at the
end of the first quarter of play
and trailed by four (26-22)
midway through the second
period. But Tim Masthay, who
tossed in a game-high 23
points,
singled-handedly
evened the ledger for Murray
with back-to-back layups in
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
transition.
Murray High's Joey Jackson (50) works his way toward the basket against a Fulton
However, it was all Pilots County defender during Tuesday's action at MHS. Jackson's 11 points weren't
for the rest of the half. Shavar
enough to help the Tigers in a 62-53 Homecoming loss to the Pilots.
Wilson's putback with 2:58 left
have good nights,- Hudson
ignited a 9-0 Fulton County run overtaking the Pilots at 40-37.
test.
to end the second quarter,
Joey Jackson opened the
Several of Murray's baskets explained. -They can excel in
which left the visitors with half with a pair of free throws on the night came on transition that style of play."
what appeared to bre'-a.. c,•___Dm- to start the spurt, which ended layups by Masthay and Rollins,
Fulton County broke a long
manding 35-26 lead at the with five straight points from who continually beat the Pilot scoring drought on a free throw
intermissibn.
Hugh Rollins. who ended the defense down the floor for easy by Dasmond Fitz at the 1:15
The Tigers, though, shot evening with 11. Masthay, SCOCES.
mark of the third quarter, and
back with a 14-2 run of their Jackson and Rollins were the
"Any time we play Fulton
own to begin the second half, only Tigers to score in the con- County, both of those guys •See MHS Page 38

By The Associated Press
Barry Bonds was outspoken
on a variety of subjects upon
arriving at spring training, just
not on his involvement in the
steroid scandal.
On Tuesday in Scottsdale,
Ariz., the San Francisco Giants
slugger proclaimed himself
weary but ready for his run at
Hank Aaron's home run record,
called members of the media
liars and pointed to problems in
the world he considers much
more important than steroids —
such as alcoholism and drug
abuse.
Detroit Tigers reliever
But, in his first remarks since
Ugueth
Urbina,
left,
his grand jury testimony was
stretches
with
teammate
leaked to the San Francisco
Chronicle and reported in Nelson Cruz, right, after
December. Bonds had nothing reporting to spring training
to say, citing legal restraints. He camp Tuesday in Lakeland,
did have harsh words, though. Fla. Urbina arrived less
for the media and fans still con- than a week after his kidsumed by the circumstances of napped mother was reshis record-setting home run cued in Venezuela after five
binge.
months in captivity.
"You guys are like re-running
ing." Bradley said after reportstories," Bonds said to more
than 100 reporters in attendance. ing a day early to Dodgertown.
"This is old stuff. It's like "My thoughts are, I'm the center
watching 'Sanford and Son.' It's fielder and that's where I'm
almost comical, basically.... Are going to be playing."
Bradley moved to right field
you guys jealous, upset, disaplast season when the Dodgers
pointed, what?"
Bonds has 703 homers, trail- traded for Steve Finley for the
ing only Hank Aaron (755) and playoff push, but he was told it
Babe Ruth (714) on the career was temporary. Manager Jim
list. He believes he's coming Tracy is considering making
under more scrutiny because Drew a center fielder to help
protect the-oft-injured outfielder
he's closing in on Ruth.
"Because Babe Ruth is one of from going into the corners.
"There is not an opening day
the greatest baseball players
ever, and Babe Ruth ain't black, center fielder right now," Tracy
either," he said. "I'm black. said. "We're going to see all
Blacks, we go through a little three guys (including left fielder
More.... I'm not a racist though, Jayson Werth) in center field
but I live in the real world. I'm during spring training."
At Tampa, Fla., New York
fine with that."
At Lakeland, Fla., reliever Yankees right fielder Gary
Ugueth Urbina arrived at the Sheffield resumed hitting after
Detroit Tigers' camp, less than a three days off because of soreweek after his kidnapped mother ness in his left shoulder, which Special to the Ledger
JONESBORO, Ark. — Despite a furious
wasarescued in Venezuela after was operated on during the offseason.
ninth-inning rally, the Murray State
five months in captivity.
"I felt a little fatigued. I felt Thoroughbreds suffered their first loss of the
Urbina didn't speak to
reporters upon his arrival, but weak. So I just cut it back it for 2005 season in a 7-4 decision Tuesday at
was expected to Wednesday. He the last few days. I hit off the tee Arkansas State.
left the Tigers in September to for two days straight. I probably
The 'Breds (2-1) trailed 7-1 entering the
travel to Venezuela following rushed it," he said. "The final frame, but rallied with three runs and
strength is not theft yet. The
his mother's disappearance.
brought the tying run to the plate twice
At Vero Beach. Fla., hothead- soreness, I don't feel that, the
before
eventually succumbing to the Indians
ed Los Angeles Dodgers out- pain that I felt last year, so it's a
(7-1).
fielder Milton Bradley wasted big difference."
-I think our kids played hard and gave us
At Tempe. Ariz., AL MVP
no time asserting that he's the
team's center fielder, despite the Vladimir Guerrero took his first a good effort," said MSU head coach Rob
swings of spring training, show- McDonald. "We didn't play well. I look
acquisition of J.D. Drew.
back at a lot of defensive plays, and some
"I'm starting and I'm play- ing his thumb is healed.

'Breds' rally falls short to Indians
that didn't show up in the box score as
errors. There were several plays that we
expect to make that we didn't make.
"We fought back at the end, though. I
think we've got great character on this team.
... When you get behind, that's the goal: to
fight back and get the tying run at the plate
and hope you can get that big hit."
Catcher Brett Wilson led Murray State at
the plate, going 2-for-4 at the dish with a
double and one RBI. Second baseman Seth
Hudson was also 2-for-4 with an RBI, while
Tiler Pittman scored twice.
Senior left-hander John Ross Shelton (01) took the pitching loss for the 'Breds,
allowing three runs (one earned)on four hits

while striking out four and walking three in
four innings.
Mike Sirianni was ASU's leading hitter
on the day, going 2-for-3 at the plate with a
double, two runs scored and an RBI. Brett
Kinning went 2-for-4 with a run scored and
two RBI.
Will Powell (1-0) picked up the win in
relief for the Indians, allowing now runs on
three hits in 1-2/3 innings of work.
Murray returns home to host a threegame weekend series against Bowling
Green State at Reagan Field. The series
begins with a doubleheader on Saturday.
starting at noon. Sunday's series finale also
begins at noon.
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OVC Standings
(WC
11-4
Tennessee Tech
10-5
Eastern Kentucky
10-5
Samford
9-5
Murray State
9-6
Austin Feav
8-6
Southeast Missouri
7-7
Tennessee State
6-8
Eastern Illinois
5-10
Morehead State
3-11
Jacksonville Stale
2-13
Tennessee-Martin

AkriMMIN
16-10
18-8
15-11
15-10
11-17
13-12
12-16
11-14
11-15
6-19
7-21

Tuesday. Feb. 22
Eastern Ky 69. Morehead State 61
Samford 84, Jacksonville State 75
Tennessee Tech 74. Austin Peay 59
Thursday. Feb. 24
Murray State at SEMO -7-30 p.m.
Samford at Tennessee St - 7:30 p.m.
uT-Martin at Eastern It - 7 30 p.m
Saturday. Feb. 26
Austin Peay at Eastern Ky -6 30 p m
Tenn Tech at Morehead -6 45 p.m
Murray St. at Eastern Ill. - 7:05 p.m.
UT-Martin at SEMO - 7 30 p in.
Jax State at Tennessee St - 7.30 pm.

League Leaders
sco_ridsu
SEMO 1209 ppci
Gonner
.3a.nmon

....Cape Girardeau. Mo
Location
1873
...
Founded
9.818
Enrollment „
Red & Black
Colors
Show Me Center7,000
Arena
President Or Kenneth W. Dobbins
Don Kaverman
AD
,,,,13-12
2004-05 Record
6/5
Lettervanners Returning/Lost
4/1
Starters Returning/Lost

Head Coach
Gary
Garners
Record
at SEMO
1997-98 14-13
1998-99 20-9
1999-00 24-7
2000-01 18-12
2001-02 6-22
2002-03 11-19
2003-04 11-16
2004-05 13-12
Career
Record:
364-274

.7.9
r

Garner

the Oir
of winning the league's regular-season
title.
Before that road trip, the Redhawk,
had reeled off seven straight victorie
- having not lost a game since chang
ing its nickname from the Indians.
"I thought both Eastern Kentucky
and Morehead State played really well,"
said SEMO head coach Gary Gamer.
"What we have to do now is regroup....
(Thursday) is a big game for Murray,
and it's a big game for us.
"We saw the Rice game on Saturday.
and, yes, they are a better basketball
team than they were three weeks ago.
They really seem to be blending together well. They may be the best team in
our league right now," he added.
In the first matchup between the two
teams, the Racers held the lead as late as
the 9:35 mark of the second half in what
was a see-saw battle. However, MSU
faded down the stretch as the Redhawks
built a five-point advantage and held on
in the last 1:13 to finish off the upset
win.
Entering that contest, Murray had
won the last three meetings in the
series. Still, the Racers own a healthy
38-16 advantage over SEMO in the alltime series. MSU leads the series 17-8
in games played at Cape Girardeau.

There's no secret what's at stake
when the Racers travel to Cape
Girardeau on Thursday to battle rival
Southeast Missouri State.
On the line is a home game in the
first round of the Ohio Vallivc
Conference Tournament, which begins
next Tuesday at the home venues of the
event's top four seeds.
With a victory tomorrow night,
Murray State would all but wrap up one
of those coveted berths in the tournament. A loss, on the other hand, would
likely mean the Racers would hit the
road for the first time ever in the first
round of postseason play.
MSU might be on its way to an OVC
regular-season championship if not for
its loss to the Redhawks on Feb. 5 at the
Regional Special Events Center.
The Racers had won two in a row
and five of their last six heading into
that contest, but dropped a 61-58 decision to SEMO. Murray went on to lose
photo
Times
8,
er
NANNEY/Ledg
SCOTT
back-to-back home games for the first
Sophomore swingman Terrick Willoughby, a
since 2003 with a Feb. 10 loss to
time
former MSU signee, was a factor in
isiting Tennessee Tech.
Southeast Missouri's 61-58 upset of Murray
Speaking of streaks. Southeast was
State on Feb. 5 at the Regional Special on a long one before last week's trip to
Events Center. Willoughby supplemented "Death Valley," where it was swept by
the inside presence of Dainmon Gonner and Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State.
The two defeats cost SEMO any chance
Reggie Golson with a game-high 19 points.

Probable Starters
Murray State
Shawn Witherspoon
Justin Orr
Pearson Griffith
Trey Pearson
Keith Jenifer

Min.
23.0
19.6
14.4
32.7
29.7

PPg•
9.6
4.1
4.0
15.6
7.0

FG%
.568
.350
.398
.463
.361

Asst.
1.8
1.2
0.3
3.7
4.1

Reb.
5.1
2.1
4.1
3.7
2.9

Southeast Missouri
Dainmon Gonner
Reggie Golson
Terrick Willoughby
Paul Paradoski
Derek Winans

Min.
37.0
32.9
28.8
23.7
29.5

Ppg.
20.5
16.6
10.4
2.1
10.3

FG%
.454
.540
.459
.333
.432

Asst.
2.2
1.9
1.5
3.4
2.0

Reb.
6.9
8.7
2.4
2.0
2.2

Tennessee Tech 74,
Austin Posy 59
COOKEVILLE,
(AP)-Willie Je
23 points to lead T
Tech to a 74-59
Tuesday night ov
Peay.
The
11-4 Ohio
clinched at least
" league championship
top seed in the
tournament.
Tennessee T
never trailed, shot 49.2
lcent from the field and
.4-the Governors (11-17, 9-6
just 32.8 percent
Stribling
Derek
i,Milone Clark both
points arid nine
Golden E
4Keyon Boyd added
Maurice
149 points to
Zaco
11
pin'nts arid,
illiam
l'Antbony Davis. one of A
;Pears top players, was 0
10 from the field.
The Golden Eagles are 1
0 at home this season.
E. Kentucky
Morehead St
MOREHEAD, Ky. (
,- Michael Haney had
points and 13 rebounds to
lead Eastern Kentucky to a
459-6l win over Morehead
State on Tuesday night.
,. Haney was 8-of-12 from
fithe field and 5-of-5 from the
!free-throw line for the
"1 Colonels (18-8, 10-5 Ohio
Valley Conference). Ben
Rushing scored 14 points.

arid Quinton Smith Scored 10 :
1.apiece.

"The Clear Choice For All
Your Mortgage Needs"
NIZirtgage

bnk ac.

GOOD LUCK
RACERS!

(No Obligation- Nothing To Pay)
YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
1 O.Bu rsitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14.Hip Pain
15.Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

This attire olawisatioa is
F RE E.
If aw want mato tan and boatload
wo do all deo paporwork.

759-1116
Call Now!
kiss This Calm With Two.

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains This examination normally costs $300 00 or more It will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure
test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in
the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor
to discuss the results
DISCLAiMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER
PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL
PAYMENT OR BE RE ilABURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WiTHIN 72
HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

11 I N. 12th St., Suite B • Murray • 42071
753-7407 • www.glohalmIglink.com

Dr. Heskett & Family

I

1703 HWY. 121 NORTH BYPASS• MURRAY, KY 42071

I

on am

We Love To See You Healthy!
V=
......imp

11=

111= 1=1 =1 =5 11/1=

We've GotAll Your
LocalSports Covered...
PON'T MISS A THING! MURK TOPAY!

IL

a
EDGER anCIMES
Q MURRAY

Yiiw Opzly Atorre€ttners Newspezper
1001 Whitriell Averitie • 753-1916
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Bulls beat down Heat in OT
Shag goes down with

Sponsored By.

The Insurance
Center of Murray

first-quarter knee injury

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency
901 Sycamore

753-8355

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
Standings
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
LPcI GB
Boston
27 27.500
—
Philadephia
26 27 491
1/2
New Jersey
23 31.426
4
Toronto
22 32.407
5
New York
21 33.389
6
Southeest Division
W
L Pct GB
Miami
40 15.727
Washington
30 22.577 8 1/2
Orlando
28 25.528
11
Charlotte
11 40 216
27
Atlanta
10 42 19228 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
33 19.635
—
Cleveland
30 21.588 2 1/2
Chicago
27 23.540
5
Indiana
26 26.500
7
Milwaukee
21 30 41211 1/2
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Indiana 108, Orlando 84 •
Milwaukee 112, Charlotte 102
Detroit 97, New York 68
Toronto 100, New Jersey 82
Chicago 105, Miami 101, OT
Seattle 87, Houston 65
Sacramento 114. Atlanta 104
LA Lakers 104, Boston 95

National

Assocladon
Standings
All limes CST
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
San Antonio
41 12.774
Dallas
35 16.686
5
Houston
32 22.593 9 1/2
Memphis
30 23.566
11
New Orleans
11 42.206
30
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
Seed*
36 15.703
Minnesota
27 27 50010 1/2
Denver
24 29 453
13
Portland
21 30 412
15
Utah
17 35327191(2
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
41 13.759
Phoenix
—
Sacramento
34 20.630
7
L.A. Laken
27 24.52912 1/2
LA. Clippers
23 30.43417 1/2
Golden State
15 38.28325 172

Wednesdays Games
Miami at Indiana, 6 p.m.
Chicago at Cleveland, 6 p.m.
Memphis at Washington, 6 p.m.
New Jersey at Milwaukee, 7 p.m.
Seattle at New Orleans, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Utah, 8 p.m.
Boston at Denver, 8 p.m.
Houston at San Antonio, 8 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
L A. Lakers at Portland, 9 p.m.
Atlanta at Golden State, 9:30 p.m_
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia at New York, 6 p.m.
Sacramento at Dallas, 830 p.m.
Minnesota at L.A. Clippers, 9:30 p.m.
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ball well, we don't have much of
a chance in the game." Lebo
said.
Smith said Auburn reminds
him of another team from the
same state -- AlabamaBirmingham, a frenetic squad
that upset Kentucky 76-75 in the
second round of last season's
NCAA tournament.
"They will pressure you and
mix up their defense," Smith
said of the Tigers."Tbey',11 show
zone and play man-awl-Amp the
post. They're not as helter-skelter as UAB was, but they have
the same type of people who
have the ability to knock down
the open shot."
A win over Auburn would
clinch at least a tie for the SEC
Eastern Division title. Kentucky
leads Florida by three games
with four to play. In the overall
SEC standings. Kentucky holds
a one-game lead over Alabama.

Kentucky vs. Auburn
Date: Tonight
Tipott: 7 p.m. ,
Site: Rupp Arena.
Lexington. Ky.
Series
record:
Kentucky leads 7817.
Last meeting: Kentucky 68. Auburn
59; Feb. 21. 2004, Auburn, Ala.
Coaches: Jeff Lebo (12-13. first season, 127-76, seventh season overall),
Auburn., Tubby Smith (211-55, eighth
season; 335-117, 14th season overall),
Kentucky.
Radio/Television: Jefferson Pilot
Sports, with Toni Hammond and Joe
Dean Jr..,Aubum Network, with Rod
Bramblett, Dayrneon FIshback and
Paul Ellen. University of Kentucky
Radio Network, with Torn Leach, Mike
Pratt and Dave Baker
Probable starling lineups:
Auburn (12-13, 3-9): F-Ouinnell
Brown, 12.9 ppg, 8.6 rpg, G-Daniel
Hayles, 6.4 ppg, 3.3 rpg. G-Ian Young,
14.0 ppg, 4.4 apg; G-Toney Douglas,
16.9 ppg. 5.3 mg; G-Nathan Watson,
11.1 ppg, 6.0 rpg.
Kentucky (20-3, 11-1): F-Chuck
Hayes, 10.7 ppg, 8.6 rpg; F-Keienna
Azubuike, 14.3 ppg, 4.8 rpg; CRandolph Morns. 8_8 ppg. 4.0 rpg; GRaion Rondo. 8 6 ppg, 30 rpg; GPatric* Sparks, 11 2 ppg, 4 1 apg.

Eastwood eases past
CFS; sets sights on
Gator Classic today
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Jordan Harrell and David
Craig accounted for half of
Eastwood Christian Academy's
46 points Tuesday night as the
two each notched 12 points in a
46-27 thumping over Christian
Fellowship.
Harrell had a double-double
on the night, pulling down 11
rebounds. Meanwhile, Craig
handed out four assists.
Joey Adams Jones led CFS
with a team-high 11 points.
Eastwood improved to 24-5
on the season and plays in the

Lindy Salter
hum Appcy

TV, radio
GOLF
1 p.m.
ESPN — PGA Tour-WGC, Accenture
Match Play Championship, first round
matches. at Carlsbad, Calif
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m
ESPN — Providence at Solon Mae
ESPN2 — Duke at Georgia Tech
6:30 p.m.
Murray State's Wok Cronin WOW()
7 p.m.
KFVS-12 — Auburn at Kentucky
WOKA — Northwestern at Illinois
ESPN CLASSIC — UAB at Saint Louis
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Boston College at Villanova

NBA BASKETBALL

p.m.
ESPN — Houston at San Antonio

SOCCER
110
ESPN2 — UEFA Champions League.
payoffs, 1/8th finale, leg 1, Manchester
United vs. AC Mien. at Manchester,
England

Gator Classic at Northside
Christian
Academy
in
Louisville, beginning at 3 p.m.
today.
On Tuesday, Jon Craig added
nine points, while Brandon
Burgree, who buried two 3pointers, finished with six. Erik
Ramsey had five points and
three assists, while Marcus
Harrell finished with two points.
The Warriors shots 17-of-44
from the field, while going 7-of14 from the freethrow line.
In addition to Burgee's two
treys, David Craig added two
and Jon Craig drained one.

AP Photo

Seattle Seahawks quarterback
Matt Hasselbeck
signed a six-year deal and
the team named running
back Shaun Alexander
their
franchise
player
Tuesday.

Seattle QB
flying high
By The Associated Press
The Seattle Seahawks made
sure Matt Hasselbeck will be
their starting quarterback for a
few more years, and designated
running back Shaun Alexander
as their franchise player on a
busy day in the NFL.
Adem Vinatieri, Edgerrin
James and Charles Woodson
were also among a handful of
players who received the franchise tag by their teams
Tuesday.
By designating potential free
agents as franchise players,
teams have the opportunity to
retain them for next season.
Under the designation, a team is
required to offer the player a
one-year contract equal to the
average of the top five salaries at
his position last season, or give
him a 20 percent raise, whichever is greater.
Drew Bledsoe was released
by Buffalo and within hours,
according to several reports,
agreed to a deal with the Dallas
Cowboys.
Bledsoe's reunion with coach
Bill Parcells, who drafted the
quarterback No. 1 overall and
guided him to the Super Bowl•in
New England, was first reported
by Dallas-Fort Worth television
station KTVT and later by
ESPN.com, The Dallas Morning
News and the Fort Worth StarTelegram. All cited sources.
Bledsoe, agent David Dunn
and Cowboys owner Jerry Jones
did not immediately return
phone calls to The Associated
Press.
Cleveland released quarterback Jeff Garcia, formally ending a one-year relationship that
seemed doomed from the outset.
There was no fanfare as the club
chose not to release a statement
or give a reason for cutting ties
with Garcia.
Although free agency offieially begins March 2, much
high-priced dealing already has
taken place. Seattle has made
the biggest moves, ensuring that
three of its top offensive players
stayed in town.
Last week, the Seahawks
signed left tackle Walter Jones
to a seven-year, $52.5 million
deal. Hasselbeck, who was sure
to be on of the top players on the
free-agent market, got a deal is
for $49.4 over six years —
including a $16 million signing
bonus.
"We weren't going to let Matt
go," Seahawks CEO Tod
Leiweke said. "This guy had to
come back for us to be effective."

Correction
In a story that ran in Monday's sports section, information on the
Murray High School football program was incorrect.
The Tigers' 1974 state championship under then-head coach
John Hina was not the program's only title, as was reported.
In 1961, MHS won a Class A state title under Ty Holland, defeating Lynch East Main 14-13. Lynch East had entered that contest as
a two-time defending state champion, having defeated Murray 390 the previous year.
The Murray Ledger & Times strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a news mistake or error, please
call 753-1916.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Boom told "ao" by others? film us a call or come by our office!
• We ban programs that aim as to say "ms"
to yew Immo parcbass or rollnaace.
• Cal or come by today for your free pro-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

CHICAGO(AP) — Shaquille O'Neal gave his
Miami Heat teammates quite a scare.
O'Neal strained his left knee in the opening
minutes of Miami's 105-101 overtime loss to
Chicago on Tuesday night after he went up for an
alley-oop pass from Dwyane Wade and fell on the
Bulls' Othella Harrington.
O'Neal stayed on the floor for several minutes
holding his knee before being helped off the floor.
X-rays were negative and he'll be re-evaluated
before the Heat's game Wednesday night in
Indiana.
The Bulls took advantage of O'Neal's absence
as Ben Gordon hit five 3-pointers in the fourth
quarter and overtime and scored 29 points.
Gordon hit three 3-pointers and scored 11
points in the fourth quarter to help the Bulls end
Miami's winning streak at seven games. The former Connecticut star has scored 10 or more points
in the fourth quarter of an NBA-high 15 games

this season.
"I take a lot of pride in it." Gordon said. "It is
not really something I say to myself. I'm going to
hit every big shot, it sort of happens that was.
Gordon said.
After Eddie Jones tied it for the Heat at the
buzzer in regulation, scoring off a teammates an
ball, Gordon scored the first eight points in th.
overtime period.
His second 3-pointer in overtime put the Bulls
up 100-92 with 2:11 left in overtime. Wade and
Eddie Jones hit back-to-back 3s for the Heat to cut
Chicago's lead to two points.
After Deng hit a pair of free throws and Gordon
hit one, Damon Jones hit a 3 for Miami cutting the
Chicago lead to 103-101 with 13.8 seconds lett
Chris Duhon then hit one of two free throws, making it 104-101. Damon Jones had a chance to tie it
for the Heat, but missed a 3 with 7 seconds left.
Wade had 21 points, 11 assists and six rebounds
for Miami, and Damon Jones added 18 points and
eight rebounds
With the Bulls trailing 86-77. Gordon tool.
over. The Bulls outscored the Heat 15-6 to end 'ht.
game. Gordon had 11 of those points.

AP Photo

Miami Heat's Shaquille O'Neal grabs his knee after injuring it during the first quarter
against the Chicago Bulls Tuesday in Chicago.

•MHS
From Page 1B
even took a-41-40 lead-on---a-three-point play by McClain and
a Fitz jumper. But the Tigers
regrouped with back-to-back
layups by Masthay and Rollins
for a 44-41 lead at the end of
three periods of play.
Murray looked to be in great
shape as Masthay opened the
fourth quarter with a steal and a
layup and Rollins canned a 3pointer from the top of the key.
But Vulton County stormed back
with buckets by Jonathan
Roberson, Wilson and McClain
to even the score at 49-49 with
5:12 left.
Masthay and Jackson corn-

Rollins would cut the defielz
to 55-53 on two free throws with
1:32 to play. but that's as close
as the Tigers would come as th.
Fulton Co
12 07 10 08 — 62
Murray
16 14 26 22 — 53
Pilots converted on 5-of-8 tosses
Fulton Co. (16-9) — McClain 21,
from the charity stripe in the
Wilson 16 Fitz 12, Roberson 6 FG: 22final 1:26 to secure the win.
69 3-point FO: 2-11 (Fitz 2) FT: 16-25
The defeat marked the third
Rebounds 41 Fouls 15
Murray (8-16) — Masthay 23, Rollins
time this season the Tigers have
19, Jackson 11 FG: 21-56 3-point FG:
lost to Fulton County (16-9).
2-10 (Rollins 21 FT: 9-16 Rebounds:
Murray will host Carlisle
29 Fouls: 19
County for Senior Night on
bined to hit 2-of-4 ,free throws Friday, beginning at 6 p.m. The
for a 11-49 ligir advantage. contest- is part of a boys-girls
However, Roberson drilled two doubleheader. The Lady Tigers
foul shots and McClain nailed a will take on the Lady Comets at
spinning -jumper in the lane to approximately 7:30.
put Fulton County up for good.
Fulton Co 62
TIGERS 53

STOP GETTING SQUEEZED. TRY DIALOG.
THE NICER/ CHEAPER, BETTER PHONE COMPANY
DIALOG'S PLEDGE TO YOU•
• We provide reliable phone service for one flat rate.

• We will not raise your rotes.
• We never odd on additional fees or taxes.
• Satisfaction Guarantee: If we don't do what we promise, return to your
current provider without penalty.

$35

A MONTH
Includes: Free Features
Free Regional long Distance

DIALOG
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
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Now Way of Thinking

1 -888-43 9 - 6 1 0 0
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Bush, chancellor call for Tehran U.S. soldier killed
to renounce nuclear ambitions
in bomb attack
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
, MAINZ, Germany (AP) —
President Bush and German
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder
insisted Wednesday that Iran
must not have nuclear weapons,
bot remained divided on how to
coax Tehran into giving up its
suspected ambitions for such an
acsenal.
"It's vital that the Iranians
hear the world speak with one
voice that they shouldn't have a
nuclear weapon," Bush saidat a
news conference with the
German leader.
Both sought to play down the
differences the United States
and Europe have on the best way
to persuade Iran to abandon its
nuclear enrichment program.
"We absolutely agree that
Iran must say, no, to any kind of
nuclear weapon, full stop,"
Schroeder said.
Bush was making a nine-hour
stop here during a trip to
and
Belgium,
Germany
Slovakia, where the president
meets Thursday with Russian
President Vladimir Putin.
At a round-table meeting
with young German people later
Wednesday, Bush emphasized
the close relationship he and
Schroeder have with the Russian
leader, who is under criticism
from the West for rolling back
sonic democratic reforms.
"I expressed some concerns
at the European Unien yesterday
about some of the decisions such
as freedom of the press that our
mutual friend has made.- Bush
said. "I look forward to talking
ith him about his decisionmaking process."
A senior administration official. who briefed reporters on
Air Force One on the flight to
Germany. said Bush • rejects
Putin's defense of his tightening
of government controls in
Russia — that the Russian people are accustomed to strong
rule by czars and a large government rolean everyday life.
"An argument that 'My people need a strong ruler — me' is
an argument that does not fit
with the way the president talks
aboilt dein-a:racy." said the official, speaking on condition of
anonymity.

Iran quake
toll up to 500
.ISLAMABAD, Iran (AP) —
Rescue teams using dogs and
heavy machinery pulled more
bodies from the ruins of flattened villages in central Iran on
Wednesday. and officials raised
the death toll from a powerful
earthquake to at least 500. The
count was expected to rise even
higher.
A I 4-year-old girl was pulled
out of the rubble alive and
immediately asked if her family
survived.
'Teams were hampered by bad
weather and the mountainous
terrain, working in a cold, heavy
rain after a night during which
temperatures dropped below
freezing.
Mohammad Javad Fadaei,
deputy governor of Kerman
province, said more bodies had
been discovered. "The dea3toll
is now 500, and there's a ssiNlity that the figure will
The
told
he
i ncrease,"
Associated Press. At least 900
people were injured.
'Many survivors huddled in
tents, trying to escape the chill,
after the magnitude 6.4 struck
early Tuesday, damaging some
40 villages with a combined
population of 30,000 people and
leaving many homeless. Rescue
workers were still digging out
survivors and bodies in the three
ioost isolated villages.
In Hotkan, shouts of "God is
'great" echoed in the ruined village after rescuers pulled a girl
from under the rubble of a
Siestroyed mud house on
Wednesday.
: Looking dazed and confused,
:14-year-old Zehra Hosseini
Cried as rescuers pulled her out.
"Where are my father and
Mother, brother and sister? They
must be alive," she shouted. The
rescuers told her they didn't find
any other survivors in that same
area, but she didn't appear to
hear them.
Earlier in the day, Z,ehra
Vlirzaei. 18. was pulled out of
the ruins and looked around
what was left of her village
piles of dirt and stone.
"This is not my village, this is
not Hotkan — I wish I had died
with the others." she said, beating her head and chest in grief.
Search efforts also continued
ig Sarbagh and Dahoueieh.

AP Photo

U.S. President George W. Bush, right, and German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder
review the guard of honour in the courtyard of the Electors Palace in Mainz, western
Germany today. Bush is on a one-day official visit to Germany.
Bush and Schroeder. meanwhile. seemed resigned to differences on issues such as global warming and, especially, the
war in Iraq that
vehemently
so
Germany
opposed.
"Now, our joint Interest is
that we come to a stable, democratic Iraq." Schroeder said.
Even though Germany refuses to go into that war-torn
nation, Schroeder noted its role
in training Iraqi security officers
in the United Arab Emirates and
its willingness to help the new
Iraqi gosemment draft a constitution or establish ministries.
Bush thanked Germany. "I
fully understand the limitations
of German contributions." he
said.
The leader of Germany's
main opposition party. the conservative Christian DentTicirats.
said after a 15-minute meeting
with Bush that relations are on

MURRAY

the mend. "I got the impression
that trans-Atlantic relations are
really in a new phase,- Angela
Merkel told ARD television.
But Bush and Schroeder
remain far apart on Europe's
desire to end a 15-year-old arms
izmbargo on China. _Bush_ has
emphasized American opposition to lifting the embargo,
imposed after the bloody 1989
Tiananmen Square crackdown
on pro-democracy activists,
because of concerns it would
alter the balance of relations
between China and Taiwan.
And the sticky issue of Iran
dominated the news conference
that followed their more than
hour-long meeting.
Schroeder wants Bush to
more actively engage with talks
Led by Germany, France and
Britain that offer incentives to
Tehran, such as membeishiii
the World Trade Organization.
in return for dropping its nuclear

STATE

program.
"There needs to be movement on both sides," Schroeder
said.
Bush, in contrast, backs the
European diplomacy but frowns
on the idea of rewarding Iran for
breaking the nonproliferation
treaty that prohibits it from making nuclear fuel or for sponsoring terrorist groups in Israel
such as Hezbollah.
"We will work with them to
convince the mullahs that they
need to give up their nuclear
ambitions," Bush said of the
Europeans.
But he added: "The reason
we're having these discussions
is because they were caught
enriching uranium after they had
signed a treaty saying they
wouldn't enrich uranium. ...
They're the party that needs to
be held to account, not any of
us."

UNIVERSITY

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A car bomb killed two people and
wounded 14 in the northern Iraqi city of Mosul on Wednesday,
and a U.S. soldier was killed in a separate bomb attack north of
Baghdad, officials said.
The violence came a day after Iraq's dominant Shiite political
party chose Ibrahim al-Jaafari. the head of a religious party who
fought Saddam Hussein and took refuge in Iran for a decade, as
its candidate for prime minister — making him the overwhelming favorite for the post.
Wednesday's car bomb took place in western Mosul. said
Essam Youssef of the city's Jamhoun hospital, where some of the
casualties were brought. It was not immediately clear what the
target of the bomb was. Witnesses said no U.S. or Iraqi forces in
the area where the explosion took place.
In a statement, the U.S. military said two people were killed
and 14 wounded in the attack, which it blamed on insurgents who
"continue to disregard the safety of their fellow citizens during
their attacks.Also in Mosul. U.S. soldiers shot dead a civilian in a pickup
truck who approached their convoy too closely as he was trying
to pass it, policeman Ahmed Rashid said. Weary of car bombs.
most U.S. military vehicles carry signs warning drivers to keep
away.
Elsewhere, a soldier from the U.S. Task Force Liberty was
killed Wednesday when assailants set off the bomb near Tuz, 105
miles north of Baghdad, the military said in a statement.
Earlier Wednesday, the military said a U.S. Marine was killed
in a non-hostile vehicle accident during military operations in
Anbar province west of Baghdad. the U.S. command said
Wednesday.
Anbar includes the cities of Fallujah and Ramadi, where U.S.
forces launched a joint sweep with Iraqi troops on Sunday to
crack down on insurgents in the area.
As of Tuesday, at least 1.484 members of the U.S. military
have died since the beginning of the Iraq war in March 2003,
according to an Associated Press count. At least 1,126 died as a
result of hostile action, according to the Defense Department.
Al-Jaafari's selection on Tuesday came after former
Washington ally Ahmad Chalabi dropped out of the race following three days of round-the-clock bargaining. Al-Jaafari has been
seen as having close ties to Iran's ruling clergy, though he denies
any links to a government that President Bush has said is part of
an "axis of evil."
But al-Jaafari must now build a ruling coalition and win agreement from the Kurds and others on candidates for Cabinet posts
and the largely ceremonial presidency before seeking the support
of a majority of the National Assembly elected Jan. 30,
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PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag
Good thru March 15, 2005

PUSH MOWERS

FREE
COLLEGE
INFORMATION
NIGHT
For adults beginning
or returning to
college to earn an
undergraduate degree

Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Ssark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only
$4495

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Finng
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only
$7995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

Thurs., February 24 • MSU Curris Center
Cumberland Room • 3rd Floor
Session 1: Admission procedures and requirements; 6- 7:15 p.m.
Session 2: Filing for financial aid; 7:15 - 8:30 p.m.
Attend one or both sessions. Course selection and
class scheduling are not a part of this program.
Reservations required by February 23.
Call 1-800-669-7654 or 270-762-4159.

CntinuingEducation
&Academic Outreach
Kentucky's
ikral
k
Public Ivy University

http://ceao.murraystate.edu
Equal education and employment opportunities WED, AA employer

We're here for you

Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only
$9995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only
$14995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Chestnut St.
Murray

14ednesda). ebruar, 23, 2tJ05 • 511
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Running the
risk on the road
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
the third in a series about
Murray Police Department's
10-week Citizens Police
Academy, in which the reporter
is participating:
I had a
friend in
high school
who called
me "Grace."
Even covered in his
sarcasm, the
nickname
was rather
appropriate.
Taylor
I've been
Made
known to
By Kristin
walk into a
Taylor
wall or two.
Ledger & Times literally and
Staff Writer
figuratively.
But I
walked into
a classmate's chair Monday
night during the Citizens Police
Academy on Monday night. My
vision was impaired — and I
was completely sober.
For personal reasons, I
choose not to drink. But with
some goggles, I experienced a
drunk-like perception. During
our class, a couple of people
tried sobriety tests with these
goggles that blurred their vision
and altered their actions. They
stumbled through the heel-totoe walk and one-leg stand.
I put the goggles on in the
back of the classroom and
promptly ran into my classmate's nearby chair. I can't
imagine sun-endering control
then trying to maintain control
of a vehicle, for my own sake
and the sake of the other drivers
on the road.
In general, Murray Police
Detective Sgt. Tom Bailey said
safety on roadways is coMpromised by drunk drivers.
Average people who drink commit DUI offenses 80 times a
year — but that doesn't mean
they always get caught. For
every one person charged with
DUI, six or seven people'go
without being arrested, he said.

citing older statitics.
This week's lesson was
about traffic stops and DUI
enforcement. Bailey talked
about how traffic stops can be
=lig a police officees riskiest
moments.
"He's got one of the biggest
weapons on the highway — a
6,000-pound car," Bailey said.
"Driving is a privilege, not a
right."
The process for determining
whether someone should be
charged with DUI is pretty
much by-the-book for officers
who administer field sobriety
tests and sometimes use a
breathalyzer at the scene. A
blood test follows after they are
booked in jail.
Driving under the influence
is only one issue that often arises in traffic stops.
Like I said, traffic stops are
risky, especially at night.
because of an unknown element
that causes officers to keep
their guards up and their guns
close — even for a speeding
driver or someone that fails to
obey a stop light.
Sure, drivers might be
speeding down 12th Street, but
they might also be under the
influence or alcohol or drugs,
making them less like themselves. Or they might be wanted in a more serious crime,
making them quicker to pick a
fight.
Some are definitely not as
serious as others, but Bailey
said there's no such thing as a
no-risk traffic stop. After 14
years working in the department's patrol and investigations
divisions, he should know.
"I treat them all as a high
risk because you don't always
know," Bailey said Monday
night. "You have to expect the
unexpected."
Officers position themselves
for safety when they are pulling
over a vehicle, even if the driver is only suspected of running
a stop sign or speeding. They
are trained to approach vehicles
in a way that gives law enforcement an upper hand.
"You have to do it the same
every time," MPD Sgt. Jim
Osborne told the class he coordinates. "If you don't, you get
complacent."
Sudden movements can
compromise the safety of a situation. Officers are trained to
watch for suspicious moveWoodmen's flexible Premium and
ments that may indicate the susSingle Premium Deterred Annuities are
pect could retrieve a weapon.
competitive attematives to other savings
drivers should be careful to
So
plans. The initial guaranteed rate' a
wait for officers to approach the
vehicle before reaching for their
license or registration.
IliNY6giarlisd tx Oral Tone and Fur
"Your actions can change his
co wry me*ey orcm be teak r lor me year
atoweld no Omer li 3%
whole demeanor," Bailey told
the citizens Monday night about
Stotts Crouse
how they should treat officers
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
during a traffic stop.
270-753-4741
In a broader sense, police
cell 270-293-7197
officers are ready for Grace and
lEN OF THEWORLD
is
I;s
LVD
4W
411
any one else who falters in the
SOCIETY
smallest or greatest ways on our
HOME OFT10E OMAHA,STEIRASKA
community's roads.

Regional Governor's
Cup Results

Sharing the Hope

High School
•:•
Individual
Math: Michael Miao, Murray (I4th)
Science: Benjamin Hail,
Calloway (4th)
Composition: Isabel DuarteGray, Murray (2nd); Mackenzie
Hoffman, Murray (4th)
Social Studies: Elizabeth
Bogal-Albraten, Murray (1st)
Arts & Humanities: Wesley
Bolin, Murray (4th)
Team
Future Problem Solving:
2nd-Calloway
Quick Recall: 3rd-Murray
Overall: 4th-Murray
Middle School
Individual
Composition: Janie Stenberg
Calloway (1st), Tyler Spann,
Murray (3rd)
Social Studies: Jacob Belt,
Murray (1-2nd); Justin Palmer
(t-4th)
Language Arts: Holly Oatman
(3rd)
Arts & Humanities: Patrick
Hughes. Murray (1st)
Team
Future Problem Solving:
2nd-Calloway
Overall: 3rd-Murray, 5thCalloway

•

MINN/

C TURING?
HOW ABOUT AN

ANNUITY?
3.50%

fri

MI

CREATIVE
ARTS CRAM
2539 E. Wood St. • Paris, TN 38242
"Your Hometown Art & Craft Store"

Photo provided by Phillip Lynn Rogers

Pictured is "Share the Hope's" last trip to Wolfe County in eastern Kentucky with
volunteers from Kentucky and Tennessee. Wolfe is the 20th poorest county in the
United States."Share the Hope" is currently collecting food, cleaning supplies, personal hygiene items, underwear, socks, clothing for boys and girls, and school supplies for middle and high school-aged children. Delivery is set for March 26. Cash
donations may be sent to "The Share the Hope" Project, 481 Van Cleave Rd.,
Murray KY 42071. For additional information, call 753-1001.

Bill passes to allow CATS alternatives
"This is not a pilot project.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Senate narrowly This is a project to undermine
voted Tuesday to allow select the commitment that was made
school districts to develop alter- in 1990," said Sen. Tim
natives to the statewide test that Shaughnessy, D-Louisville.
Sen. Gerald Neal, another
gauges school performance.
Supporters said it would Louisville Democrat, called it
successful districts, "an attack on the CATS test."
allow
The bill passed on a partythrough pilot projects, to seek
improvements over the testing line vote. Twenty Republicans
program known as CATS --voted for the.measure, while 15
Commonwealth Accountability—Democrats and Independent
Sen. Bob Leeper of Paducah
Testing System.
"If it works and it's a good opposed it.
The proposal now goes to the
idea, I see no harm in trying it,"
sponsor, Democrat-controlled House.
bill's
the
said
Under the bill, school disRepublican Sen. Jack Westwood
tricts would need to obtain perof Crescent Springs.
'Opponents said it would mission from the state Board of
erode a statewide accountability Education to develop pilot prosystem that holds every school grams for alternative assessment
to the same standard, which they and accountability testing.
The alternative tests would
called a key element of the 1990
Kentucky Education Reform be done each year and would
measure core content in such
Act.

People selling things often come to your
Some of the common areas seniors are
By JEANETTA & JIM POLLARD
To ere on safety's side, you should .
home.
con
A
repairs.
often scammed are in home
Columnists
..
them in.
let
never
tell
and
citizen
senior
the
contact
will
artist
is
Senior citizens are very gullible. This
more
seniors
and
more
when
day
this
In
be
to
them their roof, driveway, etc. need
why they are often the victims of con
are getting on the Internet, they must be, ,
repaired. They will offer to do it for less
artists. We live in a different world from
aware there are many. many scams on the-'
They
immediately.
it
do
can
they
if
money
of
Most
in.
up
grew
citizens
senior
the one
Internet. We recently got an email supposAfter
front.
up
money
want
usually
will
them were reared in a time when a deal
from the bank we bank with. It said
edly
may
they
work,
the
of
part
done
have
they
they
therefore
shake:
hand
a
was sealed by
to reconfirm our social security
had
we
just
they
Sometimes
advance.
want another
are still incline to trust people to do what
our bank account number, etc. or
number,
them
see
never
you
and
money
the
take
,
Unfortunately
they say they will do.
would be closed. Fortunately.
account
our
,
makes
that
something
things have changed. And not for the better again or they will do
our bank and they said they had
called
Jim
but
repairs,
some
doing
are
they
think
you
in this respect.
not sent any such email. The lesson in this'
actually they aren't helping anything.
In this article, we will be discussing
is never, never give out any of your finanyour
to
comes
who
stranger
a
let
just
Never
some of the areas in which senior citizens
information in answer to such an email.
cial
famia
door do any work for you. Contact
and their families need to be alert to.
did have the name of our bank corThey
check
them
have
and
friend
a
or
member
ly
One of the areas people are often
but banks do not send emails asking
rect,
not
may
you
reality,
In
you.
for
out
things
There
exploitation.
financial
is
exploited in
for information they already have.
need any repairs done.
are people who will try to trick people into
The bottom line is in this day and age,'
homes
into
get
artists
con
way
Another
property,
their
or
money
giving away their
must always be alert. Do not be giving
you
by
sent
been
have
they
owner,
is to tell the
especially when a person has gotten to the
financial information. Do not let
your
out
out
check
to
etc.
company,
electric
gas,
the
and
alone
stay
point of not being able to
into your home. It's sad, hut this
strangers
you
ask
often
will
They
their furnace, etc.
not being able to take care of their own
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KIDSIONMENT SALE
IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!

Huge New Inventory of

riltvIch 13

Stamps & Stamping
Supplies!
Stickers! Rub-On's!
Embellishments'

PADUCAH

Feb.18 & 19 Drop Off
Feb. 22 - 25 •Shopping Plaza

March 4 & 5 Drop Off
March 8 - 18• Gores- Lose Oak Rd.

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
All items sorted at consignment - guaranteed

Money & clothing reads for pick up at end of sale — no waiting!

r42flow ha To Steran
:*4c1Soto
*maw
Wm

Call for details & to
reserve space!

731-641-9900

VIN MIE STO
Great
Service
& Low
Prices!

Coll for NV Wedding Consultotoon rodoy

31W Q

:d02 arelettit

CATERING
71S 1 S. 12tii SI.(Ace's Irma Feed OW)
niaassaa. 011100111
Rem•(270) 742-0450•
AKERS' &

A'
4,•.•

Most Major
Brands of New
& Used Tires
In Stock!

401 N. 4th St.• Murray•762-0000
Mon.- Fri. 8 a.m.- 4:50 pan • Sat.8 a.m.- Noon
Otrnelps miciuser Cerny• Ricfsarol NG.,• hterNit Taber.

"PdassulA
.rt RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
SUPERSTORE
1030 Cairo Road • Paducah, KY 42001
I-24 • Exit 3 Go East 1 Mile On 305

•basting Glasses•Serving Sets•Cake loppea•Garters & More!
C'

M.6

MAYFIELD

•

FREE
Artists' Show & Sale
at the
Hampton Inn
Convention Center
Sun., March 13

and provides sound information.
He called CATS an "OK
test," but said it has had problems. As a Kentucky-only test, it
is expensive and makes it difficult to compare with accountability tests in other states, he
said.
"The biggest flaw is that It
tries to use this (for) testing one
fourth grade one year, a different
fourth grade in another year and
then somehow divine whether or
not there is success in that
school," he said. "Every teacher.
every principal will tell you that
sometimes you have a better
class than other years, and there
will be a fluctuation."
Blevins said the bill wouldn't
comply with the federal law
coined as "No Child Left
Behind." He also predicted the
bill would add to the cost of the
accountability testing.

6 keep from being swindled

Tips

Our Store is "Chock Full" of
new spring merchandise!

Show
& Sate

subjects as reading, writing.
math, science and social studies.
Shaughnessy said the testing
program has had changes over
the years but said that until now
lawmakers had resisted any
piecemeal approach to evaluating school performance.
"Everybody is going to be
measured the same, that has
been the one point of consistency that we will not retreat from,"
he said.
The bill's opponents also said
that lawmakers should wait for
the results of a current study of
CATS before making any
changes.
"I don't think we need to rush
to judgment," said Sen. Walter
Blevins, D-West Liberty.
Senate Majority Leader Dan
Kelly, R-Springfield, said the
goal remains to have a statewide
assessment system "that works

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT AND SMALLWARES FOR:
*Restaurants
*Nursing Homes
*Bakeries
Hours: 11-F 91; Sit 9-2

*Schools
*Residential
*Cony. Stores

*Churches
*Bars

Toll Free 966-411-7419 • Fax 270441-7490

Murray Ledger & 'ft
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THERE'S BEEN NOTHING QUITE LIKE IT IN THEIR 58-YEAR HISTORY!
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NOTHING'S Nab MCIO

10 SENSATIONAL HOURS!

TI'S A HUGE SALE SELECTIO TOMORROW!
10 AM UNTIL 8 PM!
SHOP IMPORTANT PRICE
REDUCTIONS ON ALL OF
ALL OF THEIR FAMOUS

NAME BRANDS!
• Broyhill •Ashley
•Thomasville• Klaussner
•la-l-Boy •Serba Perfect
[..
•Action By Sleeper
•And Many,
Lane
Many More!
• Rowe
COME EARLY FOR LARGE
AND COMPLETE SELECTION!)
7-

PLUS!
SPECIAL CREDIT TERMS MAKE IT EVEN EASIER FOR
YOU TO BUY AT THIS YEAR'S WINTER CLEARANCE!

•NO INTEREST!
AND

•NO MONTHLY
PAYMENTS FOR

RMS!
FLEMING FURNITURE
AND THE ASHLEY HOME'
STORE OFFER ONE OF THE
AREA'S LARGEST WINTER
CLEARANCE SALES!
•Living Rooms! •Chests!
•Dining Rooms! •Bunk Beds!
•Daybeds!
•Bedroom
Suites!
•Room Packages!
•Hideaway Beds!
•Chairs!
•Rockers!
•Reclining Sofas
•Recliners!
And loveseats!
•Dinette Sets! •Leather Furniture!
•Tables!
•Curio Cabinets!
•Lamps!
•Entertainment
•Mattress Sets Centers!
In All Sizes! •Accessories!
•And Much, Much Mors!

AND
YES! IT'S QUICK AND EASY
ROWSE FOR HOURS AS
BARGAIN SHOPPING AT
THEY OFFER EVERYTHING
ITS MOST EXCITING WITH
IN INVENTORY AT
CE-MEAR WALLTO-WAII
WINTER CLEARANCE
EVEN AT
NTER CLEARANCE SAVINGS OR USE s'
04 EVERY ITEM IN STOCK!! WALL-TO-WALL CLEARANCE SAVINGS! ,SAVINGS FOR 2005!

ONE FULL YEAR!

SUPERCENTER
3801 HinisissItio Rd. Highway 80
A Haft MIN East of 1-24. Patispessii. KY
442.4455 • 1-800-7641-8224
Op•• Daly 10-7 • SM. 1.5. Fri. 101
BENTON
305 North Main Stylist, fission. KY
527-3461 • 1-800-599-8224
()pop Doak 910 5. Friday 910 0
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16TH STREET

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at www.fierningfurniture.com

451 South taeh Street. Pasitteoh, KY
442-4405 • 1.800-4504224
Op*. Deify Of. 3, Friday 0 bp 0

'With 5999 minimum purchase with approved credit. —Excludes Value Priced Items,
Closeouts. Special Sale !terns. & Room Solutions. Does Not Apply To Previous Purchases.
Limited Quantities on Closeout Items. Not all items at all stores. Items similar as shown.
—See store for details. Special orders require 25% deposit.

MURRAY
3040 Hwy. 641 Mortis. Murray. KY
753-8300
Op.., Alon.400. 10 to 6. Swailay 1-3

AFTER MONTHS OF PLANNING AND PREPARATION, IT'S HERF'

WINTER CLEARANCE 2005!!
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